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1.0	 INTRODUCTION
In accordance whir 	 Statement of Work requirements of the "Planning
AS$i$tAnCe for the 30/20 GHz Program" contract with the NASA Lewis Research
Center (LeRC) , Western Union was tasked to 	 review and critique the functional
design concepts and technical designs for a 30/20 GHz demonstration flight
system developed by TRW, Hughes, Ford Aerospace, GE, and RCA under the NASA
LeRC 30/20 GHz Program Phase 11 studies-, review and critique the technical
design ieview, reports submitted by NASA LeRC I s technology readiness contractors.
The technology being developed under multiple contracts awarded by NASA LeRC
are.  baseband processor, IF switch matrix, 30 GHz low noise receiver, 20 GHz
GaAs FET power amplifier, 2.0 GHz Imp4tt power amplifier, -940 GHz dual mode TWTA,
111 ►  ti -beam antenna,
This volume, Volume rl of the three volume final report contains the
Tasks 4, 5 and 6 reports. The Tasks 4 and 5 reports discuss the results of
Western Union's review of tile 13 0/20 GHz demonstration flight system functional
design concepts and technical designs developed by the aerospace contractors
under their respective Phase 11 studies, Specifically, Task 4 reviewed TRW and
Hughes baseline and Multiple design concepts and Task 5 reviewed Hughes and RCA
Multiple design concepts,
Tile Task 6 report discusses the results of Wos ,tern Union's review of
the technical design review reports Submitted by the technology readiness con-
tractors,
Highlights of the three task, reports are summarized in the -following
sections -
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TASK 4 - REVIEW SUMMARY
Objectives
The Task 4 objectives were to review, comment and offer recommendations
Vol Iluyhes and TRW 30/20 GHz communication system baseline and multiple design
concepts developed in accordance with the requirements of Tasks 1, 2 and 3 in
their respective Phase II study contracts.
1.1.2	 Review of TRW and Hughes Baseline and Multiple Design Concepts
Under Task 4, Western Union reviewed, commented and offered recom-
mendations on Hughes and TRW's 30/20 GHz communication system baseline and
multiple design concepts developed in accordance with the requirements of their
respective Phase II contracts. Three Hughes and TRW task outputs were reviewed
as part of this effort. The three task outputs are:
Task 1: Baseline System Development
Task 2: Multiple Concepts Development
Task 3: Recommended Concepts for Detailed Development
in their respective Task 4 efforts.
The baseline and multiple concepts development efforts were based on
a two flight demonstration system. In the baseline concept development the com-
munications payload on Flight 1 was specified 'co consist of trunking and emergency
communications (ECS) on-board systems. On Flight 2 the communications payloads
consist of trunking and CPS on-board systems, the CPS capability replacing the
Flight 1 ECS. No restriction was placed on launch vehicle size.
In the multiple concepts development Hughes and TRW were free to select
and recommend alternative design scenarios. Constraints placed on the multiple
concept development effort were that launch vehicle size for Concept 1 was
restricted to SUSS-D and for Concept 2 a SUSS-A. The three types of serivices.
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i.e., trunking, CPS and ECS need not be demonstrated concurrently on the same
flight and the intent is to use an existing bus with minimum modifications with
an objective to limit the launch vehicle size to SUSS-A as an upper bound.
Both TRW and Hughes functional system design configuration, availability
and BER objectives stated and the transmission data are compatible with the NASA
SOW requirements.
System availability is a key performance parameter for trunking appli-
cation. In the baseline design the use of diversity earth stations, adaptive
rain response techniques, and normal operating margins were identified as the
system design approaches to be used to achieve the required availability. The
required margin to maintain the specified availability is 20 dB for uplink and
10 dB for downlink. The ability of the baseline system to meet system performance
and availability requirements has not been clearly shown. Further analysis is
required to establish the adequacy of the total systo;m margin to satisfy the
availability requirement as the satellite position is moved towards the orbital
extremes. The question of the adequacy of system margin as a function of satellite
location should be addressed. In view of the availability requirements and
extensive frequency reuse, the design of the larger antenna with one steerable
trunking beam for measurement of interbeam interference characteristics and cross
polarization and implementation of dual orthogonal feed system to maximize
frequency reuse should be a requirement for the demonstration system. The
scalability of the antenna subsystem to 20 fixed beams and six scanning beams
is not addressed. The size of spacecraft antenna and TWTAs vary over a
considerable range and no effort is made to be consistent with the specification
of the subsystems being developed under the technology contracts. The trunking
ground station sizes also vary over a large range. However, Western Union
recommends that the maximum antenna size be 7.5 meters.
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The baseline design concept for network control should be reassessed.
A static control approach does not lend itself to the level of traffic antici-
pated in an operational system and precludes redistribution of resources as traffic
demands on a real time basis. While more complex, a dynamic network control
approach is felt to be more efficient and appropriate.
1.2	 TASK 5 - REVIEW SUMMARY
1.2.1	 Objectives
The Task 5 objectives were to review and offer comments and recommenda
tions on Hughes and RCA 30/20 GHz communication system final design conception
relative to their respective SOW requirements, Western Union's perception of
30/20 GHz communication system requirements, and constraints in terms of system
cost and launch vehicle size imposed by NASA.
1.2.2	 General Comments
Although generally both the contractors meet the baseline NASA
Statement of Work requirements for a single demonstration flight, it is Western
Union's opinion that no single concept proposed by either of the two contractors
convincingly demonstrates a high degree of scalability to an operational system.
A detailed discussion of the system aspects and other considerations to demonstrate
scalability to an operational system was presented in Task 3. The system concepts
reviewed here either emulate the previous system design concepts or provide
further details, and no significantly different or new concepts have been proposed.
1.2.3	 Comparison of Hughes and RCA Concepts
Hughes has proposed both TDMA and FDMA transmission modes for trunking
on a non-simultaneous basis. There are four primary and two secondary nodes. The
nodes are Los Angeles, Cleveland, New York or Tampa and Washington, DC or Houston.
The primary and secondary nodes for either transmission mode are the same. The
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transmission data rate per channel is 256 Mbps in either transmission mode.
In the FDMA case multiplexing and demultiplexing is accomplished at lRF prior
to any frequency translation. Complete connectivity is provided by a 6 x 4
(6 input, 4 output) IF switch and two redundant paths are provided to bypass
the failed cross-point switches. The transmitter is driven by a 40 watt TWT.
The trunking earth station size is 5 meters with 500 watt TWT. The rain margin
is provided by adaptive power control. An 8 watt solid state power amplifier
(SSPA) provides back-up for TWT for clear weather operation only. Frequency
reuse is demonstrated using spatial and polarization isolation.
Customer Premise Service (CPS) is provided by independently scanned
uplink beam and downlink beams. The signals after downconversion are routed
to the baseband processor where the signals are demodulated, stored and forwarded.
If the uplink signal from a particular CPS station is forward error coded (FEC)
due to rain, the signal is decoded by the baseband processor. Downlink signals
to stations suffering severe rain attenuation are FEC encoded in the baseband
processor. The data transmission rates are either four 32 Mbps or one 128 Mbps.
The earth station sizes for 32 Mbps and 128 Mbps are 3 meters and 5 meters,
respectively. The ground station HPA for 32 Mbps and 128 Mbps stations are
7 watts and 10 watts, respectively. Hughes has proposed the use of LEASAT bus
which requires SUSS-A launch vehicle. The satellite design has a four year
operational 'life. The satellite antenna has monopulse tracking for high antenna
pointing accuracy. There is no cross-connected between the baseband processor
and TDMA switch.
RCA has proposed TDMA transmission mode for trunking and non-simul-
taneous TDMA or FDMA transmission mode for CPS service. The spacecraft antenna
subsystem is the same as proposed by TRW and Ford in the technology development
contracts. There are four primary nodes and two alternate nodes. The nodes are
Los Angeles, Cleveland, New York or Tampa and Washington, DC or Houston.
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Connectivity among the nodes is provided by a 4 x 4 (four input, four output)
TDMA IF switch matrix with internal redundancy to bypass failed cross-point
switches. The trunking transmission rate is 256 Mbps. The ground station
antenna size for trunking station is five meters using 400 watt TWTA. Adaptive
power control is used to provide uplink rain margin. The CPS transmission
rates are either four channels at 30 Mps or one 120 Mbps. The ground station
antenna sizes for 30 Mbps and 120 Mbps are three meters and five meters, respec-
tively. The HPA size for both sizes of CPS stations are 200 watt...s. The routing,
coding/decoding and store forward is provided by the baseband processor being
developed by Motorola. RCA has a much lighter spacecraft bus with a SUSS-D
launch capability. The design life of this satellite is four years. The comuni-
cation throughput of both RCA and Hughes is essentially the same. One of RCA's
concepts has cross-connect between CPS and trunking. In general, RCA has made
an effort to utilize the sub-subsystem being developed by others. However, the
interface problems have not been addressed. Neither Hughes nor RCA has inves-
tigated instrumentation to monitor system performance parameter, nor have they
addressed the impact of such instrumentation on weight, power and cost of the
satellite.
1.3	 TASK 6 - REVIEW SUMMARY
1.3.1	 Objectives
The Task 6 objectives were to review, comment and offer recommendations
on the new technology system and technical designs defined i'n technical design
review data submitted by NASA's technology readiness contractors. Two sets of
design review data from each of 12 technology readiness contractors were
reviewed in the Task 6 effort.
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1.3.2	 Areas of New Technology and General Comments
Technology readiness contracts have been awarded in seven areas. Each
contract calls for a systems study and design effort and a "proof-of-concept"
(POC) model which will demonstrate the transferability of the paper design to
hardware. The five areas are:
• 30 GHz Low Noise Receivers
• Gams FET Power Amplifiers
Impatt Power Amplifiers
• TWT Amplifiers
• Satellite Switched - Time Division Multiple Access Switches
i
• Baseband Processors
• Multi-Beam Antennas
The contractors' effcrmi, have been jt,.jged based on three sets of
references; the NASA Contract Statements of Work received by each, the Western
Union Task 11 report on Functional Requirements and the output of other NASA
30/20 GHz program contracts in the systems area, as well as on more general
communication system requirements.
Generally, there seems to have been insufficient attention paid to
the overall system design and allocation of performance to various system
elements, and to obtaining information on the range of system element performance
necessary to make an optimum allocation, In addition, little attention has been
paid to a defining and assuring the system element reliability needed to build a
spacecraft with a ten year design life. Western Union feels that much more
effort is needed in these two areas if a successful 30/20 GHz program is to be
realized.
7
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1.3.3	 Low Noise Receivers
Two contractors participated in this study - LNR, Inc. and.ITT.
Both chose the same design, an image enhanced mixer, which represents current
state-of the art to obtain the 5 dB noise figure called for in the specification.
However, since the potential for improvement of this concept is limited, new
development programs will be required for future designs. Within these limita-
tions both contractors are providing satisfactory hardware.
	
1.3.4
	 GaAs FET Power Amplifi ers
Contracts were awarded to TI and TRW. While both contractors' designs
meet the specifications given to them, the resulting designs have too little
power output and are too large to be useful in a Ka-band satellite as presently
conceived.
	
1.3.5	 Impatt Power Amplifiers
Two contracts were awarded, to LNR and TRW. While the specifications
will be met by the contractor's designs, the resulting units will be of question-
able utility to a Ka-band satellite design, even though they have higher power
output and are smaller than the GaAs FET designs. In addition, the narrow band-
width available from the Impatt Amplifiers will make satellite design and redun-
dancy switching more difficult than for a wideband amplifier.
	
1.3.6	 TWT Power Amplifier
One contract was awarded to Hughes. The bandwidth and power output
of this amplifier are satisfactory for a Ka-band satellite, but its size,
especially the power supply, lead to some serious questions about overall
satellite configuration.
	
1.3.7	 Satellite Switched - Time Division Multiple Access Switches
Two contracts were awarded, to GE and Ford Aerospace. Both contractors
selected the same approach for the basic 20X20 switch, a coupled crossbar
r	 8
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design with GaAs FET crosspoints. Both designs appear satisfactory for the
task, although many minor points need to be clarified, including the reliability/ 	 4
redundancy analysis. The same architecture has been extended to a 100x100
switch by GE for CPS use. This approach is more questionable.
1.3.8	 Baseband Processor
One contract was awarded to Motorola. The design seems basically
satisfactory, although in a number of areas, such as forward error correction
coding, an investigation of alternate approaches would be useful.
1.3.9	 Multiple Beam Antennas
Two contracts were awarded, to TRW and Ford Aerospace. The TRW
uses a more or less standard design, requiring four reflectors or a complicated
two reflector system: Th-e Ford design uses only two reflectors for equivalent
performance. On the other hand, the Ford feed design is heavily tied into a
fixed frequency plan. A combination of these ideas would be desirable, if
poss?b':40
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TASK REPORT	
f
PLANNING ASSISTANCE FOR THE 30/20 GHZ COMMUNICATION PROGRAM
NASA CONTRACT NAS3-22461, TASK 4
1.0	 INTRODUCTION
Under the requirements of NASA Contract No. NAS3-22461, Task 4,
Western Union was tasked to review, comment, and offer recommendations on
Hughes and TRW's 30/20 GHZ communication system baseline and multiple design
concepts developed in accordance with the requirements of their respective Phase
II contracts. Three Hughes and TRW task outputs were reviewed as part of
Western Union's Task 4 efforts. The three task outputs are:
- Task 1: Baseline System Development
- Task 2: Multiple Concepts Development
Task 3: Recommended Concepts for Detailed Development in
their respective Task 4 efforts.
The baseline and multiple concepts development efforts were based on
a two flight demonstration system. In the baseline concept development (task 1)
the communications payload on Flight 1 was specified to consist of trunking and
emergency communications (ECS) on-board systems. On Flight 2 the communica-
tions payloads consist of trunking and CPS on-board systems, the CPS capability
replacing the Flight 1 ECS. No restriction was placed on launch vehicle size.
In the multiple concepts development (task 2) Hughes and TRW were
free to select and recommend alternative design scenarios. Constraints placed on
the multiple concept development effort was that the launch vehicle size for
Concept 1 was restricted to SUSS-D and for Concept 2 a SUSS-A.
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Western Union's review, comment, and recommendation efforts was
performed through direct .interface with Hughes and TRW, and through written
interim reports. Western Union attended the Hughes/TRW presentations made to
NASA at the LERC and offered verbal comments and recommendations during the
course of the meetings. Subsequently, the written report material submitted by
the two contractors were reviewed and interim task reports were submitted to
,f
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NASA with comments and recommendations. This Task Report is a consolidation
of the previous verbal and interim report comments and recommendations with
additional review comments incorporated relative to the Hughes/TRW Task 3
recommended concepts.
The criteria or guidelines against which the baseline and multiple design
concepts was reviewed are:
• The SOW for the Phase If studies "Requirements Determina-
tion for the Demonstration of a 30/20 GHZ Communication
System," Tasks 1, 2, and 3.
•	 Other direction given by the NASA Program Office.
•	 Western Union's perception of the functional requirements
for a demonstration system based on projections of initial
operational
	
system
	
traffic	 density,	 routing,	 and
performance.
•	 Compliance with NASA program objectives, both technical
and cost.
The review comments and recommendations on the Hughes/TRW Tasks
1, 2, and 3 outputs are given in the next three sections, respectively.
The key objectives of the 30/20 GHZ program are:
•	 to develop the key technology needed for operational
systems in the 30/20 GHZ band;
• to demonstrate, through an experimental flight program, the
applicability of the band and readiness of the technology for
operational 30/20 GHZ systems;
•	 to de,:velop the technology to conserve valuable spectrum
resources;
• to develop system design concepts and technology that
provide cost competitive services relative to other trans-
mission media, satellite or terrestrial.
1-2
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The Phase I Fixed Communications System Market Demand Assessment
studies provided a ,forecast of telecommunication service demand for the 1990- 	 .
2000 year time frame that substantially exceeds the available capacity of 110 1 and
"Ku" band systems. Tbree major service categories were identified in those
studies; voice, data, and video. Within the three service categories those
applications that are broadcast services are excluded as candidates for Ka band
systems, the remaining applications being possible Ka service candidates contin-
gent on other, technical and operational constraints imposed by the Ka land system
for specific services..
If one assesses the satellite carrier community in terms of the types of
services each provide, three specific types of carriers can be identified; trunking
carriers, CPS carriers, and trunkng/CPS carriers. Irrespective of their classifica-
tion, all carriers are likely to provide a mix of services that include voice, data,
and video traffic. Development and demonstration of Ka band technology
applicable to the commercial services environment must consider the requirements
of the three basic types of carriers mandating that the demonstration system have
both trunking and CPS capabilities.
To demonstrate the applicability of the Ka band to commercial
services, the basic capabilities and performp -nce of the trunking and CPS systems
must be equivalent to that expected for an operational system. Key technical/
	 i
performance characteristics such as availability, switching/routing capabilities,
network control, system synchronization, throughput capacity, adaptive compensa-
tion ,techniques, etc. must be demonstrated. While it is recognized that the
demonstration system will not be sized to provide full operational system capabil-
ities, it is essential that the technology and system capabilities be directly scalable
to operational system requirements.
f
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DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The baseline design requirements were derived from the "Requirements
prmination for the Demonstration of a 30/20 GHZ Communications System"
SOW modified in accordance with the results of review meetings between NASA
and the Phase 2 contractors.
The baseline system has been defined to be a two flight demonstration
system designed to demonstrate the technology and system performance for three
basic types of communications services:
- Trunking
- Customer Premise Services
- Emergency Communications Services
The trunking and Customer Premises Services (CPS) capabilities are
considered to be primary demonstration or experiment requirements and the
Emergency Communications Services (ECS) capabilities a secondary experiment
requirement
The three types of services need not be demonstrated concurrently on
the same flight. Since the development of a CPS on-board baseband processor will
not be developed within a time frame compatible with Flight A hardware
availability requirements, current planning for a two flight: program is to imple-
ment trunking and ECS capabilities on Flight "A" (1986), and Trunking and CPS
capabilities on Flight "B" (1988). The ECS subsystem may provide limited CPS
experimental capabilities.
The same spacecraft bus will be used for both flights. The intent is to
use an existing bus with minimum modifications with an objective to limit the
launch vehicle size to SUSS-A as an upper bound.
2..1	 TRUNKING REQUIREMENTS
Basic requirements for the baseline trunking system, from the cited	
-y
SOW, are:	 ,r
2-1
2.2
2.3
i
provide SS-TDMA and FDMA transmission capabilities
(simultaneous operation not a requirement).	 9
-	 support T3/T4 user interface rates in SS-TDMA and FDMA
modes.
- capable of achieving high nodal availability (.9999) using
diversity earth stations and a combination of fixed margin
and adaptive compensation techniques.
-	 capability of SS-TDMA connectivity between seven fixed
beams.
CPS REQUIREMENTS
Basic requirements for the baseline CPS system, from the cited SOW,
- Provide TDMA transmission capability with nominal burst
rates of 32/128 MBPS on the uplink and 256 MBPS on the
downlink
Provide on-board baseband switching/routing capability
-	 Provide CONUS coverage using scanning beam antenna(s)
-	 Capable of achieving a .999 link availability with a combina-
tion of fixed margin and adaptive compensation techniques
-	 low cost user earth terminals
-	 capable of supporting user rates ranging from 64 KBPS - 6.3
MBPS.
ECS REQUIREMENTS
The basic requirements for the ECS system are:
Uplink FDMA channel capabilities; 32 KBPS, 1.5 MBPS, and 	 11	 i
6.3 MBPS.
Downlink channel capabilities: 6.3 MBPS TDMA; 32 KBPS,
1.5 MBPS, 6.3 MBPS TDMA in a bypass mode.	 ,'	 {
Three on-board processor modes:	 }
1.	 Bypass mode for redundancy
are:
t i e
11
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2. 6.3 MBPS emergency mode w/wo FEC
3. 6.3 MBPS CPS TDMA mode.
Rapidly deployable earth stations.
2.4
	
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
2.4.1	 CAPACITY CONSIDERATIONS
Based on Western Unions perceptions of operational system require-
ments, additional demonstration system design considerations are addressed in the
following.
In Section 1.0 it was noted that the satellite carrier community could
be divided into three separately identifiable types of carriers in terms of the
transmission requirements for the market segments they address. The three
carrier types identified were; trunking only carriers, trunking/CPS carriers, and
CPS only carriers. In a previous effort (reference 4) market share estimates were
developed for each of the carrier types and based on the estimates, satellite
capacity requirements for operational systems were developed. The projected
capacity requirements for the three carrier types in the year 2000 time frame are:
•	 trunking only carrier - 10 GBPS
•	 trunking/CPS carrier - 4 GBPS Trunking
4 GBPS CPS
•	 CPS only carrier - 4 GBPS
initial operational system capacity requirements in the 1990-1995 time
frame will be lower than that given above, reasonable projections being 2 GBPS
CPS and 4 GBPS trunking for a trunking/CPS carrier, 2 GBPS for a CPS carrier,
and 6 GBPS for a trunking carrier. In the design and development of the 30/20
GH2 demonstration system the initial capacity requirements should serve as a
guideline for demonstrating the scalability and system dynamics of the experiment-
al system to an operational capabilities.
r
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2.4.2	 TRUNKING CONSIDERATIONS
Pertinent factors that need to be considered relative to operational
system capabilities Include; extension of the number of fixed teams; adaptive rain
compensation control implementation; frequency reuse; link design and capacity
constraints.
The number of fixed beams considered to be required for an operational
trunking system is projected to be at least 18-20. Beam connectivity in the
demonstration system is limited to four beams. To demonstrate that connectivity
can be extended to an 18-20 beam system the TDMA switch Implemented in the
demonstration system should be a 20x20 switch capable of demonstrating the
switching dynamics (switching speed, switch mode reconfigurability) required for
t the operational environment. Further the demonstration system antenna subsystem
design and the design of other trunking and spacecraft subsystems should clearly
demonstrate scalability to operational system requirements.
The three primary adaptive rain compensation techniques anticipated in
the trunking system are; FEC, downlink power control, and uplink power control.
'The demonstration system requires development of appropriate control algorithms
and network monitor/control mechanisms.
Frequency reuse is a requirement in the implementation of a high
capacity (4-10 GBPS) multi-beam trunking system. Experiments are required to
establish frequency reuse capabilities and constraints in the Ka band system
designs. The demonstration system design must be capable of demonstrating
frequency reuse via orthogonal polarizations and beam separation. The preferred
approach is to design the system with at least one fixed beam in rain zone "E" to
provide for cross polarization isolation experiments, and a second steerable beam
capable of being moved into the above fixed beam coverage area to provide for
beam isolation and interbeam interference experiments. These beams may be in
addition to 'the seven beam capability planned for the demonstration system, but
need not be.
The NASA SOW specifies uplink/downlink rain margins for the demon-
stration system. Rain attenuation in the Ka band is extremely severe, particularly
v	 2-4
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In rain zones 1a 2, D 3, and I:. Reference 4 gives rabn attenuation in the various rain
zones for a system in which the satellite is located at the 90°W longitude. For that
scenario the trunking system availability criteria (.99999) could be satisfied with a
combination of diversity earth stations and adaptive compensation techniques.
As the satellite location moves outward toward the orbital extremes
(70oW and 140o W) the rain attenuation will Increase appreciably as rain path length
increases with decreasing earth station elevation angles. Rain cell size is a
function of rain rate and for a constant rain rate the Increased attenuation
introduced by decreasing elevation angles is not reflected by a proportional
increase in diversity gain. An important factor In establishing the demonstration
system technical design requirements, performance, and constraints is to establish
the worst case rain attenuation Conditions and the attendant system margin
requirements to satisfy availability criteria. Technical limitations can then be
identified and :;alternative concepts developed that can optimize orbit utilization
and on-orbit capacity.
2.4.3
	 CPS CONSIDERATIONS
The same basic trunking coniderations identified in the preceeding
subsection apply to the CPS system. In the CPS case the number of scanning
beams required for an operational system is expected to be at least six.
The CPS system design consider additional adaptive rain attenuation
capabilities and does not have the benefit of diversity gain because of cost
constraints. The adaptive control algorithms, monitor, and control must be
extended in the CPS design to incorporate the additional adaptive capabilities.
The effects of rain attenuation, as a function of rain rate, satellite
location, and earth station elevation angle are substantially more severe for CPS
relative to the trunking case because of the single site earth station implementa-
tions. Orbital utilization, on-orbit capacity constraints, and technical limitations
must be identified in the demonstration system CPS design. Further considerations
in this respect are hybrid design (FDMA/TDMA), customized uplink/downlink
transmission rates and adaptive rates.
f
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CPS system capacity will be allocated between a large number of user
networks and a demand assigned pool. User network allocation and switching/
routing assignments are relatively fixed, changing only as users enter or leave the
systems or amend their capacity requirements. The on-board baseband processor
and the CPS network control subsystem should reflect the mix between fixed and
demand assigned requirements In Its real time processing capabilities. As a
guideline 40% of the CPS traffic can be considered to be fixed assigned requiring
only a manual control capability to change assignments/routing, and the remaining
60% can be considered to be demand assigned requiring real time processing
capabilities.
2.4.4	 MASTER CONTROL STATION (MCS)
For purposes of this review effort it is assumed that the Network
Control Center (NCC) Is co-located with the Master Control Station. Reference 4
outlines in more detail, MCS and NCC functional requirements. Some of the key
functional requirements are:
o	 monitor /measure satellite position data - plan and execute i
station keeping maneuvers to station keep the satellite
within to at least +.050 East /West and +.050 North/South.
o	 provide network synchronization
- perform ranging measurements via either turnaround
ranging in conjunction with 3 other trunking stations
or by loop back ranging at 3 trunking stations plus the
MCS using unique words.
-
	
	
compute satellite ephemerides from the ranging data.
transmit ephemeride data via OW channel(s) to net-
work earth stations for computation of their own
respective slant range and range rates.
o
	
	
monitor spacecraft health and control: reconfiguration of
on-board systems; trunking IF switch matrix mode configur-
i
ation; CAPS on-board processor switching/routing control
k
	
	 manual control for fixed assigned channels, dynamic control
(real time) for demand assigned channels.
r5
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o synchronization of TDMA burst assignments with trunking IF
switch, baseband processor, and scanning beam (CPS)
antenna track.
o	 redistribution of resources in accordance with traffic
loading requirements.
o	 central control for adaptive rain response requirements
within the networks.
o	 monitor/control of all network earth stations, particularly
unattended stations.
j1
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	3.0	 REVIEW: COMMENTS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS ! j
HUGHES/TRW BASELINE DESIGN CON^EPTS
	
1
	3.1	 INTRODUCTION
	
!
The Hughes/TRW Baseline Design concepts were developed in accor-
dance with the Task 1 requirements under their respective "Requirements Deter-
mination for the Demonstration of a 30/20 GHZ Communications System" contract.
Hughes/TRW contract SOW requirements are for a two flight demonstration
program encompassing three communications networks; trunking, CPS, and emer-
gency. The trunking and CPS networks are primary demonstration system
experiment requirements and the emergency communication network Is a second-
ary experiment requirement.
To provide adequate development time for an on-board baseband
processing unit for the CPS network, Initial planning calls for the trunking and
emergency systems to be flown on Flight A (1986) and, trunking and CPS systems
to be flown on Flight B (1988). The emergency system on Flight A will have
limited CPS capabilities.
The trunking system to be flown is required to demonstrate both
SS-TDMA and FDMA transmission capabilities. The CPS system is required to
demonstrate TDMA and baseband switching/routing capabilities, and the emer-
gency system is required to demonstrate hybrid FDMA /TDMA capabilities. Section
2.0 describes the conceptual design requirements more fully.
In the development of the baseline system design concepts, the two
contractors were directed to limit the design to the NASA SOW and to program
office directions.
N
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TRW Baseline Trunking_Design Concepts
•ff,
3.2.1.1	 Summary of Trunking Design Concepts
I The TRW baseline design concepts provide trunking capabilities on both
demonstration flights; SS-TDMA and FDMA on Flight A and SS-TDMA on Flight B.
The transmission rate in the SS-TDMA mode Is 512 MBPS per transponder,
providing a total system capacity of 2.0 GBPS in the four transponder system. In
the FDMA mode each transponder is capable of handling two FDMA carriers, each
operating at a transmission rate of 274 MBPS.
The baseline system is designed for seven trunking beams directed at:
Cleveland, New York, Boston, Washington DC, Seattle, Los Angeles, and Tampa.
Since there are only four transponders, connectivity is restricted to the Cleveland
beam and any three of the remaining six beams. One transponder is dedicated to
Cleveland, and the remaining three are shared by NYC/Tampa, Wash. DC/Seattle,
and Boston/Los Angeles. An on-board TDMA IF switch provides beam connectivity
in the SS-TDMA mode, and an FDMA switch provides connectivity between beam
pairs in the FDMA mode.
The transponder power amplifiers are dual mode TWTA's that normally
operate in the low power mode (approximately IQW) in clear weather and in the
high power mode (75W) when precipitation is present at a trunking node. The
TWTA power is adaptively controlled. Impatt and GaASFET solid state amplifiers,
being developed under technology development contracts provide redundancy for
the TWTA's on a 3;2 basis. The output power of the solid state amplifiers is limited
to about 10 watts, therefore, the redundancy provided is limited to clear weather
conditions, i.e., the additional margin realized by TWTA operation in the high
power mode is not available. The power amplifiers are also shared with an ECS
carrier on Flight A and a CPS carrier on Flight B.
Two 4.0 meter antennas are provided for CONUS coverage, one
providing earth coverage in the eastern half of CONUS and the second coverage in
the western half. The two antenna subsystem was selected to minimize off axis
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losses that would otherwise exist with a single antenna subsystem because of
vide FOV.
The system performance design objectives are: system availability
.9999; BER = 10-6; and system operating margin of 20 db on the uplink and 10 db on
the downlink.
Rain response techniques employed to meet the systems availability
criteria are: use of diversity earth stations; adaptive downlink power control; and
adaptive FEC. These mechanisms are in addition to the normal operating margins.
The trunking frequency plan provides for frequency reuse only through
beam isolation because all trunking carriers are horizontally polarized.
The on-board TDMA and FDMA IF switches are controlled from the
Master Control Station. In the baseline systems a 6x6 TOMA switch matrix is
planned for Flight A and a 5x5 TDMA switch matrix on Flight. B. With four
transponders a 4x4 switch matrix is required, the additional ports available
providing redundancy.
The Network Control Center (NCC) is colocated with the Master
Control Station (MCS). The primary integrated facility functions are:
-	 spacecraft station keeping
range measurements/processing
--	 system (network) synchronization
-	 reallocation of system resources, TDMA switch reconfigura-
tion, and burst slot assignments (fixed and demand)
-	 monitor/control of spacecraft health
-	 monitor/control of network earth stations status and con-
figuration
-	 experiment scheduling, control, and data collection/
processing.
TRW plans for use of a Fleetsatcom spacecraft bus capable of shuttle
launch using a SUSS-A launch vehicle with Liquid Apogee Kick Motor (LAKM)
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augmentation. The LAKM is used because of its restart capability and the need for
a perigee burn, as well as an apogee burn, to lift the payload into the synchronous
orbit.
The spacecraft design life is two years (N/S station keeping) but it does
not provide eclipse operation.
The baseline trunking ground segment is designed with 12.0 meter
diversity earth stations at each node. The diversity earth stations are utilized
because of the stringent availability requirement for trunking. The diversity gain
realized will, in conjunction with other adaptive rain response capabilities,
contribute to the margin required to meet system availability criteria.
The demonstration system trunking earth stations will be equipped with
TDMA, FDMA, and diversity switching capabilities with user and diversity inter-
faces to T3-T4 rates.
3.2.12	 Comments and Recommendations
Comments and recommendations on the TRW baseline trunking design
have been generated from review of the TRW baseline design report relative to the
requirements outlined in Section 2.0.
SYSTEM: The functional system design configuration, availability and BER objec-
tives, and the per channel transmission rates are compatible with projected
operational system requirements based on the results of earlier market d;mand
assessment studies. From an operational system point of view, TDMA. has the
highest priority and a 512 MBPS burst rate is compatible with expected trunking
system requirements. The demonstration system design should clearly show that
the satellite trunking capacity can be scaled upward to as high as 10 GBPS
throughput and that the number of beams can be increased to the 18-20 range. In
this respect the TDMA switch to be implemented should be at least a 20x2O
switching matrix to demonstrate the scalabilty and switching dynamics, i.e., switch
mode reconfiguration, switching speed, isolation, etc.
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System availability is considered a key performance parameter for
trunking applications. In the baseline design the use of diversity earth stations,
adaptive rain response techniques, and normal operating margin were identified as
the system design approaches to be used to achieve the required availability. The
primary concern in the link budget analysis given was to achieve the operating
margin requirements, 20 db uplink/10 db downlink, specified rain attenuation tables
are given in Reference 4 for each CONUS rain zone. The tables give margin
requirements to satisfy the link availabilities specified. Comparing the Reference
4 tables with the TRW trunk link budget it is seen that the .9999 link availability is
satisfied, at the satellite position chosen, with the margins provided in the analysis
plus addition of FEC margin and diversity gain. Moreover, availability can be
achieved with diversity gain only assuming it behaves as expected, i.e., diversity
gain increases on a db for db basis with single site rain attenuation.
Further analysis is required to establish the adequacy of the total
available system margin to satisfy the availability requirement as the satellite on-
orbit position is moved toward the orbital extremes. For a given rain rate at a
trunking node the diversity gain can be expected to be essentially constant with
decreasing earth station antenna elevation angles the rain path length increases
and hence rain attenuation will increase. The question of the adequacy of system
margin as a function of satellite station location should be addressed. Orbital arc
constraints will limit on-orbit capacity or will require additional technology to
resolve.
A consideration in specifying the satellite G/T is that the low noise
receiver noise figure is specified to be 5.3 db. The specified noise figure is based
on the technology available in the 1986 time frame. In optimizing system
performance, and in view of the system margin requirements, another look at the
LNA noise figure may be beneficial in that some G/T improvement may be realized
if a lower noise temperature can be achieved, with new technology, so that other
system noise sources are the limiting factors.
Further attention should also be given to shared use of the trunking
transponders with ECS and CPS carriers. The ECS and CPS carriers are not
homogenous with the trunking carriers and intermodulation effects on the smaller
carriers at the back-off level identified, 4.7 db, may be more severe than
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:icipated requiring additional back-off of the trunking PAs. This in turn will
lute the available margin.
In general, the ability of the baseline system to meet system perfor-
nce and availability requirements has not been clearly shown.
ITENNA SUBSYSTEM/BEAM CHARACTERISTICS: The antennas have been
nti.fied as a critical technology because of the stringent design requirements
posed on supporting structures and the attendant influence on antenna perform-
:e (i.e., surface tolerance, gain, efficiency, etc.). In view of the availability
luirements the design of the larger antennas should become a demonstration
system requirement.
The design of the baseline antenna subsystem should also consider:
- the need for one steerable trunking beam to provide for
measurement of interbeam interference characteristics and
cross polarization isolation.
- implementation of dual orthogonal feed system to maximize
frequency reuse and provide for cross polarization measure-
ments.
-	 the antenna subsystem scalability to increase the number of
beams to 18 or more in an operational system.
TRUNKING EARTH STATIONS: The size of the trunking earth stations in the
baseline design concept is 12.0 meter. An analysis of system availability was given
in Reference 4, considering earth station antenna size, margin requirements in
each CONUS rain zone as a function oi: availability, and various adaptive rain
response techniques in addition to diversity earth station gain. That analysis
indicated that regardless of the earth station size MOM, 7.OM, and MOM were
examined) a .9999 link availability could not be ataained in all rain zones without
benefit of diversity gain. Assuming diversity gain behaves as expected (1.0 db
additional diversity gain per each db added single site attenuation) above a single
site attenuation on the order of 18.0 db, then the .9999 availability could be
satisfied by all of the antenna sizes. The only advantage of the MOM antenna
versus the S.OM is some additional clear weather margin equal to the differences
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between the gain of the antennas. The disadvantage of the 12.OM antenna is that
its cost, implemented, is substantially higher than a 5.OM or 7.OM antenna. With
two antennas implemented in a diversity configuration at each trunking node, cost
savings with use of the S.OM and 7.OM antennas are sz,gnificant. Western Union
recommends that the largest antenna size be no larger than 7.0-7.5 meters.
3.2.2	 TRW Baseline Emergency Communication System (ECS)
Design Concepts
3.2.2.1	 Summary of ECS Design Concepts
The Emergency Communication System is a zecondary demonstration
system experiment that would be implemented on Flight "A" only. The primary
objective of the ECS is to demonstrate the applicability of the "Ka" band in
establishing communications links to a disaster area using small rapidly deployable
earth stations. The ECS provides limited CPS and technology experimental
capabilities with implementation of low rate (6.3 MBPS) TDMA channels, variable
power dividers, and phase shifters where the latter two are applicable to CPS
scanning beam control.
The ECS is designed to operate with three earth station sizes; 2.OM,
3.5M, and the 12.OM trunking earth stations proposed by TRW (note Western Union
previous recommendation that trunking earth station size be limited to 7.0-7.5M).
The 2.OM and 3.5M earth stations are deployable within a disaster area to establish
emergency communications.
Five operating modes are provided:
-	 Analog bypass mode with filtering and AGC
-	 One 1.5 MBPS and 7-32 KBPS SCPC (FDMA) channels with
on-board demodulation/remodulation.
-	 One 1.5 MBPS and 7-32 KBPS SCPC (FDMA) channels with
on-board demodulation, FEC decoding, and remodulation.
-	 6.3 MBPS channel with on-board demodulation/remodula-
tion.
i ^.
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6.3 MBPS channel with on-board demodulation, Fr., C de-
coding, and reniodulation.
The basic uplink transmission capability of the 2-0M earth stations Is
one 32 KIPS channel using a 2 watt power amplifier. The 3.5.M earth stations can
transmit tip to a 6.3 NIBP$ composite transmission rate comprised of a combination
of one 1.5 N-113PS channel with rate 112 coding (3.0 MI MS transmission rate) and
rnultlple: 32 K1313S channels. The -trunking earth station uplinks operate at 63 MBPS
In a MMA mode. Ilie downlinks to earth stations In the ECS beam (1.5) are 6.3
HOPS TOM channels and to the trunking spot beams 6.3 NIOPS TOMA channels.
The performance objective of the FICS is a 5CRL 10-6.
The uplink 1.5 N-113PS and 32 KEEPS SCPC channels are deni.ultiplexed In
an analog detnultiplexer and demodulated. The baseband digital bit streams are
multiplexed Into a 6.3 N113PS bit stream In accordance with their respective
addressed	 e th o 811i  destinations. !'he multiplexed 6.3 NIFWS bit streams are routed r u
an $S-1*MMA switch to their respective downlink channels.
The ECS provides full Interconnectivity between the 1.5 0 enierge-ney
beam and the three active trunking beams. There are two 1.5o
 emergency beams
that utilize the two 4.0141 s:atelllte antennas to provide east CONUS and west
CONUS coverage. East and west CONUS coverage cannot be provided simultane-
ously. The 1.50
 vertically polarized emergency beams are formed by steerable 19
Born feed clusters that arecapable of forming reduced beams widths of .93 and .30,
depending on how many and which feed horns are excited. The emergency bearn
positions in CONUS are steerable by a mechanical x-y positoner controlled from
the NICE.
The nominal operating margins provided for the 2MM system operating
at 32 KIPS uplink and 6.3 ,,,MPS downlink are 15.0 db and 6.0 db, respectively.
NlargIns provided for the 3-5N1 system operating at 6.3 \113PS uplink and downlink
are 17.0 db and 10,0 db, respectively, The ECS availability Is not identified, but
because of the lack of adaptive rain responses capabilities it Is expected to be
somewhat less than .999.
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Control of the ECS is centralized in the FMCS to minimize on-board and
earth station processing requirements..
3.2.2.2	 Comments and Recommendations
The objective of the ECS is not oriented toward its applicability in a
commercial carrier environment, but to access its potential as a rapidly deployable
system to establish emergency communications capabilities within a disaster area.
The ECS design concept developed by TRW has application in this respect but with
important limitations.
A premise of the ECS is that rapidly deployable earth stations would be
moved into a disaster area to establish a communication capability to national or
state disaster control centers, as the case may be. An obvious fir- i-cation is that
there are 50 states in addition to a national headquarters, and a concept providing
connectivity between a disaster area and any one of the possible 51 control centers
using trunking system fixed beams is impractical. A more viable approach might
be implementation of multiple steerable beams or connectivity via scanning CPS
beams. Restriction of ECS coverage to CONUS has political implications that
would also have to be addressee{.
The operating margin provided in the ECS and the absence of adaptive
rain response capabilities limit the availability achievable to somewhat less than
.999, restricting the systems use and capabilities under rain conditions, particularly
in rain zones D 2, D 3, and E.
In the TRW design concept, the ECS would share trunking channel
TWTA's with TDMA or FDMA carriers. The ECS carrier is substantially smaller
than either the TDMA or FDMA carriers and can potentially suffer severe
intermodul? Lion interference effects because of the non-homogenious carrier sizes.
A more detailed analysis of intermodulation interference is necessary.
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3.2.3
	 TRW Baseline Customer Premises Services (CPS)
u'	 Design Concepts
3.2.3.1	 Summary of CPS Design Concepts
Implementation of CPS capabilities in the 30/20 GHZ demonstration
system is planned for Flight "B1° because of the need to develop the baseband
processor technology to be flown. The CPS system design concept provides
connectivity between users accessing the network through CPS and trunking earth
stations with cross connectivity between the trunking and CPS system implemented
on-board the satellite. Cross connectivity is accomplished by interfacing the on-
board CPS communication subsystem to input/output ports of the on-board trunking
SS-TDMA IF switch. Individual user connectivity is accomplished in the CPS
baseband processor at the 64 KBPS channel level.
User interface rates to the CPS system extends from 64 KBPS to 6.3
MBPS (T-2), with the average rate nominally at 1.544 MBPS (T-1). The baseline
CPS system operates in an FDM/TDMA mode on the uplink and TDMA mode on the
downlink for users accessing the network through CPS earth stations. For users
accessing the network through trunking earth stations operation Is in a SS-TDMA
mode on both the uplink and downlink. Satellite access is through the fixed spot
beams for the trunking earth stations and through independent east and west
scanning beams for CPS earth stations. There are voids in the CONUS coverage
through the central states and South Florida. TRW asserts that coverage required
in those areas could be provided by fixed spot beams.
The total transmission capacity of the baseline CPS system is 768 MBPS
divided between the trunking beam(s) accesses and accesses through the east and
west CPS scanning beams, i.e., 256 MBPS uplink/downlink capability via the
trunking beams and each of the two CPS scanning beams.
CPS earth stations can access the satellite via five uplink channels,
four of which transmit at a 32 MBPS burst rate and one at a 128 MAPS burst rate.
A CPS earth station may be equipped to operate over multiple uplink channels
depending on its specific traffic requirement. The downlink burst rate to all. CPS
earth sta Jons is 256 MBPS.
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CPS traffic originating at trunking stations Is embedded within the 500
t° MBPS trunking TDMA channel(s). lnterconnectivity to the CPS communication
subsystem on-board the satellite is provided at an output port of the SS-TDMA IF
switch. The aggregate uplink CPS capacity from all trunking stations is 256 MBPS.
Similarly, traffic originating at CPS earth stations with trunking earth station
destinations is cross connected between the two systems at an input port of the on-
board SS-TDMA switch. The aggregate downlink capacity to all trunking stations
is 256 MBPS.
The performance objectives of the CPS system are to achieve a system
availability of .999 at a BER 10-6.
CONUS coverage for the baseline CPS system is provided by two
scanning beams, one of which provides coverage of the eastern half of CONUS and
the second the western half of CONUS. The beams are independent of each other
and cover their respective footprint areas via eight tracks that are sequentially
scanned in an east-west direction. The CPS scanning antenna system uses the two
4.OM reflectors in conjunction with a feed system employing 30 pill boxes for
transmit and 20 pill boxes for receive. Beam scanning is accomplished by
programmed control of the relative phase and power of each array element (pill
box).
Beam control and scan setting times are projected to be less than 500
nanoseconds and 1.5 microseconds, respectively. Beam dwell time at each
programmed beam location is adaptable to the traffic capacity and propagation
conditions that exist. Traffic smoothing between scanning tracks is also accomp-
lished by virtue of the adaptable dwell time.
Scanning losses are a concern. Scanning losses on boresight along the
beam tracks is on the order of .3 to .4 db, however, scanning losses between two
tracks can range from 3.5 to 6.0 db.
Frequency reuse is provided by beam separation and orthogonal polar-
ization. The east and west beams are independent and spatially separated. The
scanning beams are vertically polarized and hence, are orthogonal to the horizont-
ally polarized trunking beam.
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The CPS baseband processor Is the heart of the CPS system. The
processor design Is based on TRW's proposed design for the POC model. The
baseline processor has three sections, each section capable of accommodating up to
five; FDM/TDMA carriers and providing user connectivity on an Individual channel
basis. Internal processing includes demultipiexing the PDM carriers, demodulation,
decoding, routing, encoding, remodulation, and TDMA burst capabilities. FEC
decoding :end encoding Is adaptively controlled and are independent.
The processor design Is oriented toward Implementation with LSI
wherever possible. The technology drivers in the processor design are micro-
electronic chips to perform high speed demodulation, decoding, and switching
processes.
The power amplifier in each of the CPS downlink channels is a 75W
TWTA that is continuously operated at full power, consequently, adaptive downlink
power control is not provided in the conceptual CPS system design.
Adaptive rain response capabilities in the conceptual CPS system design
include: independent RY2 FEC on the uplink and downlink, uplink power control, and
bit rate reduction. In the latter case the information rate of the 32 MBPS channels
is reduced to 16 MBPS to provide for the Y:R encoding. The 128 MBPS channel does
not have an FEC coding capability. Earth stations with 128 MBPS channel transmit
at an information rate of 16 MBPS on a separate channel. The information bit rate
of the 128 MBPS channel is therefore reduced by a factor of eight.
The normal clear weather operating margins provided in the CPS
conceptual design are: 4-7 db uplink in the 128 MBPS channel; 6.7 db uplink in the
32 MBPS channels; and 5.3 db in the 256 MBPS downlink channels.
The CPS earth stations are 3.5M systems with step tracked antenna
subsystems. The earth stations are non-redundant and can be equipped with both
32 MBPS and 128 MBPS uplink capabilities. The upconverter and downconverter
are agile to provide the capability to be switched to any of the five assigned uplink
carrier frequencies depending on specific requirements. System synchronization,
burst timing, and precision ephemeride data for each earth stdtici-n are provided by
the Master Control Station via the order wire channel.
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The network control concept for the CPS network Is a highly central-
ized architecture In which virtually all of the processing is performed at the
Master Control Station (MCS). The MCS provides:
satellite CPS scanning patterns control
baseband processor routing control
CPS earth station parameters monitoring and control
ranging measurements in conjunction with other trunking
earth stations
precision ephemeride computations
network synchronization and burst timing
satellite orbit determination and control.
Programming and control of the CPS scanning beams is a function of
traffic density at each beam dwell location, load leveling requirements between
beam tracks, and propagation conditions and adaptive rain response functions
initiated at specific dwell locations.
The MCS controls application of the various rain response functions
based on data collected from network earth stations and the satellite. The rain
response functions controlled are: uplink power, uplink FEC, downlink FEC, and
information rate reduction. In the case of the 128 %15PS uplink channels, the MCS
will switch the uplink channel to a 32 MDPS FEC encoded channel with an
information data rate of 16 MBPS at CPS earth station where rain is present on the
transmission path. Depending on prevailing rain conditions one or more of the
adaptive rain response capabilities can be enabled concurrently.
6aseband processor routing control Is a function of traffic activity and
call set up and termination requests received from each CPS earth station..
Extensive processing capacity is required because all baseband processor channels
are controlled on a real time basis on demand.
TDMA synchronization and timing functions are distributed between the
satellite, MCS, and CPS earth stations. The satellite master oscillator is used as
the system time reference and as a frequency source for all downlink carriers and
data clocks. All earth station oscillators are phase locked to the satellite MO.
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Frame start is established at each terminal by a combination of carrier, data clock
tracking, and a downlink timing epoch signal consisting of one bit per Tl3MA burst.
The MCS measures the satellite range In conjunction with 2 to 3
trunking stations and computes the satellite position and velocity (ephemerides) to
a high level of precision. Range measurements are continuous and the frequency of
ephemeride computations Is high. The ephemeride data together with burst timing
is transmitted to all CPS earth stations via the OW channel. The CPS terminals
compute their own range and range rate and correct their burst timing on a
continuous basis. The objective In making continuous range measurements,
precision ephemeride computations, and continuous CPS burst timing corrections Is
to achieve a CPS burst arrival accuracy at the satellite of ±2 nanoseconds,
eliminating the need for unique word detectors and synchronization buffers on-
board the satellite and optimizing TDMA frame efficiency.
file status of all network earth stations and the spacecraft are
monitored at the MCS and in the event of a fault appropriate commands are
initiated via the network OW channels.
In addition to the functions identified the MCS also performs satellite
orbit determination and station keeping functions, monitors and control trunking
network functions, and performs other operational, experiment, and mission related
functions.
New technology required for Implementation of the MCS includes:
development of systems timing technique, baseband processor control; scanning
beam control and calibration; and earth station network control.
3.2.3.2	 Comments and Recommendations
Comments and recommendations on the TRW baseline CPS design
concepts, reviewed relative to the NASA specified requirements and other con-
siderations outlined in Section 2.0, are given in the following.
SYSTEM: The functional system design configuration, availability and i3ER objec-
tives stated, and the transmission data rates are compatible with the NASA SOW
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requirements. outlined in Section 2,0. From an operational system point of view
TDMA has the highest priority In terms of transmission mode desirability. A basic
premise of the CPS concept is that the earth suitions are low cost systems,
precluding consideration of diversity earth stations for availability purposes. With
consideration given to the adaptive rain response capabilities In the baseline CIS
design that Include: Independent uplink and downlink FEC; uplink power; and
reduction of the information rate to 16 MBPS; the system availability requirement
(,999) at a BER 10` 6 cannot be met In all rain zones. The CPS availability
problem was considered in Reference 4. Comparing the Reference 4 margin
requirements for a .999 availability to the TRW link analysis, the uplink availability
In rain zones DNE and the downlink availability In rain zone E cannot be satisfied,
however, an availability exceeding .995 is achieved. Further impact on achieving
availability will be Introduced as the satellite on-orbit station Is moved toward the
orbital extremes Increasing the rain path length and rain attenuation. Further
analysis and additional design alternatives are necessary to resolve the availability
problem.
The CPS baseline design concept did not provide adaptive FEC in the
128 MBPS uplink channels. The 128 MBPS transmission rate was reduced to 16
MBPS information rate plus Y2 R/FEC by switching to one of the 32 MBPS carriers
with its FEC enabled. It appears that traffic originally carried on the 32 MBPS
carrier and all but 16.0 MBPS of the traffic on the 128 MBPS carrier is dropped.
The apparent traffic reduction is severe and an availability problem persists in rain
zone "E". Alternative design concepts should be identified to achieve the CPS
availability criteria with minimum reductions in information rates. These could
include: customized SCPC carrier sizes and increased antenna sizes in rain zone
"E"; variable rate TDMA techniques, etc.
A comparative assessment of complexity and cost between trunking
CPS cross connectivity on-board the satellite and at individual trunking stations is
desirable. Since there will be a limited number of trunking stations, implementa-
tion at the trunking stations may be economically a more viable approach.
ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM: Two CPS scanning beam antennas, previously described,
are incorporated in the baseline CPS design concept; one scanning beam providing
east CONUS coverage and the second providing west. CONUS coverage. The
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polarization of the scanning beams are orhogonal to the trunking bums to provide
for a limited demonstration of frequency reuse. Considering the number of
scanning beams and trunking beams necessary for an operational satellite with 4.0
Gbps trunking and 4.0 Gbps CPS capacity, a more rigorous demonstration of	
,a
frequency reuse factors achievable is necessary to demonstrate scalability of the
baseline concepts to operational system capabilities.
A fundamental requirement of the demonstration system is to demon-
strate not only scalability but also operaVrinal system dynamics.
Scanning beam losses are also a concern, particularly at the crossover
between tracks. High scanning losses compound an already difficult availability
problem and must be reflected in the link analysis in considering adaptive rain
response requirements under worst case design conditions.
MASTER CONTROL STATION: The general functional capabilities of the MCS
were previously outlined. The MCS functions of primary interest relative to the
CPS system are the network control and system synchronization/timing functions.
The network control capabilities in the TRW baseline design are
extensive requiring very large real time processing capabilities. The network
control design provides a capability to individually route up to 60,000 - 64 KBPS
channels between beams on a real time demand basis. This is substantially more
capability than necessary for an operational system environment. The CPS
network is comprised of a large number of individual user networks , nd a pool of
demand assigned channels. The user networks are expected to be fixed assigned or
wired connections requiring assignment or reassignment only when a user enters or
leaves the CPS system. This kind of channel assignment does not require a real
time capability but can be accomplished manually at a control terminal. It is
expected that the complexity and cost of the network control center can be
reduced by considering the split between manually assigned and real time demand
assigned requirements. A reasonable estimate is that 40% of the channels can be
manually assigned and 6096 demand assigned.
The TRW baseline design concept for system synchronization and timing
was also well conceived. The objective was to minimize earth station cost,
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eliminate some on-board processing (UW detection/buffering) to establish uplink
synchronizations, and to enhance TDMA frams efficiency. The synchronization and
timing approach is certainly a desirable one in a fully matured operational CPS
system with several thousands of earth stations. For the demonstration system,
with a limited number of CPS earth stations, the processing requirements and
accuracy can be relaxed to reduce MCS costs. Substantially larger guard times are
tolerable and the frequency of ephemeride updates to the CPS terminals can be
reduced. The demonstration system must, however, be scalable to a fully
implemented CPS system and the ability to achieve improved synchronizations and
timing accuracies should be demonstrated. From a capital investment point of
view it is desirable to minimize initial investment cost and gracefully grow the
system as the network matures so that further capital investments are made on an
incremental basis only when needed.
3.3	 HUGHES BASELINE SYSTEM DESIGN CONCEPTS
3.3.1	 Hughes Baseline Trunking Design Concepts
3.3.1.1	 Summary of `irunking Design Concepts
The Hughes baseline design concepts provide trunking capabilities on
both demonstration flights; SS-TDMA and FDMA on Flight A and SS-TDMA on
Flight B. The transmission rate in the SS-TDMA mode is 500 MBPS per
transponder, providing a total system capacity of 2.0 GAPS in the four transponder
system. In the FDMA mode each transponder is capable of handling two FDMA
carriers, each operating at a transmission rate of 274 MBPS.
The baseline system is designed for seven trunking beams directed at
Cleveland, New York, Boston, Washington. DC, Seattle, Los Angeles, and Tampa.
Since there are only four transponders connectivity is restricted to the Cleveland
beam and any three of the remaining six beams. One transponder is dedicated to
Cleveland, and the remaining three are shared by NYC/Tampa, Washington
DC/Seattle, and Boston/Los Angeles. An on-board TDMA IF switch provides beam
connectivity in the SS-TDMA mode, and and FD;AA switch provides connectivity
between beam pairs in the FDMA mode.
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The transponder power amplifiers are dual mode TWTA ,s that normally
operate In the low power mode (15W) In clear weather and In the high power mode
(73W) when precipitation Is present at a trunking node, The TWTA power Is
adaptively controlled. Impact and GaASFET solid state ampllfler.i, being developed
under the technology development contracts provide redundancy for the TWTA's on
a 3:2 basis. The output power of the solid state-, amplifiers is limited to about 10
watts, therefore, the redundancy provided Is limited to clear weather conditions,
I.e., the additional margin realized by TWTA operation In the high power mode As
not available.
A single 4.1 meter (13.5 ft) antenna is provided for CONUS coverage.
The half power beam width of each bearn is 0.30 . Scan loss and total antenna
losses are significant, 4.0 db and 6.3 db, respectively, at 27.5 G liz.
The system performance design objectives are: system availability
.9999-, 13ER to-6; and system operating margins, of 20 db on the uplink and 10 db
on the downlink.
R,a 
I 
i i response teclinlques employed to meet the system availability
criteria are: use of diversity earth stations; adaptive downlink power control;
adaptive uplink power control; and adaptive VC-C. The rain response mechanisms
are 
In 
addition to the normal operating margins.
The trunking frequency plan provides for demonstration of frequency
reuse by beam isolation and orthogonal polavlzation. Tlie New Yor Ix beam Is
vertically polarized and the rernalnIng six beams hurizontally polarized.
The on-board TDMA and F-DMA IF switches are controlled from the
Master Control Station. A 60 TD.MA IP switch is planned for both demonstration
flights In the baseline concept.
The Network Control Faclil-ty Is colocated with the Master Control
Station (MCS). The primary integrated RICIfity functions are;
network control
spacecraft control
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processor Control
TT&C
service
The Network Control allocates Channel assignments to trunking and
CPS earth stations on to demand basls and as a fonation of traffic ImadIng with
time.
System synchronization and timing function s. tire shared by the MCS and
thc spact ornft. The Went oscillator frequencies at all marth stations are phase
locked to the spacecraft imAster oscillator (MO). The long term drift of the
spacecraft master oscill-ator is monitored at the MCS froi ii which commands are
perlodIcilly generated to update the MO. The spacecraft also generates a
preamble for frame start synchronization at 'All earth stations.
T11C ,NAGS MeZASUMS SMellIte Mop and rcuip rat-V in	 with
two other stations. U3jjjg the measured data a prediction of the
spacca "Ift ephta7aerts Is computed. Tho predicted ephemeris and earth station
location data are used to Calculate the skint range and range rate for t%6 earth
station. Finally burst timing assignments are Qoinputed and transmitted to all
t!art , 11 stations via the OW Channel. The trunking and (ITS earth stations maintaln
their relatIve burst tin,ling assignments by linear extrapolation of prior data
between updates from the ^MCS.
Hughes plalls for case t,)f ,► J.Casat Spacecraft bus capable of shuttle
launch using a SUSS-A 1,1 01101 V01 116e.
Tile 'trunking earth stations ill the baseline , system design are IIZ^*^NI
spacm dIverilty Systems using 01thor I)SI or I)S4 diversity switches and intc!rcon-
nec-wd by either a torrostrial mia lmAye or Tlbrc optle link. Diversity spacing is of!
the Order of 10-12 KNI (10-20 tiles}. Tho earth statloos are equiplvd r I'D &I A
and FDMA operation at 500 Mi;^ PS and 274 MI)PS. resp(mtively. At Cleveland and
New York, two FDMA channels Ire, planned. The dIverilty txm-th stations art
kath.- ' d
 because of the stringent avallabillty rtcluirmmi't for trm*lng. The-
diversity Salo veallzed will, In conjunction with other adaptive rain response
czpablltties, contribute to the margin required to meet system availability criteria.
3.1. t.2	 Comments and Recommendations
Comments and recommendations on the Hughes baseline trunking design
concepts have been generated from review of the Hughes baseline design report
relative to the requirements outlined In Section 2.0. The results are essentially the
same as the comments and recommendations given relative to the TRW baseline
design concepts. For completeness they are repeated 
In 
the following as they apply
to the Hughes baseline design concepts.
SYSTEM., The functional system design configuration, availability and BER objec-
tives, and the per channel transmission rates are compatible with projected
operational system requirements based on the results of earlier market demand
assessment studies.
From an operational system point of view, TDIMA has the highest
priority and a 100 M13PS burst rate is compatible with expected trunking system
requirements. The demonstration system design should clearly show that the
satellite trunking capacity can be scaled upward to as high as 10 GBPS thrmighput
and that the number of beams 
can 
be increased to the IS-20 range. in this respect
the TOMA switch to be Implemented Should be at least a 20x20 switching matrix to
demonstrate the scalabillty and switching dynamics, i.e., switch mode reconfigura-
tion, switching speed, lsolatlon, ete.
System availability Is considered a key performance parameter for
trunking applications. in the baseline design -the use of diversity earth stations,
adaptive ra pt response techniques, and normal operating margin were identified as
the system design ap , ^roaches -to be used to zxchleve the required, availability. In
the trunk link budget, a fair amount of operating maintenance margin was built
into the design r--/N 0 . The uplink and downlink power are both operating 
in 
the high
power mode to compensate for the 20 db uplink and 10 db downlink rain
attenuations Identified. Rkaln Attenuation tables are given 
In 
Reference 4 for each
CONUS rain zone. The -tables give margin requirements to satisfy the link
avallabilltiez specified. Comparing; the Reference 4 tables with tile Hughes Trunk
Link BUdget it is seen that the .9999 1.1nk, availability Is satisfied with the margins
provided In the analysis plus addition of 5C-C margin and diversity gain. Moreover,
availability can be achieved with diversity gain only 'aSSLIMIng It behaves as
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expected, i.e., diversity gain increases on a db for db basis with single site
attentuation above 18 db.
The Hughes conceptual design utilizes 12.OM antennas for the diversity
trunking earth stations. The analysis given in Reference 4 shows that trunking
availability can be satisfied with an antenna size as small as 5.OM. Western Union
recommends that trunking antenna size be limited to 7-7.5 meters which will
provide substantial cost savings relative to MOM antennas and still satisfy
availability objectives.
An additional consideration with respect to availability is the orbital
position of the satellite. Rain attenuation increases appreciably as the earth
station elevation angle decreases. Further analysis is necessary to determine
whether there are orbital position constraints imposed as a consequence of the
increased attenuation levels relative to total available margin as a function of the
satellite position. In this case assuming a constant rain rate the diversity gain
achievable is fixed and the increased attenuation resulting from the increased rain
path lengths at the lower elevation angles will tend to use up, and coulcY exceed,
the available margin.
A consideration in specifying the satellite G/T is that the low noise
receiver noise figure is specified to be 5.3 db. The specified noise figure is based on
the technology available in the 1986 time frame. In optimizing system
performance, and in view of system margin requirements, another look at the LNA
noise figure may be beneficial in that some G/T improvement may be realized if a
lower noise temperature can be achieved with new technology, so that other
system noise sources are the limiting factors.
Further analysis is necessary for the multi.-carrier transponder opera-
tion (TDMA-FDMA - ECS/CPS). While on a power basis it may be possible to
operate in a multi-carrier mode, a detailed intermodulation analysis may preclude
such operation, particularly since the carriers are non-homogenous.
ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM/BEAM CHARACTERISTICS: The antennas have been
identified as a critical technology because of the stringent design requirements
imposed on supporting structures and the attendant influence on antenna perfor
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mance (surface tolerance, gain, efficiency, etc.). In view of the availability
CF` 	 requirements the design of the larger antennas should become a demonstration
system requirements.
The design of the baseline antenna subsystem should also consider:
- the need for one steerable trunking beam to provide for
measurement of interbeam interference characteristics and
cross polarization isolation.
-
	
	 antenna subsystem scalability to increase the number of
beams to 18 or more In an operational system.
SYSTEM SYNCHRONIZATION AND TIMING: The Hughes , synchronization and
timing approach represents a well conceived open loop system in which various
functions are distributed between the spacecraft and the MCS. The MCS functions
include computation of range, range rate, and burst tinning for all network earth
stations. No indication is given relative to consideration of tradeoffs (cost,
complexity) between performing the functions locally based on MCS ephemeris
estimates. To establish the minimum cost approach a trade-off analysis should be
developed.
In the demonstration system synchronization and timing accuracies can
be relaxed because of the limited number of earth stations. The key criteria is
that the system demonstrate scalability to a fully implemented operational system
and appropriate system dynamics. Potential demonstration system cost savings
that can be realized by relaxing accuracies, providing the other criteria are
satisfied, should be assessed.
TRUNKING EARTH STATIONS: The size of the trunking earth stations in the
baseline design concept is 12.OM. An analysis of system availability was given in
Reference 4, considering earth station antenna size, margin requirements in each
CONUS rain zone as a function of availability, and various adaptive rain response
techniques in addition to diversity earth station gain. That analysis indicated that
regardless of the earth station size (5.OM, 7.OM, and 12.OM were examined) a .9999
link availability could not be attained in all rain zones without benefit of diversity
gain. Assuming diversity gain behaves as expected (1.0 db additional diversity gain
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per db added single site attenuation) above a single site attenuation on the order of
u 18.0 db, then the .9995, availability could be satisfied by all of the antenna sizes.
The only advantage of the MOM antenna versus the 5.OM is some additional clear
weather margin equal to the differences between the gain of the antennas. The
disadvantage of the 12.OM antenna is that its cost, implemented, is substantially
higher than a 5.OM or 7.OM antenna. With two antennas implemented in a diversity
configuration at each trunking node, cost savings with use of the 5.OM and 7.OM
antennas are significant. Western Union recommends that the largest antenna size
be no larger than 7.0-7.5 meters.
3.3.2	 Hughes Baseline Emergency Communication System (ECS) Design
Concept
3.3.2.1
	 Summary of ECS Design Concept
The Emergency Communication System is a, secondary demonstration
system experiment that would be implemented on Flight "A" only. The primary
objective of the ECS is to demonstrate the applicability of the "Ka" band in
establishing communications links to a disaster area using small rapidly deployable
earth stations. The ECS provides limited CPS experimental capabilities with
implementation of low rate (6.3 MBPS) TDMA channels and a steerable antenna.
The base ECS system provides for 6.3 MBPS channels, one in each of
three trunking spot beams and one in the steerable 1.50 beam. Uplink transmission
rates are 6.3 MBPS, or 1.5 MBPS and/or up to 7-35 KBPS channels operating in
SCPC and SCPC-TDM modes. All downlinks are 6.3 MBPS TDMA.
The uplink channels are demodulated, routed to the appropriate TDMA
multiplexer and remodulated for transmission downlink. Downlink transmissions
are via three of the trunking spot beams and the steerable 1.5 0 beam that can be
positioned to cover an emergency or disaster area anywhere within CONUS.
The 2.OM ECS earth stations are designed to be rapidly deployable to an
emergency area. The performance objective of the ECS channels are BER 10-6.
The nominal operating margins provided on the uplink and downlink including
adaptively controlled downlink power is inadequate to satisfy a .999 availability
4
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tive in all CONUS rain zones, however, for the demonstration system,
tion is not essential during periods of heavy rains.
Control of the ECS is centralized in the MCS to minimize on-board and
Cd< «, station processing requirements.
3.3.2.2	 Comments and Recommendations
The objective of the ECS is not oriented toward its applicability in a
commercial carrier environment, but to assess its potential as a rapidly deployable
system to establish emergency communications capabilities within a disaster area.
The Hughes ECS design concept has application in this respect, but with limita-
tions. The same comments made relative to the TRW concept apply to the Hughes
concept and they are repeated in the following for completeness.
A premise of the ECS is that rapidly deployable earth stations would be
moved into a disaster area to establish a communication capability to national or
state disaster control centers, as the case may be. An obvious limitation is that
there are 50 states in addition to a national headq+ orters, and a concept to
providing connectivity between a disaster area and any one of the possible 51
control centers using trunking system fixed beams is impractible. A more viable
approach might be implementation of multiple steera'Ae beams or connectivity via
scanning CPS beams. Restriction of ECS coverage to CONUS has political
implications that would also have to be addressed.
The operating margin provided in the ECS and the absence of adaptive
rain response capabilities limit the availability achievable to somewhat less than
.999, restricting the systems use and capabilities under rain conditions, particularly
in rain zones D2, D 31 and E.
In the Hughes design concept the ECS would share trunking channel
TWTA's with TDMA and FDMA carriers. The ECS carrier is substantially smaller
than either the TDMA or FDMA carriers and can potentially suffer severe
intermodulation interference effects because of the non-homogenous carrier sizes.
A more detailed analysis of intermod interference is necessary..
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3.3.3	 Hughes Baseline Customer Premises Services (CPS) Design Concepts
3.3.3.1	 Summary of CPS Design Concepts
Implementation of CPS capabilities in the 30/20 GHz demonstration
system is planned for Flight "B" because of the need to develop the baseband	 x
processor technology to be flown. The CPS system design concept provides
connectivity between users accessing the network through CPS and trunking earth
stations with cross connectivity between the trunking and CPS systems Imple-
mented on-board the satellite. Cross connectivity is accomplished by interfacing
the on-board CPS communication subsystem to Input/output ports of the on-board
trunking SS-TDMA IF switch. Individual user connectivity is accomplished in the 	 i
CPS baseband processor at the 64 KBPS channel level.
User interface rates to the CPS system extend from 64 KBPS to 6.3
MBPS. The baseline CPS system operates in an FDM/TDMA mode on the uplink
and TDMA mode on the downlink for users accessing the network through CPS
earth stations. Each CPS scanning beam has a transmission capacity of 250 MBPS
on the uplink and downlink. The uplink capacity is divided between six TDMA
carriers; five operating at 25 MBPS burst rates and the sixth at a 125 MBPS burst
rate. The downlink is a single carrier operating at a 250 MBPS burst rate.
CPS users can also access the CPS system through the trunking beams
via either the trunking earth stations or CPS earth stations within the trunking spot
beams. The uplink and downlink channel sizes and capacity for accessing via CPS
earth stations is the same as for CPS earth stations accessing through the CPS
scanning beam; five 25 MBPS and one 125 MBPS TDMA channels uplink and one 250
MBPS channel downlink. CPS users accessing the network through trunking
stations operate within the trunking SS-TDMA network. User data is uplinked and
downlinked at a 500 MBPS burst rate. Interface to the CPS system is at the on-
board TDMA switch.
The total transmission capacity of the baseline CPS system is 750
MBPS; 500 MBPS through the trunking beams and 250 MBPS through the single CPS
scanning beam to be implemented.
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tHughes proposes six scanning beams for an operational system with a
,
total transmission capacity of 1.5 GBPS plus 500 MEPS for trunkir.,g beam accesses.
The performance objectives for the CPS system are to achieve a system
availability of .999 at a BER 10-6.
CONUS coverage for the baseline CPS system is provided by six
scanning beams each of which scan a designated region within CONUS. The beams
are independent of each other and individual beam scanning is accomplished by
programmed control of the relative phase and power exciting the array feed horns.
The beam dwell time is determined by the traffic capacity at each scan position
within the respective regions. In the demonstration system a single scanning beam
is planned using 32 feed horns in the feed array. The operational version with six
scanning beams would have a total of 192 feed horns. Critical technology for the
CPS scanning beam design are the variable power dividers and phase shifters. The
CPS scanning beam-beam width is 0.30.
In the baseline CPS system frequency reuse is achieved by beam
separation. The CPS beams are vertically polarized and orthogonal to the
horizontally polarized trunking beams.
The Hughes baseband' processor design concept is based on a static
network control approach as opposed to a dynamic control approach. In the static
approach channel connectivity is preassigned and the assumption is that excess
capacity exists so that channel assignments can be made at the earth station
without requiring on-board switching on a dynamic or demand basis. On-board
routing and switching is therefore not a real time process. The static network
control approach is oriented toward the Hughes objective to minimize MCS costs.
The on-board baseband processor incudes FDMA demultiplexers, de-
modulators, FEC decoders, the routing switch, FEC encoders, TDMA high speed
multiplexer, and TDMA burst modulator.
The power amplifiers in each of the CPS downlink channels are 75 Watt
TWTA's that are operating at full power continuously, therefore adaptive downlink
power control is not available.
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Adaptive rain response capabilities In the conceptual CPS system design
consist of uplink and downlink FEC (R 1/3, K=5). The normal operating margins
provided are 17.0 db uplink and 3.4 db downlink.
TDMA synchronization and timing functions are distributed between the
satellite, MCS, and CPS earth stations. All earth station oscillators are phase
locked to the satellite master oscillator. The satellite generates a preamble that Is
used to synchronize frame start at all earth stations; MCS, CPS and trunking. The
MCS In conjunction with two trunking stations measures satellite range and range
rate. The satellite state vectors are computed and using the predicted ephemeris
data the range, range rate, and burst timing for all earth stations are computed.
The timing data Is transmitted to all earth stations to update their respective
microprocessor timing algorithms. Between timing updates the individual earth
stations revise their respective burst timing by -a linear extrapolation of previous
data. The CPS stations generate a preamble to provide for carrier and clock
recovery at the satellite receive TDMA modems.
The CPS earth stations are 3.OM non-redundant systems equipped with a
step tracked antenna. The stations are sized for one 25 MBPS and one 125 MBPS
uplink. The power amplifier implemented is a 500 watt TWTA that is shared by the
two uplink carriers. The nominal uplink power required for the 25 MBPS uplink is
40W and for the 125 MBPS uplink, 200W.
3.3.3.2	 Comments and Recommendations
Comments and recommendations on the Hughes baseline CPS design
concept, reviewed relative to the NASA specified requirements and other consider-
ations outlined in Section 2.0 are given in the following.
SYSTEM: The functional system design configuration, availability and BER objec-
tives stated, and the transmission rates are compatible with the NASA SOW
requirements outlined in Section 2.0. From an operational point of view TDMA has
the highest priority in terms of transmission mode desirability. A basic premise of
the CPS concept is that the earth stations are low cost systems, precluding
considerations of diversity earth stations for availability purposes. With considera
1?
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tion given to the adaptive rain response capabilities In the baseline CPS design,
t' independent uplink and downlink FEC, the system availability requirement (.999)
cannot be met in all rain zones, The CPS availability problem was considered in
Reference 4. Comparing the Reference 4 margin requirements for .999 availability
to the Hughes link analysis, the uplink availability In rain zones D 3 and E cannot be
y satisfied, however an availability exceeding .995 Is attained. To satisfy the
availability criteria (.999), in rain zone "Ell , an approach given in Reference 4 was
reduction of transmission rates and an Increase of earth station size. Alternative
design concepts need to be addressed to resolve the availability problem.
Hughes assumption in developing the network control concept was that
excess capacity was available and therefore dynamic network (and baseband
processor) control was not necessary. In Reference 4 the projected CPS transmis-
sion capacity for a fully matured operational system is 4.0 GBPS and for an initial
operational system 2.0 GBPS, The transmission capacity in the baseline design
concept is about 2.0 GBPS (operational system). If the projections are relatively
accurate excess capacity is not likely to be available. Further, traffic distribution
assumptions are necessary to preassign capacity or channels. With the absence of
accurate traffic distribution data on an apriori basis, system resource utilization is
apt to be inefficient. While more complex, it seems that a dynamic network
control approach would be more appropriate. The demonstration system must show
scalability (capacity and system dynamics) to an operational system.
A comparative assessment of complexity and cost between trunking -
CPS cross connectivity on-board the satellite and at individual trunking stations is
desirable. Since there will be a limited number of trunking stations, implementa-
tion at the trunking stations may be economically a more viable approach.
It is assumed that the trunking channel TWTA's shared by the trunking
and CPS carriers :tarry CPS or trunking traffic and not both simultaneously (on the
demonstration system). Separate TWTA's are necessary for an operational system
since inadequate power is available for simultaneous shared use (see Hughes Tank
budgets).
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tThe Link budgets did not consider CPS scan losses at beam edge. The
analysis should reflect the worst case operating environment so that appropriate
margin and rain response approaches can be established.
ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM: Six CPS regional scanning beams are incorporated In the
baseline design concept to provide CONUS coverage, each with a 250 MBPS
transmission capacity. With projections for an operational system (fully matured)
on the order of 4.0 GBPS additional scanning beams will be necessary. The plan
for the demonstration system Is to Implement a single scanning beam. This is felt
to be totally Inadequate. With 4.0 GBPS CPS and 4.0 GBPS trunking requirements
for an operational satellite extensive frequency reuse is necessary. The demon-
stration system should vigorously demonstrate reuse capabilities through both
spatial isolation and orthogonal polarization. Further the demonstration system
should clearly demonstrate not only scaability but the systems dynamics of an
operational system. The weight of the feed assemblies for a six beam scanning
system is high and adding additional scanning beams will further Increase the
weight, and is likely to impact the potential capacity achievable in an operational
system. Other alternative designs should be pursued considering the preceeding.
MASTER CONTROL STATION: The baseline design concept f_nr network control
should be reassessed. A static control approach does not lend itself to the level of
traffic .anticipated in an operational system and precludes redistribution of
resources as traffic demands on a real time basis. While more complex, a dynamic
network control approach is felt to be more efficient and appropriate.
The CPS network is comprised of a large number of individual user
networks and a pool of demand assigned channels. The user networks are expected
to be fixed assigned or wired connections requiring assignment or reassignment
only when a user enters or leaves the CPS system. This kind of channel assignment
does not require a real time capability but can be accomplished manually at a
control terminal. The cost of the MCS control center can be reduced by
considering the split between manually assigned and dynamically assigned require-
ments. A reasonable estimate is that 40% of the channels can be manually
assigned and 60% demand assigned.
it
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	The link budgets did not consider CPS scan losses at beam edge. The
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analysis should reflect the worst case operating environment so that appropriate
margin and rain response approaches can be established.
ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM: Six. CPS regional scanning beards are incorporated in the
° baseline design concept to provide CONUS coverage, each with a 250 MBPS
transmission capacity. With projections for an operational system (fully matured)
on the order of 4.0 GBPS additional scanning beams will be necessary. The plan
for the demonstration system is to implement a single scanning beam. This is felt
to be totally inadequate. With 4.0 GBPS CPS and 4.0 GBPS trunking requirements
for an operational satellite extensive freugency reuse is necessary. The demon-
stration system should vigorously demonstrate reuse capabilities through both
spatial isolation and orthogonal polarization. Further the demonstration system
should clearly demonstrate not only scalability but the systems dynamics of an
operational system. The weight of the feed assemblies for a six beam scanning
system Is high and adding additional scanning beams will further increa;?e the
weight, and is likely to impact the potential capacity achievable in an operational
system. Other alternative desgins should be persued considering the preceedinga
MASTER CONTROL STATION: The baseline design concept for network control
should be reassessed. A static control approach does not lend itself to the level of
traffic anticipated in an operational system and precludes redistribution of
resources as traffic demands on a real time basis. While more complex, a dynamic
network control approach is felt to be more efficient and appropriate.
The CPS network is comprised of a large number of individual user
networks and a pool of demand assigned channels. The user networks are expected
` to be fixed assigned or wired connections requiring assignment oi •
 reassignment
only when a uses enters or leaves the CPS system. This kind of channel assignment
does not require a real time capability but can be accomplished manually at a
control terminal. The cost of the MCS control center can be reduced by
considering the split between manually assigned and dynamically assigned require-
ments. A reasonable estimate is that 40% of the channels can be manually
assigned and 60% demand assigned.
e
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EARTH STATION: The use of a single 500 watt TWTA for shared use by 25 MBPS
and 125 MBPS carriers is inadequate based on the link calculations. The power
required for the two carriers was 240 watts, a back-off of slightly more than 3.0 db
from saturation. A 3.0 db back-off is inadequate, 6-8 db being more appropriate to
minimize effects of inter modulation. Separate TWTA's may be necessary for each
channel.
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4.0	 REVIEW, COMMENTS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS - TRW/HUGHES
MULTIPLE DESIGN CONCEPTS
4.1	 INTRODUCTION
Under Task 2 of their respective Phase 11 study contracts, TRW and
Hughes were tasked to develop Multiple Design Concepts for a two flight
demonstration system. Each contractor was required to develop two design
concepts for which the design guidelines were basically the same as those
applicable to the baseline design concept (Section 2.0) except for launch vehicle
constraints imposed by NASA. The constraints were that the Design Concept 1
launch vehicle size was limited to a SUSS-0 capability (1200-1400 lbs), and the
Design Concept 2 launch vehicle size was limited to a SUSS-A capability (2200 lbs).
The objective of the multiple design concepts is to reduce the Phase III
flight system cost. The baseline and multiple design concepts provide NASA with a
range of flight system capabilities and costs. The purpose of the demonstration
system is to demonstrate the technology, system performance, and capabilities
required for an operational system. In addition scalability of the demonstration
system to an operational system and operational system dynamics must be
demonstrated. Based on the foregoing criteria for the demonstration, the lowest
cost flight system meeting these objectives can be selected from the baseline and
multiple design concepts.
4.2	 TRW MULTIPLE DESIGN CONCEPTS
4.2.1
	 SUMMARY OF TRW MULTIPLE DESIGN CONCEPTS
4.2.1.1	 GENERAL
TRW's Design Concept 1, SUSS-D compatible, limited the on-board
communications subsystem to a Trunking only capability on Flight A and a CPS
only capability on Flight B. In the Design Concept 1, neither ECS or FDMA
capabilities were considered. In Design Concept 2, SUSS-A compatible, again
Flight A was limited to a Trunking only capability, however adequate weight and
power margin are available for some secondary experiments. Flight B provided
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both Trunking and CPS capabilities with on-board cross connectivity, the communi-
cation subsystem design being essentially the same as the Baseline Design concept.
4.2.1.2	 DESIGN CON EPT 1 - SUMMARY
. ^
The on-board communications and support subsystems in Design Con-
cept 1 are designed to be compatible with a SUSS-D launch capability. Because of
the size and weight constraints imposed by the SUSS-D, the on-board system on
Flight A was limited to Trunking capabilities only, and the Flight B on-board
system was limited to CPS capabilities only.
In Design Concept 1, the dual MM antenna apertures of the baseline
design concept are replaced by a single 3-OM (10ft) aperture with a .450
beamwidth. In addition, a .76M (30 inch) antenna with a 1.50 beamwidth is
provided for spacecraft TT&C communication with Cleveland and spacecraft
autotrack via two dispersed beams.
The Flight A trunking system design concept provides seven fixed
beams of which four can be active simultaneously. The transmission rate of each
trunking SS-TDMA channel is 512 MBPS, therefore with four active channels the
trunking throughput capability is 2,0 11,8 MBPS. The on-board trunking communica-
tions system, aside from antenna size, is basically the same as in the baseline
design concept. Two of the trunking beams, Cleveland and Los Angeles, are fixed
in the Flight A design to support satellite attitude control requirements. Boston
and New York share a common .45 0 BW beam. As in the baseline design,
adaptively controlled dual mode TW TA's are incorporated in the design for rain
response purposes.
The Flight B CPS design concept provides a single scanning beam with
an increased pill box array to minimize scanning losses over a 6 0 FOV. Since
trunking is not provided on Flight B, the fixed beam feeds are removed and
separate transmit and receive scanning beam pill box arrays are provided to
eliminate the need for a diplexer.
The capacity of the CPS system is reduced substantially from the
baseline design concept capabilities, and the burst rates have been halved. The
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clear weather downlink burst rate is 128 MBPS and the high and low rate uplink
channels are 64 MBPS and 16 MBPS. One 64 MBPS and four 16 MBPS uplink
channels are provided for. independent adaptively controlled 1/2R FEC is
incorporated in the downlink and uplink for rain response purposes. As in the
baseline system, the 75W TWTA is normally operated at full power.
The CPS Baseband processor on Flight B is scaled down to support a
single input and output port since there is only a single 128 MBPS CPS channel and
the Trunking subsystem has been deleted.
The frequency plan provides for frequency reuse on Flight A only.
There are four active spot beams that share two frequencies. Frequency reuse is
provided by beam separation only and provisions are not incorporated in the design
to demonstrate frequency reuse via orthogonal polarizations. The limited CPS
capabilities on Flight B do not provide frequency reuse capabilities through either
space separation or othogonal polarization.
The FMCS at Cleveland and the Los Angeles earth station provide three
axis references for spacecraft attitude control. The Cleveland carrier used for on-
board sensing is the 3.5 MBPS TT&C signal and Los Angeles transmits a 30GHZ
beacon signal. There is about 10db of rain fade margin designed into the control
links. Under deep fade conditions the spacecraft can maintain its attitude within
acceptable limits for periods of greater than 24 hours.
Other MCS functions are essentially the same as in the baseline system
except for scaling to match reduced system capacity.
The tanking earth stations proposed for concept 1 are 12.0 diversity
systems. A space diversity Implementation is necessary to achieve trunking system
availability (.9999) objectives. The TDMA transmission rate from the trunking
stations is 512 MBPS for each TDMA channel implemented, and the BER perfor-
mance objective is 10-6.
Witt) a lower availability (.999) requirement and reduced transmission
rates the CPS earth stations are 3.5M systems. CPS stations can be equipped with 	
i^
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one 64 MBPS and/or one or more 16 MBPS TDMA uplinks. All CPS earth station's
receive the 128 MBPS TDMA downlink. Again, the BER objective is 10-6.
The system synchronization and timing approach is the same as
described in the baseline design.
4.2.1.3	 DESIGN CONCEPT 2 - SUMMARY
The on-board communications subsystem in design concept #2 are
essentially the same as the baseline design concept. The communication sub-
systems on Flight A is limited to a trunking capability only. On Flight B both
trunking and CPS capabilities are provided.
The guidelines for Design Concept 2 limit the launch vehicle to SUSS-A
with a solid propellant upper stage which reduces the payload weight capability
relative to the baseline launch vehicle where augmentation was incorporated with a
liquid apogee kick motor (LAKM).
In Flight A, space, weight, and power margins are available for
allocation to secondary experiments since the payload carries the trunking com-
munications subsystem only. In Flight B with CPS and trunking capabilities, no
allocation is available for secondary experiments.
To limit payload weight to 2200 lbs. various operational constraints are
being assessed. These include; limited eclipse operation; limited N/S station-
keeping; and constraining the number of high power links.
The concept 2 antenna subsystems, beam configurations, signaling
rates, and communications subsystems are the same as in the baseline concept
except for the method of interconnecting the trunking and CPS systems, on-board.
In the concept 2 design, CPS traffic originating in a fixed trunking beam are
uplinked as CPS carriers independent of the uplink trunking carriers. Since they
are in a different portion of the band, the CPS FDMA carriers can be demulti-
plexed and interfaced directly to the CPS Baseband Processor Unit without
traversing the IF SS-TDMA switch. In the downlink the CPS traffic shares the
trunking carrier on a time shared basis with trunking traffic. The CPS traffic is
AT
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UMLI abuted across the trunking frame utilizing trunking dead time. After de-
modulation of the uplink CPS carrier, all traffic addressed to specific earth
stations are accumulated and then Time Division Multiplexed with trunking traffic
within the trunking frame. This approach permits the CPS downlink to share a
common frequency with trunking and does not require downlink power sharing.
Other features of the Concept 2 Trunking and CPS design approaches
were described in Section 3.0 in the baseline systems description.
4.2.1.4
	
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Tide comments and recommendations given in Se(Aion 3 for the TRW
baseline trunking design concept applies to the present Design Concept #1 Flight A
trunking system. An additional comment is that the use of a 10 foot antenna will
reduce clear weather margin relative to the baseline design, all other factors being
equal, necessitating use of the adaptive rain response mechanisms for more shallow
rain fades.
The Design Concept #1, Flight B CPS system is inadequate to
effectively demonstrate operational system capabilities, performance, and
dynamics. The total clear weather transmission rate is 128 MBPS with a lower
throughput capacity based on TDMA frame efficiency and the demands for
adaptive FEC. A single CPS scanning beam is incorporated in the Flight B design
using the 10 ft. reflector. The basic design of the antenna subsystem varies
considerably from the baseline design in that additional phase shifters are required
to reduce scan losses, separate transmit and receive arrays are planned, the
beamwidth is wider, and the number of tracks required are fewer. The design
variations are sufficiently widespread that a clear demonstration of scalability to
an operational system, operating performance, and system dynamics is question-
able. The limitation to a single scanning beam, limited transmission capacity,
reduced baseband processor capabilities, and absence of a trunking communications
capability severely limit the ability of the demonstration system to adequately
demonstrate the technology and performance dynamics required in an operational
system environment. The consensus is that the capabilities of Design Concept #1
are inadequate and will not satisfy program objectives.
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The comments and recommendations given in Section 3.0 for the
trunking and CC'S systems apply to Design Concept #2 and are not reiterated here.
A further comment relative to trunking/CPS system interconnectivity is that
trade-off analysis between the various connectivity approaches should be
performed to identify the relative merits and limitations of each with respect to
operational system network and internetwork traffic flow scenarios.
4.3	 HUGHES MULTIPLE DESIGN CONCEPTS
4.3.1
	 SUMMARY OF HUGHES MULTIPLE DESIGN CONCEPTS
4.3.1.1	 GENERAL
In approaching the multiple design concept development task, Hughes
ascertained that the need for 30/20 GHZ satellite systems would be limited
because of the potential to considerably expand "C" and "Ku" band capacity
through high frequency reuse factors achievable with implementation of multiple
spot beams on "C" and "Ku" band satellites. Hughes's view was that the need for
30/20 GHZ systems would have to be generated by designing and marketing the
system for specific target markets. The result was that their Multiple Design
Concept 1 and Design Concept 2, Flight 1 was oriented toward specific tele-
conferencing applications, although the capabilities exist for various analog and
digital operating modes to accommodate a wide range of applications.
Design Concept #1 provides for operation on sixteen channels, tw
each of eight beams. The design concept is an FDMA transmission system in w'
traffic routing to specific beams (and earth stations) is accomplished by freque
assignments.
Design Concept #2, Flight #1 is the same as Concept #1 except
the system is expanded to a fourteen spot beam capability. Twelve of the four,
beams have two channels and the remaining two have expanded capacity caps
sties in the form of one additional TWTA and two low power solid state amplifie
TDesign Concept #2, Flight #2 is essentially the same as the baseline
It	 system except for lower transmission data rates and the deletion of adaptive FEC
decoding/coding on-board.
4.3.1.2	 DESIGN CONCEPT #1 - SUMMARY
Design Concept #1 is designed to provide a video teleconferencing
network for NASA. The premise is that after completion of demonstration system
experiments NASA would lease back the satellite from a carrier who would buy it.
The Concept #1 system is designed for a SUSS-D launch capability and
a Hughes HS376 bus is proposed. The system operates in an FDMA transmission
mode in which sixteen channels are available, two in each of eight spot beams.
Eight of the sixteen channels (one in each beam) are always available for point-to-
point communications. The second channel in each beam can be either a broadcast
channel or in the absence of a broadcast transmission, a second point-to-point
channel can be switched into each beam.
Each channel is capable of operating at a transmission rate of up to 50
MBPS providing a total transmission capacity of 300 MBPS. The on-board
communcation subsystem is a transparent repeater therefore analog transmissions
can also be accommodated. The on-board system can therefore handle compressed
digital video transmissions that range from 56 KBPS to 50 MBPS, and analog video
transmissions. Multichannel operation within each transponder is possible with
appropriate TWTA back-off considerations. The bandwidth of fourteen of the
wideband channels is 100 MHZ and two channels are 3U0 MHZ to provide for
additional SCPC carriers in each wideband channel.
The Hughes analysis indicates that each channel is capable of accom-
modating up to 14-T-1 carrers, or 5-6.3 MBPS carriers, or 2-3 27 MHZ analog
video carriers.
The link design provides for rain margin of 10 db on the uplink and 5 db
on the downlink. On-board adaptive FEC and downlink power control are not
provided.
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In the Concept #1 plan the second flight is identical to Flight #1,
serving as an on-station back-up or to provide increased capacity.
The earth stations in Concept #1 are 4.0 Meter terminals equipped to
provide digital video coders and transmission equipment in accordance with user
requirements. Channel assignments are handled via an OW channel with the MCS.
Diversity earth stations are not considered in this design concept.
4.3.1.3	 DESIGN CONCEPT #2 - SUMMARY
Design Concept #2, Flight #1 is an expanded version of the Concept #1
design approach to fit a Leasat bus. The number of spot beams has been increased
to fourteen to accommodate a customer community outside of NASA.
Beams 1-7 share the spectrum with beams 8-14, the frequency reuse
capability made possible by beam separation.
Twelve of the fourteen beams have two wideband channels and two
have increased channel capabilities provided by three additional power amplifiers
feeding each beam.
The transmission capabilities, analog and digital, are the same as
Concept #1. In the present case channel assignments and the broadcast capability
are segregated to each of the two seven beam groups.
Design Concept #2, Flight #2 is similar to the baseline design concept
with lower data transmission rates and no on-board adaptive FEC capabilities. The
Flight #2 system is also designed to fit a Leasat bus.
The trunking communications system uses an SS-TDMA/FDM transmis-
sion mode in a six beam configuration.
The beams are grouped in three pairs; i.e., New York-Cleveland, Los
Angeles-Washington DC, and Chicago-San Francisco. Each group has two 125
MBPS TDMA channels one of which can be fixed assigned to a high density traffic
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location and the second time shared between the two cities in the group. With six
t	 TDMA channels the transmission capacity of the trunking system is 750 MBPS,
The CPS communication system provides connectivity between trunking
nodes and CPS nodes through 2-125 MBPS and 2-25 MBPS TDMA channels that
share the trunking power amplifiers. Connectivity between CPS and Trunking is
provided via the on-board SS-TDMA switci.
The CPS scanning beam provides sequential 'TDMA coverage of up to
fifteen spot locations. Beam scanning control is originated at the MCS in
accordance with channel and connectivity demands.
An on-board processor is provided for CPS operation. Uplink transmis-
sions from the trunking and CPS beams are demodulated and routed at baseband to
addressed downlink beams, remodulated and burst out downlink via the addressed
beam channel.
The earth stations in Concept ff2, Flight #1, are the same as in Concept
#1 except that the power amplifier size has been reduced (to 100 watts) because of
increased satellite antenna gain.
The earth stations in Concept #2, Flight #2 are 4.OM terminals for both
trunking and CPS, that operate in a TDMA transmission mode.
Synchronization and timing for the TDMA systems is as described in
Section 3.0. The transmission link design provides for 10 db of rain margin on the
uplink and 5 db on the downlink.
4.3.1.4 COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The 30/20 GHZ market scenario on which Hughes based their multiple
design concept is not compatible with previous detailed 30/20 GHZ Communication
System Demand Assessment Studies performed by Western Union and ITT. The
results of those studies indicated that there will be a substantial demand for Ka 	 h	 3
band satellite communication services in the 1990 to 2000 year time frame for not
only video, but for voice and data services. The Western Union and ITT demand
f
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assessment forecasts were based on an extensive literature research effort as well
as surveys of a broad range of corporate, institutional, and Government user
groups. While the absolute magnitudes of the capturable Ka band market may be
questioned, the forecasts represent the most credible information available at this
time and, consequently, should be the basis on which the various 30/20 GHZ design
concepts are developed.
Multiple design concepts #1 and #2-Flight #1 have limited usefulness in
terms of developing the appropriate technology and demonstrating the performance
and dynamics applicable to an operational system designed to meet the voice,
video, and data markets forecasted in the WU and ITT studies.
The conceptual designs, oriented toward forcing a video teleconfer-
encing market, assumed that outages are acceptable for this type of service and
provisions were not incorporated to achieve the availability requirements identified
for trunking and CPS systems. Adaptive rain response techniques (FEC, power,
variable rate) and diversity earth stations were not considered. The available
system margin is limited to the lOdb uplink and Sdb downlink rain margins provided
for in the link ana.ysis plus a small amount of excess margin.
It is, of course, possible to operate the system in FDMA and TDMA
operating modes, but the design proposed by Hughes does not provide the necessary
electronics in the network or MCS earth stations for the latter. In either case
system availability and operational constraints are not appropriate for an opera-
tional system designed to satisfy the service needs for the markets forecasted.
The Concept #2 - Flight #2 design is conceptually similar to the
baseline design but again its operational capabilities relative to identified trunking
and CPS requirements, the forecasted markets, and the baseline design itself, are
constrained.
The transmission rates of the Concept #2 - Flight #2 system are
reduced relative to the baseline and it is a low availability design that does not
have benefit of arlaptive rain response mechanisms or diversity earth station gain.
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In addition to reduced transmission rates and low availability, multi-
channel operation of the lower power TWTA's (relative to the baseline system)
requires a detailed Intermodulation analysis to establish that trunking performance,
even in clear weather, can be achieved.
In the CPS system the CPS beam is steerable to fifteen locations. CPS
traffic can originate and terminate anywhere within CONUS and, therefore, the
CPS scanning beam must be capable of providing CONUS coverage rather than
coverage of specific CONUS nodes. Further, sequentially positioning of the beam
to provide connectivity reduces TDMA efficiency.
Scalability to fully matured operational system capacities and demon-
stration of operational system dynamics was not addressed for either the trunking
or CPS systems.
In general the recommendation is that Hughes multiple design concepts
be redeveloped in accordance with the requirements and considerations outlined in
Section 2.0.
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REVIEW, COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS = TRW/HUGHES
CONCEPT RECOMMENDATION
INTRODUCTION
TRW and Hughes Task /#3 effort, under their respective phase lI study
racts, is to assess the capabilities of the baseline and multiple design concepts
doped relative to the objectives of the demonstration system and identify the
;epts each recommends for further study in the subsequent Phase II study tasks.
TRW CONCEPT RECOMMENDATION
TRW has assessed the capabilities of four design Concepts that Include
the baseline concept, concept #1, concept ##2, and a high capacity satellite
concept. The high capacity satellite concept is oriented to provide substantial on-
station capacity and an 8-10 year design life for operational use following the
experimental period.
The baseline concept, concept ##1, and concept ##2, satellite systems
were described in Sections 3.0 and 4.0 and provide no post experiment operational
life.
TRW's cost comparison indicates that program cost is relatively Insensi-
tive to satellite size.
The order of the TRW recommendations for further development is the
high capacity satellite, baseline concept, and finally the concept ##2 system.
5.2.1	 COMMENTS AND '.RECOMMENDATIONS
TRW's concept recommendations all provide high rate SS-TDMA trunk-
ing and scanning beam CPS system capability with a baseband processor operating
in a ' DMA transmission mode. The recommended concepts are compatible with
operational system functional requirements identified by Western Union in Refer-
ence 4.
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The primary candidate recommended for further study, the high capac-
ity satellite, is intended to provide high capacity post experiment operational
capabilities. At this juncture Western Union recommends that operational use of
the demonstration system satellites not be a consideration. The satellite size can
therefore be reduced, the key objectives of the demonstration system being to
t	 demonstrate:
-	 applicability of 30/20 GHZ band to operational system
applications
-	 performance capabilities relative to operational system re-
quirements
scalability to an operational system
-	 operational system dynamics.
TRW has restrained the design concepts developed to date to the same
basic trunking and CPS TOMA design approaches with variations in capacity as a
function of launch vehicle design. While the recommended concepts are r—smpat-
ible with the Reference 4 functional requirements, the study efforts need to be
expanded. For example, in all of the design concepts: no effort was made to
verify system availability; tradeoffs between system synchronization/timing and
network control approaches were not considered; TDMA efficiency in the CPS
system was not evaluated as a function of scanning beam dwell requirements;
tradeoffs between use of .fixed spot beams (in addition to trunking spot beams) in
conjunction with the scanning, beams in the CPS system to optimize TDMA
efficiency; traffic density and routing scenarios were not developed for use in
concept development and design optimization. For the concepts developed
projections of technologies that can produce significant reduction of earth station
(CPS) costs, not necei,sarily in the demonstration system time frame, but in time
for initial operational system are necessary. CAS earth station costs are of
paramo.int importance In the development of an economically competitive CPS
system. The implication of the above comments is that the scope of the design
effort should be expanded before a demonstration flight system design concept can
be selected, beyond that the requirements in Section 2.0 and comments/recom-
mendations In Section 3.0.
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5.3	 HUGHES CONCEPT RECOMMENDATIONS
Hughes, in their Task #3 effort, provided a cursory assessment of:
transparent repeater FDMA versus satellite switched (IF switch & Baseband
Processor switched) TDMA transmission approaches; antenna design and earth
coverage alternatives for multi-spot beam and scanning beam systems; and other
technologies that are oriented toward FDMA transmission techniques that presum-
ably will result in the lowest cost ground segment, particularly in the CPS case. In
the CPS system the ground segment is the major component in user servic ri, costs
and, consequently, it requires considerable attention in the design of Ka band
systems to control user service costs so that they are economically competitive
with service costs using other media over relatively short (several hundred miles)
transmission distances.
Hughes assessment of antenna size and realizable antenna gain con-
sidering scan loss incurred because of the wide FOV required to provide CONUS
coverage, was directed toward a satellite with a single antenna capability. A two
antenna system providing east and west earth coverage can resolve the scan loss
problem producing improvement in realizable antenna gain as the antenna size is
increased.
A comparison of uplink/downlink interconnectivity via fixed spot and
scanning beams revealed that: scanning beam interconnectivity requires a base-
band processor for efficient TDMA operation and it is not a viable FDMA
technique; fixed beams permit operation in a TDMA or FDMA mode at their
respective maximum per channel transmission rates in a multi-channel transponder,
however, multi-channel FDMA operation results in loss of satellite capacity
because of channel PA back-off requirements to reduce intermodulation interfer-
ence; multi-channel FDMA operation produce problems in combining uplink
carriers; the scam ,ing beam is more flexible in that capacity can be transferred
from link-to-link to match traffic levels by varying beam dwell times; the
complexity and cost of the scanning beam is higher than for fixed beams.
The use of transparent repeaters eliminates the need for on-board
switching and minimizes the number of active elements in the satellite repeater.
It is, however, less spectrum efficient than the SS-TDMA approach.
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Hughes briefly identified design approaches, applicable to an FDMA
concept, that tend to reduce earth station costs. Those identified are: FDMA
operation in a multi-carrier configuration permits use of lower burst rates that
simplify TDMA synchronization and timing requirements ; r;'.: tend to lower earth
station cost; amplifier (PA) efficiency in a multi-channel sysL11 ii can be enhanced
by use of predistortion techniques that provide pseudo-linear power amplifier
operation; that excess spectrum can be traded to reduce intermodulation interfer-
ence effects; on-board regeneration will reduce uplink power requirements; and
that systems availability can be maintained by adaptive uplink power Control and
trading off .-ilable capacity for margin.
Hughes recommended two concepts for further development, a refined
Concept #1 and a refined Concept #2 Flight #1, both transparent repeaters
applicable to FDMA operation. The Concepts recommended will provide analog,
TDM and TDMA transmission capabilities with the constraints previously
identified. Demonstration capabilities include (but are not limited to): use of
many fixed beams for earth coverage; on-board regeneration; shared use of TWTA's
between antenna feeds; low speed switching of carriers between beams to
redistribute capacity; adaptive rain compensation; etc.
5.3.1	 COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Hughes' recommended concepts are spot beam FDMA concepts oriented
toward reducing earth station costs, and eliminating the need for on-board
switching/routing, and scanning beams. The multi-channel transparent repeater
FDMA concepts permits system operation in analog, TDM and TDMA transmission
modes using carrier sizes and burst rates up to the maximum channel throughput
capability. The basic assumption in the recommended concepts is that available Ka
band spectrum is unlimited, because of the 2.5 GHZ bandwidth and, therefore,
some inefficiency in spectrum use is permissable. This assumption is contrary to
one of the primary objectives of the 30/20 GHZ communications system program;
i.e., efficient utilization of the Ka band spectrum.
The primary motivation in recommending the FOMA concepts is to
lower earth station costs which is essential if Ka band satellite systems are to be a
viable competitor with other transmission media. At the present time it is well
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known that analog FDMA and low burst rate TDMA transmission systems, particu-
larly earth stations, are substantially less costly than high burst rate SS-TDMA
systems. To conclude that FDMA system will hold a cost advantage over higher
rate SS-TDMA systems at the time initial Ka band systems are expected to be
implemented, based on the present relative costs, may be presumptuous and
inaccurate. The use of LSI techniques even in the present time frame, can
substantially reduce the cost of high rate TDMA terminals. The current problem is
that the demand for high speed terminals has not yet developed and until a
reasonable market does develop, suppliers will not make the capital investment
necessary to translate discrete component terminal designs into LSI components.
Digital processing and semiconductor technology is also changing rapidly and it is
likely that new technology developed during the next decade will result in
substantial cost reductions for TDMA systems relative to current costs. An
excellent example of the impact that a viable market has on hardware and systems
cost is the CATV market. The cost of video receivers in 1976 was on the order of
IOK and today a 24 channel remotely tunable video receiver can be purchased for
3.5K.
It is felt that the concept development study effort should be expanded
to include a more thorough assessment of the technology that is expected to be
available in the 1990 time frame and the impact of the projected technology on
system cost, considering both FDMA (analog, TDM, TDMA) and SS-TDMA system
designs.
Reference 4.0 discussed the capacity requirements for operational Ka
band trunking and CPS systems for the three basic types of carriers, i.e., trunking
only, trunking /CPS, and CPS only carriers. The objectives of the demonstration
system are to demonstrate:
-	 the applicability of the 30/20 GHZ band to operational
system applications
-	 performance capabilities relative to operational systems
requirements
scalability to an operational system
-	 operational system dynamics.
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Bated on the cited objectives the demonstration system design should
not be constrained and, indeed, should be a reduced capacity replica of an
operational satellite. For example, the satellite antenna subsystem should not be
limited to a single antenna with Its consequent reduction in gain due to scan loss,
when a dual antenna system will permit use of larger antennas, lower scan losses,
and higher realizable gain. Similarly, the CPS system, by definition, must be
capable of providing CONUS coverage, therefore, scanning beams and fixed spot
beams are required to satisfy the earth coverage requirements.
In general, the study effort and concept development needs to be
expanded to appropriately address design and cost tradeoffs between FDMA and
SS-TDMA systems and to select a design concept that is as near to fully satisfying
projected operational system requirements as possible, considering the technology
expected to be available in the 1990 time frame. The expanded effort should
include development of traffic density and routing scenarios to provide a basis for
comparison of the relative capabilities and efficiency of system alternatives and
for design optimization. More detailed analysis is required to clearly show that the
systems design satisfies performance requirements, i.e., BER, ;availability, etc.
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SECTION I
TASK REPORT 5
INTRODUCTION
	1.0	 OBJECTIVES
Under the requirements of NASA Contract No. NA53-22461, Western
Union was tasked to review, comment and offer recommendations on Hughes and
RCA Phase II Final Concept Design for 30/20 GHz trunking and CPS communica-
tion systems. As a part of Western Union's Task 3 efforts, the multiple concepts
developed by the two contracts were reviewed relative to the NASA SOW and
Western Union's perception of 30/20 GHz communication system requirements
based on the results of earlier Western Union market demand assessment studies
and the functional design described in the Task II report on the present Planning
Assistance Program.
The design concept development was based on satisfying the baseline
requirements set forth in the SOW for a single demonstration flight system. Key
constraints on contractors were cost constraints, and the launch vehicle size for a
single demonstration flight. The outputs of this task are:
•	 review of two (2) design concepts,
•
	
comparison of experiment capabilities.
	
1.1	 GENERAL COMMENTS
Although generally both the contractors meet the baseline NASA
Statement of Work requirements for a single demonstration flight, it is Western
Union's opinion that no single concept proposed by either of the two contractors
convincingly demonstrates a high degree of scalabil.ity to an operational system. A
detailed discussion of the system aspects and other considerations to demonstrate
scalability to an operational system is presented in Task 3. Various aspects which
need further study and pointed out in Task 3, also apply to this Task 5 effort. In
general, the system concepts proposed in Task 5 either emulate the previous
i
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system design concepts or provide further details. In general, Western Union
concluded that, no significantly different or new concepts have been proposed In
the two contractor's reports that were reviewed.
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SECTION 'II
DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
2.0	 INTRODUCTION
The objective of this section is to review, discuss and evaluate the
various system design concepts proposed by Hughes and RCA consistent with the
requirements set forth for space, ground and control segments for a 30/20 GHz
operational system for three classes of carriers, 1) trunking, 2) CPS and 3)
CPS/trunking.
Under the NASA Task 3, Phase II technical design requirements for the
three carrier classes considered the design efforts of the contractors were to be
addressed to the entire space, ground and control segment subsystem for the
demonstration of 30/20 GHz network concepts such that a practical cost target
could be established. The objective of the demonstration satellite is to establish
the feasibility of a fully operational satellite communication network to be
operated by various classes of carriers, i.e., trunk only, Customer Premise Service,
only and trunk/CPS. Although the Task S effort is directed 'toward the demonstra-
tion satellite, under cost and payload constraints, the system design must be
scalable to a f ally operational commercial communication satellite network.
This Task Report is a comprehensive review of the design concept
reports submitted to NASA under Task 3 by the following two contractors:
1. Hughes, "Phase II Flight Experiment System Preliminary
Design Report, April 28, 1981" Document Code 1-4-H-2-T4.
2. RCA Astro, 1130/20 GHz Demonstration Systems, May 12,
1981 Suplement to Presentation of April 23, 1981.11
The baseline design .requirements are derived from "Requirements
Determination for the Demonstration of 30/20 GHz Communication System"
Statement of Work. A baseline system has been defined to demonstrate the
technology and system per`n mance for two basic types of communication services:
Trunking and Customer Precoise Services.
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Present planning is directed toward a single demonstration flight
m using an existing spacecraft bus with minimum modifications, with an
;tine to limit the launch vehicle to SUSS-A as an upper bound.
TRUNKING REgUIREMENTS
The basic requirements for the baseline trunking system, from the SOW,
are:
2.2
o	 Provide SS-TDMA and optionally, FDMA transmission
capabilities (simultaneous operation not required).
o	 Support T3/T4 user interface in SS-TDMA and TDMA .mode.
o ,Capable of achieving high nodal availability (0.9999) using
diversity earth stations and combinations of fixed margin
and adaptive compensation techniques.
o Capability of SS-TDMA between four primary nodes and two
alternate nodes, although only four beams may be operated
at one time.
CPS .REQUIREMENTS
Basic requirements for the baseline CPS system, from the cited SOW
o Provide TDMA transmission capability with nominal burst
rates ol- 39/120 MBPS on the uplink -and 240 MBPS on the
downlink.
o	 Provide on- boars! Wweband switching/routing capability.
o	 Provide maximum coverage using two scanning beams.
o Capable of achieving a 0.999 link availability with a
combination of fixedd margin and adaptive compensation
techniques.
o	 Low cost user terminals.
o	 Capable of supporting user rates from 64 KBPS - 6.3 MBPS.
2-2
are:
.3	 GENERAL CONTEXT AND COMMENTS ON BASIC SYSTEM ISSUES
The concepts provided by the two contractors satisfy the minimum
equirements set forth In the Statement of Work. Although the concepts are well
oncelved, there are no significant variations between the concepts proposed, or
ignificant departures from the SOW, by Hughes and RCA insofar as system
onfiguration and throughput capacity are concerned. In comparison to previous
esign concepts presented by Hughes, the current concepts are more In line with
he Statement of Work. RCA has furnished somewhat more detail and analysis of
arious aspects of their previous system design.
The space segment configuration and its capabilities proposed by the
contractors are chosen to be compatible with the launch vehicle required to deliver
the payload into orbit. The significant issues to be addressed in the demonstration
flight are:
o	 Antenna subsystem and s i.?,-am characteristics,
o	 Network synchronization and timing,
o	 Baseband processor,
o	 Master Control Station,
o	 Technology experiment,
o	 Earth station interface.
In view of the fact that the present effort is toward an evolutionary
flight system with cost and launch vehicle constraints, it is essential that the
concepts proposed by contractors be demonstrated to a high confidence level which
verifies a smooth transition from a demonstration system to a fully operational
system. Based on Western Union's perception of operational system requirements,
the following demonstration system considerations are not addressed adequately
and require further investigation:
o	 Frequency reuse,
o	 Antenna subsystem and beam topology,
o	 Link availability,
o	 Synchronization and timing,
o	 Terrestrial interface,
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o	 Consideration of existing and projected traffic requirements
and Its impact on space segment design.
In Western Union's Task 3 report to h1ASA, various aspects of system
consideration have been discussed in detail in Section V, "System Considerations."
It is Western Union's belief that in order to verify the transition from a
demonstration satellite system to an operational system, the topical studies and
analysis discussed In Section V of Task 3 also apply to the system designs proposed
under Task 5.
A brief description of the significant features is given below.
• Hughes has proposed both TDMA and FDMA transmission
modes for trunking on a non-simultaneous basis. The
primary and secondary nodes for either transmission are the
same. The transmission data rate is 256 MBPS in both
transmission modes. The FDMA transmission multiplexing
and demultiplexing is done at RF. The CPS is provided via
the baseband processor. There is no cross-connect between
the baseband processor and the TDMA switch. The trans-
ponder can be configured to operate either in a CPS or
trunking mode non-simulta;,ieously. The trunking and CPS
operational concepts suggested by RCA are similar to the
Hughes' concept. R ,A has provision for FDM/FDMA opera-
tion using ground adaptive power control utilizing the avail-
able trunking and CPS hardware on the spacecraft. RCA's
FDMA operation is for CPS whereas Hughes' is for trunking
operation.
• The availability summary by RCA for a BER of 10-6
indicates that an availability of 0.9999 for trunking is not
satisfied in rain zone E. For CPS an availability of 0.999 is
met only in rain zone F with a 9.6 db FEC gain. Details of
availability and link analysis are given in the RCA report
dated April 23, 1931.
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o The RCA communication payload has essentially the same
capabilities as Hughes insofar as the throughput for trunking
and CPS operation is concerned. Hughes has an FDMA
capability for trunking at 256 MBPS where RCA has FDM/
FDMA capability for CPS operation at 32 MBPS. By a
suitable reconfiguration of the IF switch it is conceivable to
have a limited FDMA operation in the RCA design.
Furthermore, with essentially the same capability, RCA has
a much lighter bus with a SUSS-D launch capability, com-
pared to the LEASAT bus proposed by Hughes which requires
a SUSS-A launch vehicle. Both the RCA and Hughes
satellite designs have a four year operational design life.
o Hughes met the specified 18.0 db and 8.0 db uplink and
downlink margins respectively for trunking. The 18.0 db
uplink margin is provided by a 500 Watt TWT at the ground
station. Since a lame clear weather margin is not essential,
adaptive power control should be considered. This will
result in increased reliability of the earth station TWT
amplifiers. RCA has used two 200 Watt TWTA in parallel to
provide the specified rain margin. An adaptive power
control implementation at the ground station will permit
operation of the TWTA in a backed-off mode thereby
enhancing its reliability.
o
	
	
RCA has not investigated in detail the synchronization
aspects of the system.
o Both Hughes and .RCA have not investigated instrumentation
to monitor various parameters and the impact of such
instrumentation on the weight, power and cost of the
satellite.
o RCA has made reference to the hardware being developed
by other contractors and makes use of the "best case's
specified parameters under consideration, and it is there
. S
It
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fore, an optimistic design. Furthermore, Interface problems
with the equipment of various vendors are not addressed.
However, it must be noted that only RCA has made an
effort to co-ordinate and utilize the hardware being
developed by other major aerospace contractors.
1
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SECTION III
REVIEW OF HUGHES AND RCA DESIGN CONCEPTS
A brief review of the two contractors design report is summarized in
this section.
3.1	 HUGHES
Under this task Hughes has proposed the following two concepts.
3.1.1	 Option 1
This concept uses a 3.0 meter antenna for both receive and transmit
beams. For trunking operation the antenna generates six beams pointed toward Los
Angeles, Cleveland, New York or Washington and Washington D.C. or Tampa. Only
four of the six beams are active at any one time. The peak gain of the antenna is
56.1 db and 53.1 db for receive and transmit respectively. With edge losses of 5.1
db and 5.6 db, the net gains for receive and transmit beams a're 51.0 db and 47.5 db,
respectively. Since the receive beam width is about two-thirds of the transmit
beamwidth, more than twice the number of receive beams with respect to transmit
beams are required to provide the same coverage. The New York and Washington
D.C. beams are frequency isolated. The Los Angeles and Cleveland beams are
isolated from each other and others by polarization and/or spatial isolation. The
Option 2 frequency plan utilizes the available spectrum more efficiently using
frequency reuse by virtue of spatial and polarization isolation.
The TDMA transmission rate for trunking operation is 256 MBPS per
beam. Complete interconnectivity is provided by 6x4 (six input - four output) IF
switch. Two redundant paths are provided to by-pass failed cross-point switches.
The transmitter is driven by a 40 Watt TWT. An 8 Watt Solid State Power
Amplifier (SSPA) provides back-up for the TWT for clear weather operation only.
The microwave subsystem consists of two sets of identical units. One set is used
for trunking service. The other set can be used for either scanning beam or trunk
service by activating switches directly preceding and following the IF switch
matrix. Three for two redundancy is used for all units containing active devices
FT
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:pt for the IF switch matrix which is internally redundant. The antenna has
opulse tracking for high antenna pointing accuracy.
The ground station antenna size for trunking is five meter with spatial
!rsity and the transmitter size Is 500 watts. The uplink and downlink margins
.ed the required 18 db and 8 db respectively.
CPS operation is provided by single independently scanned uplink beam
downlink beams. In the CPS mode, the New York, Washington D.C. and
veland beams are also covered with the CPS scanning beams. The signals after
n conversion are routed to the baseband processor where the signals are
demodulated, stored and forwarded. If the uplink signal from a particular CPS
station is forward error coded (FEC) due to rain, the signal is decoded by the BBP
decoder. Downlink signals to stations suffering severe rain attenuation are FEC
encoded in the baseband processor. The 128 MBPS multiplexed data stream is
modulated on an IF carrier, upconverted, amplified in a 40 wat TWT and
transmitted downlink. Since simultaneous operation of trunking and CPS service is
not required, the same frequency plan is used for both.
The ground station antenna size is three meters and the HPA size is 7
watts. The required 15 db rain margin is provided by 7.6 db of power control at the
ground station and a 7.4 db FEC improvement.
The changes incorporated in the antenna subsystem as compared to the
baseline, result in a significant reduction of antenna weight. These changes are as
follows:
1,
	
	 Scanning beams and the beam forming network are reduced
from two to one for both transmit and receive.
2. Receive low-speed configuration switches are reduced from
six to five.
3. Transmit low-speed reconfigu;-ation switches are reduced
from seven to six.
4. CPS receive feed horns are cut from 29 to 16.
5. CPS transmit feed horns are reduced from 15 to 10.
6. BFN pre-amplifiers are reduced from 32 to 19.
3-2
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7.	 High speed switches for the receive CPS beam scanning
reduced from 26 to 14.
	S.	 High speed switches for the transmit CPS beam scanning cut
from 12 to 8.
3.1.2	 Optioni  2
Compared to Option 1, this configuration includes the capability for a
four by four beam FDMA routing and two scanning beams for receive; and two
scanning beams for transmit, each with independent scanning capability. The nodes
for FDMA transmission are the same as those for TDMA transmission.
Multiplexing and demultiplexing is done at RF and full connectivity is provided by
channelization filters. The outputs of the multiplexers are routed directly to the
TWTA or SSPA for downlink transmission. Since the receive beam width is about
two-thirds of the transmit beam, more than twice the number of receive beams as
compared to transmit beams are required to provide the same coverage. Each
scanning beam provides coverage for one sector. Each sector covers approximately
10% of the CONUS. Sector 1 scanning beam coverage includes spots at Seattle,
New York and Washington D.C. Sector 2 scanning beam coverage includes spots at
Cleveland, Denver and San Francisco. The scanning beams are orthogonally
polarized.
Two types of ground stations are used in this configuration; five meter
antennas for trunking and large CPS (128 MBPS) stations, and three meter antenna
for small (32 MBPS) CPS station. The ground station HPA for the trunking station
is 500 watts, 10 watts for large CPS station and 7 watt for small CPS station. The
uplink rain margin of 15 db is provided by a 7.6 db power boost at the ground
station and a 7.4 db FEC improvement. With a 40 watt spacecraft transmitter, the 	 i
margin for five and three meter CPS stations is 12.9 db and 3.4 db, respectively. 	
j
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3.2	 RCA
Under this task RCA has proposed the following two concepts.	 k'
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3.2.1	 Option 1
I
The antenna subsystem used by RCA in this conceptual design is the
same as that proposed by TRW and Ford. Both antenna subsystems are in
agreement with the baseline requirements. There are four primary nodes and two
alterate nodes. The nodes are Los Angeles, Cleveland, New York or Tampa and
Washington D.C. or Houston. Connectivity among the nodes is provided by a 4x4
r TDMA IF switch matrix. CPS coverage is provided by a single scan sector beam
with contiguous coverage (10% CONUS) plus three other spot beam locations. The
routing, coding/decoding and store/forward is provided by the baseband processor
being developed by Motorola.
The trunking transmission rate is 256 MBPS. The CPS transmission rate
for TDMA is either four channels at 30 MBPS or one 120 MBPS. The downlink
transmission rate is 240 MBPS. For CPS transmission the system provides two 30
MBPS FDM/TDMA channels on uplink and one 120 MBPS channel on downlink.
The d1 ersity ground station antenna for trunking service is five meters
using a 400 watt TWTA. The ground station antenna size for CPS terminals is five
meters for 120 MBPS stations and three meters for 30 MBPS stations. The HPA
size for both types of terminals is 200 watts.
Option.  2
The antenna subsystem for this option is also the same as developed
TRW. This option also includes 4 x 4 beam FDMA routing and channelizat
assembly for trunking. The transponder can be configured either in FDMA
TDMA mode at any one time.. The transmission data rates remain same as
option 1.
rz
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SECTION IV
EXPERIMENT PLANS
	
4.1	 CAPABILITIES
Hughes and RCA have each proposed two design concepts. Each design
concept can provide transmission system capabilities to conduct most of the
important service, technology and combined service/ technology experiments
identified in Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.
	
4.2	 TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENTS
The following set of experiments are necessary to demonstrate the
critical technology of the 30/20 GHz communications subsystems.
PT-I (Transponder Performance Evaluation)
The objective of the experiment is to determine transponder perfor-
mance as a function of time in space environment and obtain fundamental data for
further advancement of transponder components.
The satellite transponder and associated antennas form the primary
portion of the communications subsystem on a communication satellite. Critical
parameters to be measured include gain, phase noise introduced by frequency
translation, delay, filter distortion effects caused by channelization filters, and
interference for all transponder path configurations.
PT-2 (20 GHz TWT Transmitter Experiments)
The objective of the experiment is to demonstrate an efficient,
multilevel 20 GHz TWT transmitter and evaluate its performance on-orbit. In the
analysis of baseband distortion, it is important to understand the nonlinearity
characteristics of the TWTA which is the primary contributor to transponder
nonlinearity. These characteristics may be affected by switching from one mode
to another or TWT input backoff in steps of 1 db by ground command.
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PT-3 (Multiple Spot and Scanning Beam Antenna Evaluation) and
PT-15 (30/20 GHz Multiple Scanning Spot seam Antenna)
These two experiments should be conducted as one experiment. The
objective is to determine and evaluate beam pattern, gain stability and coupling
and to develop antenna technology so that high gain and high capacity scanning
beams can be fabricated.
This experiment is critical for the assessment of antenna design.
Concern with scanning beam systems include capacity limitation, scanning losses,
synchronization complexity, gain contour, and slope effects. Concerns with spot
beam antennas include switching hardware complexity, to confirm the choice of
the frequency/polarization plans, the isolation between fixed and scanning spots
(when the scanning are steered through or near the fixed beams antennas) should be
measured. Specific parameters to be measured include antenna gain, antenna
pattern, polarization isolation, beam pointing, etc.
PT-4A (Impatt Solid State Transmitter)
PT-4B (GaAsFET Solid State Transmitter)
The objective is to determine communications performance, life and
stability under space environment. Obtain fundamental data to guide future use of
Impatt and GaAsFET microwave power devices.
Solid state microwave power devices, used in suitable power combining
circuits are promising candidates for future efficient, reliable spaceborne trans- 	 j
mitter applications.
PT-7 (IF Switch Matrix Performance Test)
The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the performance of the
IF switch matrix in the operational environment.,
The IF switch is one of the new technologies being developed by NASA.
The critical design parameters, which must be tested with the switch at maximum
reconfiguration rate, include connectivity, random switching, switching speed,
s4-2r _:
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beam isolation, etc. Reliability of the IF switch is a major concern. A self-test
feature checking any in/out connection by ground command would be useful.
PT-9 (Baseband Processor (BBP) Evaluation)
The objective of this experiment is to establish the on-orbit character-
istics of the BBP subsystem such as connectivity capabilities, FEC performance
and its susceptibility to electrical, mechanical and radiational damage.
The Baseband Processor has been designed using several advanced
technology developments. This necessitates the assessment of its characteristic,
and its numerous functions on-orbit. The advanced technology developments
include modulation technique, high speed baseband routing switch, modular
distributed processing techniques, memory configuration and the special LSI design.
Extensive tests should be conducted on the BBP functions within the satellite
system architecture such as store-and-forward capacity and routing capability,
isolation, redundancy capability (if used), FEC decoding (both hard and soft
decision) and encoding, including bit rate reduction (if used), under varied
conditions of SNR, BER, satellite positional stability, antenna pointing stability/
accuracy and sync word lengths. A provision to bypass the BBP (or parts thereof)
should be incorporated should an on-orbit failure require troubleshooting.
PT-16 (Synchronization)
The objective of this experiment is to demonstrate the feasibility of
synchronizing satellite beam steering with earth station burst timing. This
experiment is essential to evaluate the synchronization technique selected for the
ground station network. Key areas of concern include the synchronization of burst
assignments with the scanning beams, hardware and software function
complexities, stability of synchronization subsystem, etc. If applicable both open- 	 {
loop and closed-loop techniques should be evaluated. 	 t
PT-20 (Antenna Pointing Accuracy)
	 r-
'r
The objective of this experiment is to demonstrate the antenna pointing
accuracy requirements of the spacecraft and the earth terminal. Monopulse feeds
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pointing toward one or more earth stations is requires. it is important for
maintaining synchronization and the communications link's performance that the
antenna pointing accuracy should be compatible with the beam width. The effects
of spacecraft pointing error on ground antenna tracking or pointing during normal
operations and station-keeping maneuvers should be evaluated.
PT-21 (Interference Assessment)
The objective of this experiment is to determine the level of inter-
ference versus beam separation assuming frequency reuse. The levels of cochannel
interference and cross-polarization isolation will directly affect the link's
performance. The measurement of these two parameters when the number of
beams is increased to about 20 beams will give an adequate assessment of the
antenna sidelobe level and beam separation assuming frequency reuse. This
experiment should be conducted during uniform and non-uniform loading of the
beam.
4.3	 OPERATING EXPERIMENTS
The following experiments are necessary to demonstrate commercial
service applicability.
PS-1 (30/20 GHz Propagation Measurements) and
PS-29 (Propagation Experiment)
The object is to measure the radio wave propagation effects and
evaluate system performance on operating earth-space paths.
At 30/20 GHz, the troposphere has a significant effect on the carrier-
to-noise ratio of a propagation wave. The reduction in carrier to noise ratio
reduces the allowable data rate for a given bit error rate and the quality of
transmission.
In the most severe cases, transmission outages will occur. Propagation
measurements and studies are necessary to allow the prediction of outages with a
high degree of certainty so that the means to reduce the frequency and durations
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of these outages can be developed. A 20 GHz beacon instead of 30 GHz beacon
should be utilized for this experiment to avoid interference problems.
PS-10 (Bit Stability During Switching)
The objective of this experiment is to measure directly the effect of
diversity switching relative to bit integrity.
Power efficient digital receivers generally require the existence of a
digital clock synchronized to the received bit stream to control the integrate-and-
dump or matched filter's sampling instants, or to control otherwise the timing of
the output bit streams.
The received bit-transition time clock has some time jitter and
frequency drift corresponding to the oscillator phase noise and path change
velocity. The effect of diversity switching on bit integrity can be so severe that it
causes multiplexers or switches in the data link to produce a totally corrupted bit
pattern. These effects should be fully investigated.
PS-14 (System Synchronization Evaluation)
PS-24 (Synchronization Parameterization)
These two experiments should be conducted as one experiment. The
objective is to evaluate the stability of the network synchronization as a function
of time and SNR and to measure the time required for resynchronization after
drop-out.
Synchronization tracking loop depends on several parameters, including
the phase noise in the carrier induced by various oscillator short term stability,
carrier tracking-loop dynamic, transient response and acquisition, performance
requirements, and signal to noise ratio in the tracking loop.
Each synchronization tracking loop requires the use of some form of
phased locked oscillator tracking loop. In addition to tracking the oscillator phase
noise, the loop must also acquire the carrier- in a reasonable acquisition time and
operate over the required range of oscillator-frequency drifts. The implications of
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these effects on the perfo`rrnanes of PSK or, .APSK moderns s Auld be ca►r:sidereif
since the detection is only pan44y :coherent because of the imperfect carrJor
tracking caused by various loop noise effects.
Results of this experiment will determine the future syflehr l2*41Ati
schemes to be considered such as length of unique words, error threshold, And
modulation techniques.
PS-25 (Diversity Operation)
The objective of this experiment is to determine the increased avail-
ability afforded through the use of diversity techniques within a limited region of
coverage and to determine the optimum spacing required for best diversity
improvement.
The significant path loss variations at 30/20 GHz due to rainfall
necessitates the deployment of diversity arrangements. Space diversity is one
arrangement that needs to be thoroughly evaluated In terms of switching and
control techniques of traffic from one site to another without interruptions and the
effects on synchronization, the relationship between.. separation distance, fade
depth and diversity gain. This experiment is essential, since empirical data to
substantiate the belief that there is nearly a db for db diversity gain improvement
for cases where single site attenuation exceeds the 15-18 db range is not available.
PS-27 (Propagation Availability)
The objective of this experiment is to determine the service availability
and individual and joint fade statistics.
The severity of rain attenuation in the 30/20 GHz band, particularly
where high system availability is required, mandates that the system designer
consider multiple techniques for improving system availability. These would
include adaptive power control, adaptive FEC, space diversity earth station
complexes, and location of the satellite within the domestic orbital arc. Experi-
mental explorations of these and other techniques such as adaptive reduction of the
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mission data rate and the reduction of the number of quantization bits for
i1 voice channel, are necessary for system design trade -off considerations.
PS-30 (User Acceptance)
The objective is to evaluate user acceptance of low cost communication
is moderate service availability.
Duration and time of occurrence of outage are important factors in
determining the acceptability of low cost service. Requirements for minimum
EIRP, minimum antenna size and narrowband communications (voice, facsimile,
etc.) should be determined.
4.4	 COMBINED OPERATION /TECHNOLOGY
The following experiments are necessary to demonstrate commercial
service applicability and special technical c^ipabl , lities that enhance system perfor-
mance/availability.
PSAT-4 (Cophasing Parameterization)
PSAT-5 (Cophasing Stability Measurements)
The objective of the experiment is to determine the performance of
Cophasing as a function of the measurement time, the measurement format, and
the signal-to-noise ratio of the system. To determine the stability of the phased
array as a function of time.
The Cophasing operation is the process of taking a set of array phase
measurements and computing the deviations of the uplink and downlink beam from
the intended directions and correcting for these deviations by updating the steering
vectors associated with the phased array.
The required SNR's of the Cophasing schemes are not known, nor are the
measurement times and measurement format (e.g., one single measurement, or
summed sequential measurement). These factors are interrelated. To obtain the
4-7
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'	 data necessary for accurate design, a study of these relationships and array
instabilities is required.
PSAT-6 (Low Bit Rate FDMA/TDMA)
The objective of this experiment Is to evaluate network performance
for low bit-rate (6.3 MBPS) FDMA/TDMA via the emergency service channels, link
performance, adaptive FEC, service quality for voice, FAX, TTY and freeze-frame
TV.
Low bit-rate FDMA/TDMA service could become a very important
application of 30120 GHz communications to low cost CPS type services. Space-
craft equipment complexity, network performance and link performance need to be
evaluated and demonstrated.
PSAT-7 (Variable Blt-Rate SS-TDMA)
The objective of this experiment is to test network synchronization for
wideband communication with adaptive bit-rate.
Improved availability can be obtained by adaptive re #,action of the
transmission data rate, providing an increased level of energy per bit for given
available transmitter power conditions. This approach should be evaluated as pert
of system design trade-off consideration.
PSAT-8 (Trun.k ng_tr d C ,S Exeerrim s)
The objective is to develop quantitative end-to-end system performance
data for trunking and CPS under various propagation conditions with and without
the aid of adaptive compensation and to develop network operational control
procedures.
It is necessary to evaluate the system performance in terms of system
parameters such as TDMA acquisition/reacquisition time, carrier and bit timing,
BER versus E/No
 performance, BER improvement with adaptive fade compensa-
tion, effects on system BER and synchronization due to station keeping, dynamic
4-8
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burst assignments, satellite switch reconfiguration, loss of primary reference
lr bursts, and BER as function of load variations, intermodulation characteristics,
HER as a function of TWT back-off and number of carriers and demonstrate the
performance of a DAMA control system.
PSAT-11 (Adaptive Polarization)
The objective of this experiment is to develop statistical data on
measured depolarization effects at 30/20 GHz as a function of rainfall statistics.
To develop an adaptive polarization tracking subsystem and to evaluate its
performance, particularly in heavy rain zones.
Rain depolarization is an important system and earth station design
consideration, particularly in linearly polarized frequency reuse systems. Param-
eters to be measured include polarization shift relative to measured rain rates,
HER with and without adaptive tracking, cross-polarization isolation and inter-
ference with and without adaptive tracking.
4.5	 SUMMARY AND RECOMIMENDATIONS
4.5.1	 Hughes
The description of the experiments is very brief and methodology of
performing the experiments is not given. It is mentioned, however, that most of
the experiments will be conducted except the experiments which cannot be
accommodated in the system, namely:
PS-4 (Above 40 GHz Propagation)
PS-23 ((,-,-Band and Ku-Band Experiments)
PSAT-4, 5 (Cophasing Experiments)
PT-15 (30/20 GHz Multiple Scanning Spot Beam Antenna)
PT-6 9 14, 17, 22 (Intersatellite Link)
PSAT-3 (Multilevel TWT Control)
For the reasons mentioned in the previous section, it is important to
cor:,'-ict several of these experiments such as PSAT-4, PSAT-5 and PSAT-15.
L ^;L
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PS-4 9
 PS-23, PT-6, PT-14, PT-17 and PT-.22 cannot be accommodated in one flight
system.
PSAT-3 experiment is not considered to be important since a control
approach can be simulated during ground testing. It is expected, however, that the
control method will be demonstrated as part of PT-2 experiment.
4.5.2	 RCA Astro
A substantial number of experiments will not be accommodated in the
RCA system. Several other experiments will be partially conducted. Evaluation
techniques, methods and the means to be used in performing the experiments are
not given, consequently, the meaning of "partially conducted" can neither be
deduced from the RCA report, nor is it given.
For the reasons mentioned in Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, it is important
to accommodate, PSAT-4, 5, 6 and to fully conduct PS-27 $ 29, 30, PSAT-11 and
PT-15.
The rest of the experiment which will not be conducted are categorized
as follows:
o	 PS-9 (FDMA/TDMA Operational Comparison)
No simultaneous FDMA/TDMA trunking mode incorporated in
NASA design concept.
o	 PS-4 (Above 40 GHz Propagation)
Above 40 GHz bandwidth is not expected to be used beyond the
year 2000, also the placement of beacons on the spacecraft may
jeopardize the performance of other important experiments.
o	 PS-23 (C-Band Ku-Band Beacon Experiments)
This experiment is not an objective of the NASA experimental
system.
o	 PS-31 (30/20 GHz Propagation Phenomena)
4-10
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o	 PS-33 (30/20 GHz Propagation Experiment)
The objective of these experiments will be achieved by conducting
PS-1, PS-29.
o	 PSAT-1 (A/G Communications)
A separate frequency band should be allocated for A/G
communication.
o	 PSAT-2 (Spread Spectrum Feasibility)
Spread spectrum communications use a much wider bandwidth
t	 than that of the data information for transmission.
o	 PT-13 (Small Earth Terminal Dual Feed Experiment)
Ku band is not part of this experimental system.
o	 PT-6	 (Intersatellite Experiments)
o	 PT-14	 Those experiments require more than one
o	 PT-17
	
spacecraft.
o	 PT-20
4.6	 EXPERIMENTS PLANS MATRIX
The matrix on the following pages identifies the experiments presented
by each contractor which can or cannot be supported by each communication
subsystem as well as the identification of the important experiments.
The experiments are in three categories:
- Service Experiments
- Service and Technology Experiments
- Technology Experiments
For the service experiments the following types of experiments are
shown in the matrix:
r1 1
 r
o	 Marketable Services, Performance, Demand, User
r	 Acceptance
a	 System Control Synchronization
o	 Customer Premise Service Earth Stations
r	 o	 Propagation Experiments
o	 Traffic Modeling Simulation
o	 Enhancement of Link Availability.
The following types of experiments are shown in the matrix for the
Service and Technology Experiments category:	 i
o	 Communications Service Experience
oEnhanceme:^: of Link Availability
The following types of experiments are shown in the matrix for the
Technology Experiments category:
•	 Space Segment Experiments
•	 Ground Segment Experiments
•	 Transmission Impairments
•	 System Performance and Monitoring
•	 Acquisition Tracking and Synchronization
•	 Intersatellite Link.
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TASK REPORT
?LANWING ASSISTANCE FOR 30/20 GHZ COMMUNICATION PROGRAM
NASA C014TRACT NA3-22461 , TASK 6
I.0	 INTRODUCTION
Under the requirements of NASA Contract No. NAS3-22461,
Task 6, Western Union was tasked to review and critique
specific technology developments requirements and de-
velopment approaches used by the technolc^jy contrac-
tors, as well as the development progress. The inputs
to this task were the initial set of reports and pre-
sentations submitted to NASA in November of 198U and
additional reports and presentations submitted up to
May 7, 1981.
Technology readiness contracts have been awarded in
five major areas, all elements of the spacecraft de-
sign. Each contract calls for a systems study and
design effort and a "proof-of-concept" (POC) model
which will demonstrate the transferability of the paper
design to hardware.	 The five areas are:
30 GHz Low Noise Receivers
20 GHz Power Amplifiers
Satellite Switched - Time Division Multiple
Access Switches
F
1
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Baseband Processors
Multi-Beam Antennas
Three sets of contracts were awarded in the 20 GHZ
Power Amplifier area:
• GaAs FET Amplifiers
• Impatt Amplifiers
• TWT Amplifiers
In addition to the review of the contractors efforts,
we have added general discussions of two factors we
consider to be of great importance to overall systems
design and to the tasks given the NASA subcontractors,
naively ,system availability and signal impairments.
The contractors efforts have been judged based can three
sets of references:
The NASA Contract Statements of Work received
by each.
The Western Union Task II report on Functional
,1equirements.
The output of other NASA 30,/20 GHZ program
contracts in the systems area.
as well as on more general communication system re-
°s
quirements.
2
ba
1'
77
Detailed reviews am critiques are given in the indi-
vidual sections, but a few general comments can be
made. Firstly, there seems to have been insufficient
attention paid to the overall system design and alloca-
tion of performance to various system elements, and to
obtaining information on the range of system element
performance necessary to make an optimum allocation.
Secondly, little attention has been paid to defining
and assuring the system element reliability needed to
build a spacecraft with a ten year design life. Wu
feels that much more effort is needed in these two
areas if a successful 30/20 GHz program is to be re-
alized.
i
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The performance of a receiving system is measured by
its G/T, the ratio of antenna gain to system noise
temperature. since antenna gain (or size) is limited
uy the requirement for off-axis scan capability and
physical problems in launching and deployment, the sole
option available to improve the satellite G/T is to
reduce the system noise temperature ( assuming the an-
tenna size constraint has been reached). With a rea-
sonably high gain, low noise receiver (LNR), the major
contributors to system noise are the LNR and the ante"-
na.	 For a Spacecraft antenna pointing at the earth,
the antenna noise temperature is 290K, independent of
antenna design, so that the only variable is the LNR
noise figure. The general expression for G /T can be
written as:
G/(TA + TR)
where	 Ta = antenna system noise temperature
( = 290 K)
T  = receiver, noise temprature
and second order terms due to elements behind the rece-
iver have been neglected.	 This can be rewritten as:
1'
G/Ta( 1 +"R)
A
or in dB:
T
G - T A - (1 + T
A
4
x^
With TA a 290 K, the third term becomes the fo
for noise figure (N.F.) of the receiver., so thal
expression becomes (in do):
ORIGINAL MGM IS
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Thus improvements in receiver noise figure improve G/T
do for dr3, and correspondingly improve system perform-
ance, Figure 2.1 is a plot of G/T vs T 
R 
and
N.F., showing the linear relationship for the latter.
Antenna gain has been assumed to be 56 d3. The curves
cover the N.F. range from 8 dB (present state of the
art) to 0 d3p which represents an ideal noiseless re-
ceiver.
The spacecraft G/T determines the ground station EIRP
needed to achieve acceptable performance and thus the
ground antenna size and power amplifier output level.
Since there is only one spacecraft and many ground
stations (especially for CPS service) it is normally
advantageous to Maxiinize G/T as a step toward *,Animi-
zing over all systein cost.
One of the major objectives of the NASA 30/20 U"Hz pro-
gra,m is to develop technology applicable to an opera-
tional system in the 1990-2000 time frame. In orJer to
develop specifications Eor such a system, the system
designers must, among many other tasks, make tradeoffs
, 6r.
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between spacecraft performance and ground station
performance to arrive at an optimum sytem. In the
particular case of the LNR, the designer will need a
set of hardware designs covering a range of noise tem-
peratures from 1000 K to perhaps 100 K, with cost,
size, power, weight, reliability, etc.	 figures for
each, from which the appropriate design can be
selected. An important objective that should be
incorporated in the NASA technology readiness program
is to develop the design trade-off alternatives.
2.2 TECHNOLOGY CONTRACTS
2.2.1 General
The NASA specification for a 30 GHz Low Noise Receiver
(PR188666) calls for three designs, one based on 1982
technology, aimed at a 1986 demonstration flight and
resulting in a Proof-of-Concept (POC) Model, and two
based on 1987 technology.
The same set of design and performance specifications
apply to all three LNR designs. Thus it is unlikely 	 1
that a range of design alternatives will be available
to carry out system design trade-offs between the
ORIGINAL PACr IS
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Electrical and RF Performance Requirements
The electrical and RF performance requirements from the
Statement of Work are presented in the following list:
Input RF Band: The input RF band shall be from 27.5 to
30.0 GHz
Output Intermediate Frequency (IF): 	 Shall be in the
range of 3.0 to 6.0 GHz.
Noise Figure: The noise figure of the receiver shall
be 5dB or less over the 77.5 to 30.0 GHz.
RF to IF Gain: The RF to IF gain shall be a minimum of
20 dB over the 2.5 GHz bandwidth.
In-Band Overdrives Up to -10dBm at input with no per-
manent degradation in performance.
Gain Variation:	 Shall be t1.0dB maximum over the
bandwidth.
Gain Slope:	 Shall be t0.5dB maximum per 10 MHz.
VSWR (input): 1.25 max
VSWR (output): 1.8 max
ORIGINAL; PAGE fa`
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(croup Delay per 100 MHz: Parabolic - f	 0.1	 ns/MHz2
max., Ripple	 5 ns P-P max.
Image Rejection: linage rejection shall be a minimum of
15dB at the IP output port.
AM-PM conversion: 1.0'/-dB for input carriers up to -70
dBm
L)C Power: The total operational DC power required by
the POC receiver shall be a minimum consistent with
achieving the performance requirements. The POC recei-
ver input voltage levels and regulation requirements
shall be 128 vdc, t10%.
2.2.3 Other Requirements
NASA has called for a POC design which
1. can be implemented with components available within
the 1981-1583 time period, and
4
2. possesses the potirntial for future significa
improvements in performance, etc.
It is not clear if these requirements are compat.ib?
which should take precedence.
9
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2.3.1 General
s
Two contracts were awarded:
1. LNR Communications
2. ITT Defense Communications
At this time only the Task I (Paragraph 2.1.2) reports
are available from both vendors - these cover the de-
sign for the POC model. Task II (1987 Technology) has
been reported upon by LNR. Both contractors have elec-
ted to ase an image enhanced mixer/intermediate fre-
quency amplifier (IEM/IFA) design to meet the require-
ments quoted above. Both designs will use GaAs Schott-
ky Barrier mixer diodes and a GaAs FET IF amplifier.
There are differences in the local oscillator design
approaches.
2.3.2 Performance Summary
The projected performance of the two designs is shown
in Table 2.1. The ITT design shows equal or better
performance than the LNR design in all categories ex-
cept gain.
10
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	 i
he LNR design uses a waveguide/TEM line mixer with
ual GaAs Schottky diodes pumped directly at 23.8 GHz.
he local oscillator consists of a 5.95 GHz VCO locked
o a 500 MHz reference. A X4 multiplier is used to
btain the required x3.8 CaHz output at 13.5 d9m. The
C amplifier will be designed by LWR using available
WaAS FET's. 011hgh local osc 11 ator must be locked to the
spacecraft raster oscillator to avoid frequency drift
problems. Since low phase noise is required in the
local oscillator to maintain low error rates in the
demodulator, it is important that the basic local os-
cillator and the frequency locking circuits contribute
as little noise as possible to the (presumably clean)
output of the master oscillator. The LL14R design as-
sumes a 50U MHz reference and then uses both phase
locked loop (PLL) and frequency multiplier techniques
to obtain the required frequency. It is not stated
whether the 500 MHz i. obtainable directly from the
master oscillator or whether preliminary multiplication
is required. The relative merits of a PLL versus di-
rect multiplication are not discussed nor are any
specifications given for the local oscillator output.
In view of the high power comsumption of the PLL, this
is a serious oversight.
12
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The ITT design uses a waveguide mixer with a single
GaAs Schottky Harrier diode. A X15 Multiplier chain is
used to obtain the 25.2 GHz local oscillator from a
1.68 GHz input. The IF amplifier will be designed by
ITT using specially designed GaAs FET's.
The design is compact and is projected to have good
A
performance. As in the LNR report, the analysis of the
Local oscillator circuits is slighted. No specifica-
tions are given for local oscillator purity, and no
justification is given for the choice of a direct mul-
tiplication scheme. The source of the 1.68 GHz refer-
ence is not stated, and no allowance is made for cir-
cuitry to tie this back to the spacecraft master oscil-
1ator.
Power conversion and performance monitoring are not
a
discussed. Reliability is given as a .93348 probabil-
ity of survival for 10 years. The use of this number
is discussed further in Appendix A, but it should be
j
noted that, even ignoring the reliability of any sens- 	 a
ing/switchover circuits, the probability of a, 10 year
survival for a 1:1 redundant system is only .9956, and
for 2:1 redundancy only .9997. ITT mentions a 30 GHz
FET being designed for preamp use, although they did
not mention plans for its use.
E
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The image enhanced mixer configuration does not satisfy
item (2) quoted in section II C above. Figure 2.2, ex-
tracted from the LNR report, shows the capabilities of
the various front-end technologies. The IEM can be
seen to barely achieve the 5 dB noise figure required
by the specification, although both vendors claim to be
able to improve on this figure. LNR's report concern-
ing 1987 technology identifies a radiation cooled mixer
design with a 3.2 dB NF, but the weight and volume of
the radiation cooler would make this approach impracti-
cal. Even the GaAs PET amplifier mentioned as an al-
ternate by both vendors does not seem to be capable of
much better than 4 dB NF. It is recommended therefore
that NASA support technology contracts to develop:
1. GaAs PET front-ends with 3.5 dB NF or better.
2. Para.mps with 1.5 dB NF or better
to determine if such equipment will be practical in the
1995-2000 time frame. Further improvements beyond 1.5
dB NF will require cryogenic techniques which are not
practical for spacecraft use.
4ith regard to other LNR parameters, neither contractor
'	 envisions problems in meeting or bettering the required
f
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performance. This subject is discussed at length in
Appendix H, arriving at the conclusion that it is im-
portant to know the cost of achieving, falling short
of, or improving any particular subsystem characteris-
tic to allow an optimum allocation of impairments to
each subsystem to minimize overall system cost. This
information will not result from the contracts as pre-
sently defined. It is recommended that they be expand-
ed to obtain such information.
It is difficult to judge the acceptability of the power
and weight ­of the designs in the absence of a design
for the operational satellite. However, the GE study
of an SS-FDMA operational system assumed a LNR power of
60 mw. and a weight of U.1 lbs. The differences be-
tween these numbers and the designs are startling.
16
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Requirements
There are three different kinds of spacecraft power
amplifiers are under development for the NASA 30/20 GHz
program, but they all serve the same functions in the
overall system. It is therefore more convenient to
combine the examinations of the three sets of designs
and avoid much repetition.
The performance of a transmission system is measured by
the Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) which is
determined primarily by the antenna gain and the power
amplifier output. (In fact, it is simply the product
of the two factors, if secondary losses are ignored)..
On the spacecraft, the maximum antenna size (and there-
fore gain) is limited by scan loss problems and deploy-
ment considerations. The required EIRP is determined
by a link budget analysis considering minimum required
received power, reasonable values for ground station
G/T, propagation losses, ecc. In addition, a higher
EIRP may be needed during rain conditions, if that is
the method selected to compensate for the effects of
rain.
The WU Task II report showed link analyses based on a
4.1 meter spacecraft antenna and 5 meter or 3.5 meter
i
ground station antennas for 512 Mbps trunking and 256
ybps (downlink) CPS systems, respectively. After mak-
ing suitable allowance for off-axis scan losses and
variation in illumination over a given beam pattern,
the Task II report shows a requirement for a downlink
power of 10 Watts normal/75 watts in rain and 75 watts
full time, respectively. High power is needed for CPS
to allow the use of smaller antennas and non-diversity
operation. Extra margin for rain operation is obtained
in the CPS case by the use of forward error correction
(FEC)
	
coding.	 The W.U. Task II analysis was based on
the 'Task I Systems studies and may be somewhat pessi-
mistic	 as	 regards	 link degradation	 below	 theoretical.
Nevertheless,	 it	 provides	 a	 fixed	 point	 of	 departure
for analyzing subsystem performance. 	 Since the requir-
ed powers are derived from required energy per bit cal-
culations,	 they	 scale	 directly	 with	 bit	 rate.	 This
means that if more downlink beams are provided for the
same total throughput, lower power amplifiers could be
L^sed	 for each	 beam.	 This would probably result	 in a
weight and size penalty, as well as an increase in sys-
tem	 complexity.
a
Scaling the WU Task II, CPS-TDMA analysis to CPS-FDMA,
the required downlink power ranges from 3 watts for 10
r^
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ibps terminals to -20 milliwatts for 64 kbps terminals.
,bout 9 dB FEC processing gain will be required to
►perate during rain. (Rain Zone E is a special case -
see WU Task II report).
a
Besides the basic characteristic of power output, many i
other parameters of a power amplifier are specif i,ed in
the SOW (Par. 3.2.2). Each of these parameters is im-
portant to overall systems performance and parameter
values are a function of the transmission mode and
operating performance requirements. Without a detailed
design analysis for say, a 512 Mbps TDMA System it is
not clear that the parameter values specified are ap-
propriate.	 However, the actual level of performance
a
required can only be determined after a tradeoff analy-
sis in which the generalized "cost" of meeting a parti-
cular specification is weighed against the "cost" of
compensating for failure to meet it in another portion
of the system (discussed in detail in appendix B).
Typical examples of such tradeoffs are power output
from the upconverter vs. power amplifier gain, gain
deviation from flatness or group delay variations in
the power amplifier vs. those in other subsystems,
efficiency vs. cost of prime power and heat removal,
reliability of a single amplifier vs. system reliabil-
ity through redundancy, suppression of harmonics vs.
output filtering or an increased system link budget k
allowance for spurious tones, etc.
19
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3.2.1 Gen ral
NASA has developed three specifications for 20 GHz
power amplifiers.
1. 20 GHz GaAs FET Transmitter ( PR 188664)
2. 20 GHz Impatt Transmitter ( PR 188665)
3. 20 GHz TWT
a. Auxiliary program to provide a power pro-
cessing unit.-
These contracts call for design and construction of a
n►odel amplifier using 1982 technology which can result
in a flight qualified unit by 1986. There is no re-
quirement for information as to projected performance
in the 1990-2000 (operational) time frame, nor is there
any requirement for the long range development efforts
r^which will be required to have available operational.
satellite hardware designs.
20
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Table 3.1 snows a comparison of the SOW requirements of
the three types of amplifiers.
3.3 CONTRACTOR RESPONSE
3.3.1 General
Two contracts each were awarded for GaAs FET and Impatt
amplifiers, one was awarded for a TWT plus a support
f
r,.ontract for a power unit suitable for the demonstra-
tion flight. At this time only the Task I ( and a few
Task II) reports (Transmitter Design) are available -
actual construction efforts cannot yet be judged. Con-
tracts were awarded as follows:
GaAs FET: 1) Texas Instruments
2) TRW Defense and Space Syst.
y
Impatt:	 1) LNR Communications	 j
2) TRW Defense and Space Syst.
TWT:	 Hughes Electron Dynamics
i
TWT PPU:	 TRW
3.3.2 Performance Summary
k
µ
The projected performance of the contractor's designs
is given in Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 for GaAs FET,
21
Inp. and Outp.	 50 nom.
I:nped. (ohms)
Group Delay	 <U.5/500 MHz
Variation (nsec p-p)
rte--
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TABLE 3.1
ELECTRICAL AND RF PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
1
I
Parameter	 GaAs FET
RF Band (GH z)
	
17.7-20.2
Saturated Output	 6-7.5
Power (VSWR<1.3)
(watts)
Noise Figure (dB) <25
RF Gain (at
saturation)(dB)	 30+1,-0
I_mpatt	 TWT
19.7-20.2	 17.7-21.2
>20	 Hi >25 (75 sat.)
Lo >2.5 (7.5 sat.)
(VSWR 0.5)
<25
	
<30
30+1	 Hi: Not Given
Lo: 20
In band over-
drive (dB)	 >5
(over normal drive)
Gain Variation(dB) <0.5/500 MHz
Gain Slope
(dB/MHz)	 <.15
Inp. and Outp.	 0.4
VSWR
>5	 Not Given
< +1	 Not Given
<.15	 <.15
0.3	 0.5 (cold)
	
1)	 G	 t.
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TABLE 3.1 (Cont'd)
Parameter GaAs I^ TWZ'
Third Order
Intermod.	 ( dBc) <-13	 ( Po + 5dB)
(at	 sat.) < -20 < -15 <	 -19	 (Po)
(MB below sat.) < -30 < -25 < -26	 ( Po -4dB)
AM/PM Conversion
('/dB) <2(Po), <5 + 1 <2	 (Po),
<3	 ( Po + 3d8 ) <4	 ( Po + 5dB )
Phase Linearity <5/500 MHz <10 <5/1GHz
(' p'-P )
Harmonic Resp. <-30 <-50 <-20
at Sat.	 ( d8c)
Spurious Resp. <-60 <-60 <-80 29-33 GHz
at Sat.	 (dBc)
r
<-50	 15-29 GHz
Combined RF <20 <20 Not Available
Cffic.	 (%)
DC Input (VUC) 28 + 10% 28 +	 10% Not Available
Baseplate Oper. 0-75 0-75 Not .Available
Temp.	 (°C)
Reliability Not Given Not Given Not Available
Si ze -------------------Not Given------------------
1
Weight-------------------Not Given----------- ------
4
Hughes (Tube) TRW (PPu)
17.7	 -	 21.2 N/A
>77 N/A
>7.2 N/A
>47 N/A
	 J
>16 N/A
40.3	 (sat) Not Given
23.1	 (sat) Not Given	 a
Not Given Not Given
4x5x16 28x21x12
320	 in. 3 7056 in.3
8 Not Given	 #
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TABLE 3.2 - GaAs FET Amplifiers
Parameter	 Sp, ecifica
Sat. Pwr. 9utp. (Watts)	 6-7.5
N.F. (d8)	 <25
RF Gain (;Sat.) (de)	 30 + 1,-0
Combined RF Effic. (%)	 > 20
Reliability	 Not Given
Size (in)
Weight (lbs)
TI TRW
<8 	(14) 7.5
Not Given <15
<33 31
<11
	 (15) >15
Not Stated Not Stated
8.75x8.25x6.96 4.5x6.3x9.8
502 in. 3 278 in.3
Not Given <11
Table 3.4 - TWT Amplifier (Tube + PPU)
Parameter
RF Band
Sat. Pwr. Hi
(watts) Lo
RF Gain Hi (sat.)
(dB)	 Lo (sat.)
Effic. (%) Hi
Lo
Reliability
Size (in.)
Weight (lbs.)
Specification
17.7 - 21.2
75
7.5
Not Given
20
Not Available
Not Available
Not Given
Not Given
Not Given
24
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TABLE 3.3 - Impatt Amplifiers
Parameter, Specification LNR TRW
RF Band (GHz) 19.7-20.2 19.7-20.3 Not Given
Sat.	 Pwr. Outp.	 (Watts) >20 22.5 20
Mode Not Specified Staple Amp. I.L.O.
RF Gain (dB) 30 t 1 39 30
HM/PM Conv.	 ('/dB) <5 ± 1 <5.9 Not Given
Gain Compression (dB/dB) Not Given 0.016 Not Given
N.F. <25 <23 Not Given
Inp.	 and Outp. 'VSWR 0.3 0.25 Not Given
Gain Variation (dB) <+1 1(p-p) Not Given
Phase Linearity ('p-p ) <1U <10 Not Given
Gain Slope (dB/MHz) <.15 <.1 Not Given
Group Delay Variation <0.5/MHz <U.5/5UMHz Not Given
(nsec.	 p-p)
Spurious Resp. <-60 <-SU(harmonic) Not Given
at Sat.	 (dBc) <-60(non-harm.)
Comb. RF Effic. O >20 >20.4* 20
Reliaoility Not Given Not Given Not Given
Size	 (in) Not Given 6.75x5.75x2.5 8 x 4 x 3
97	 in. 3 96 in.3
Weight (lbs) Not Given 3.7 7
Power Input (Watts) Not Given 120 Not Given
Baseplate Temp. Range(°C) 0-75 0.75 Not Given
*w/o Pwr. Conv.	 & Mon.
25
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rImpatt, and TWT amplifiers respectively. These tables
are limited to only a few of the parameters specified
in section 3.2.2 because the reports project perform-
ance for few, if any parameters except for power out-
put.
As can be seen from Tables 3.2 and 3.3 efficiency is a
serious problem with solid state power amplifiers.
Only one of the four contracts is likely to result in a
unit meeting its specification. Size varies consider-
ably among the units, but in the absence of an opera-
tional spacecraft design, it is difficult to determine
if this will pose a serious problem. None of the ven--
dors has made any attempt to quantify reliability.
This information is necessary to set redundancy re-
quireinents which can have significant impact on the
spacecraft RF section design.
3.4	 Discussion
Taking the WU Task II system link budget analysis as a
basis (see sec. 3.1) none of the solid state power
amplifiers would be suitable for either trunking (in
rain) or CPS-TD14A use, even if they net their specifi-
cations. They might be useful for a CPS-FDMA system,
if the number of amplifiers needed per beam is compa-
tible with a reasonable RF design.	 The impatt ampli-
fier suffers additionally from the problem of limited
26
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bandwidth (500 MHz). This would complicate the recon-
figurability and redundancy switching capabilities of
the spacecraft. The TWT on the other hand is capable
of supplying the power needed for trunking (in rain) or
CPS-TUMA use if it is run at saturation with one signal
per TWT. For CPS-FMA. operation, the back-off needed
to obtain adequate linearity for multicarrier operation
would reduce available power output considerably.
There is very little information available about the
power processing unit, which is not being designed
specifically for the 30/20 GHz program, but it appears
to be very large compared to other power amplifier
elements. Again it is difficult to determine if this
will be a real problem.
Based on the above, it does not appear that the solid
state amplifier programs would result in system com-
pone is useful in an operational environment even if
they were successful in meeting their specifications.
It would seem appropriate therefore to redirect the
contractors programs toward the development of devices
and amplifiers with higher output power and extend the
time frames of the programs involved. The TWT program
on the other hand appears capable of resulting in a
useful device, and should be continued. For all pro-
grams the required efforts should Le expanded to obtain
the type of tradeoff information required for the ana-
lysis described in Appendix B.
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4.1	 REQUIREMENTS
5 ^
Two parallel development efforts are under way to de-
sign and build a POC model for a 20x20 IF-Switch using	 j
1982	 technology,
	
capable of expansion,
	
in	 concept	 at
least,	 to	 a	 100x100	 switch	 for operational	 systems	 in
the	 1990'x.	 The	 20x20	 switch	 could	 accommodate	 a
baseline TDMA Trunking 	 traffic network,	 serving	 10	 to
18 of the largest nodes via fixed beams with 2 or more
input/output ports reserved for Trunking to CPS cross-
connect	 at	 the	 satellite.	 A minimum of 500 MHz band-
width	 is	 required	 to	 accomodate	 the
	
baseline
	
network
utilizing	 500 Mbps up	 and	 downlink ` TDMA bursas.	 The
SOW calls for 1000 MHz required	 ( 2500 MHz des.ired),	 and
P allows	 flexibility	 for	 CPS	 users	 co-located	 in	 thei
fixed	 beams	 or	 for	 assigning	 more	 than	 one	 500	 MHz
i
channel	 to	 the	 largest	 capacity	 Trunking	 stations.
i
4.2	 TECHNOLOGY CONTRACTS
3
a
Two contractors, General Electric and Ford	 ( FACC) have
 been	 selected	 to	 design	 an	 1F	 Switch	 Matrix	 and	 to
build a POC model. The primary specifications are:
J
28
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Switch Size 5 Connectivity
Reconfiguration Mate
Switching Time
Bandwidth
isolation between Output Ports
Insertion Loss
2Ux2U
2 Microseconds
10 Nanoseconds
1 GH z ( 2.5 GH z
Design Goal)
40 dB
15 dB Max.
In addition, the Statement-of-Work calls for prelimin-
ary design of both a 1U0000 IF switch and a 100x100
baseband analog switch.
Both contractors have selected the coupled-crossbar
technology approach to the IF switch implementation,
which appears to provide good reliability and flexi-
bility and eases design problems, such as impedance
matching and dynamic range variations For all paths.
Both have also selected GaAs FET transistors as the
cross-point switching element to provide the required
amplification, which are considered state-of-the-art
devices, and both have recommended, for reliability,
the use of one-for-one switching element redundancy
(two GaAs FEE 's per crosspoint) plus wrap-around redun-
dancy, i.e. (20 x y ) x (20 x N), configurations where
the N extra in/out ports can be reconfigured to replace
a failed row or column. FACC has selected N=2, i.e. a
22x22 switch, to achieve a 10 year full 20x20 reliabil-
29
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ity of .9177.	 GE has selected N0 5 l, i.e., a 25X25
awitch to achieve a 10 year full 20x20 reliability of
.97992.
These two numbers are based on different assumptions
although the assumed croospoint (and driver) reliabil-
ities are similar. The higher number it-, more desir-
able, if the additional weight and power can be accom-
modated. The question of reliability is discussed in
more detail in Appendix A.
Irk
4.3	 DISCUSSIONS
4.3.1 Switching Speed
The SOW switching speed specification of 10 nanoseconds
can be readily met. However, as FACC points out (p. 14
of their Interim Task 1 report), the total power re-
quired to provide standby current to the switch ampli-
fiers which are in the off-state is 23.1W (78% of the
total power required), but by increasing the allowable
switching time to about 12 nanosec. (from 6 nanosec.)
standby power can be reduced to zero. Thus it appears
that relaxation of switching speed should be consider-
ed. The major system effect of switching time is to
increase slightly the guard time required between the
last station burst of one switch mode and the first
30
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)urst of the following mode to prevent burst overlaps.
'or example, with 100 switch modes per frame the addi-
zonal guard time would be 100x6 nanosec. = 0.6 usec.,
which is a small penalty in TDMA throughput efficiency.
Total guard time is essentially composed of network
burst synchronization errors (due to uncertainty in
instantaneous slant range) and burst preamble length
for carrier and clock recovery, plus of course, switch-
ing time. At 250 lisps, preambles of at least 40 sym-
bols will contribute some 160 nanoseconds. Thus even
for an 18xld trunking network, with only one earth
station per frame, an allowance of, say, 20 nanoseconds
for switch time will not appreciably degrade throughput
efficiency; this appears to be a good trade-off for
reducing prime power requirements.
4.3.2 Reconfiguration Time
The SOW requirement is 2 u-seconds between switching
a
events, :end can be met with a parallel control logic
implementation. Thus, defining a "mode" as a unique
switch configuration (all inputs defined to all out-
puts), the minimum mode length is 2 usec., and the
maximum number of modes in a 1 milli-second frame is
500. The "Greedy Algorithm" states that (,14 2-M) is the
maximum number of modes required to program a frame to
31
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handle a 100% traffic demand. For M=20, this maximum
I
is 400-20 = 330 modes per frame. In actual practice,
j	 however, good efficiency can be achieved with consider-
i
ably fewer modes per frame. The minimum number, for
+t3
full trunking network connectivity is 20 modes-per -
frame. At any rate, the 2 u-second minimum mode length
should not be relaxed, since it is required to maintain
throughput efficiency for low rate (thin) trunking
station interconnect, and also for "loop-back" modes so
that stations may acquire burst synchronization.
It is recommended that the expected throughput effi-
ciency, as a function of the number of modes per frame,
be evaluated for several trunking network traffic de -
mand matrices. The traffic model in the appendix of
the Motorola Saseband Processor contains a typical
network with a total of about 6 Gbps trunking demand.
To this must be added the Trunking-to-CPS interconnect.
also, the "Greedy Algorithm", which is based upon all
switch interconnects changing whenever a mode changes,
should be modified slightly to account for the capabil-
ity of the present designs to change only subsets of
interconnects. More balanced traffic demands, where
several low capacity beams are combined at the input
and output ports of the IF switch should also be ana-
lyzed.
k
k
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A 20x20 IF-Switch concept could also be used for a
limited type of medium-to-high capacity CPS TONA net-
work without a Baseband Processor. Presumably this
network could operate independently of the trunking
network. The bandwidth and burst rates would be re-
duced,, tailored to the CPS stations' traffic, and it
would use a separate frequency band to allow for CPS
stations in the fixed-beam trunking areas and/or CPS-
Trunking interconnect implemented at the trunking sta-
tions. Scanning beams, synchronized to the TDMA IF-
Switch modes and/or fixed beams could be used. How-
ever, as the number of CPS terminals increases, the
f'
throughput effiviency could decrease rapidly due to the
guard time required for multiple bursts per mode.
4.4	 100X100 SWITCH
4.4.1 System Application
The Task II report from GE decribes the design of a
100X100 (actually 96X96) IF switch and a similar base-
.
band switch. These switches are similar in performance y
to the P.O.C. 20X20 IF switch. They would be used for
CPS service, and to judge their utility the traffic
model used in the Motorola Baseband Processor (BP)
33
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study has been employed. This model proposes a total
BP throughput of about 4 Gbps and thus the 100X100
switch, whicn is assumed to replace BP in a TDMA sys-
tem, will need to handle this much traffic. Assuming
for simplicity an even distribution of traffic, each
input would carry 40 Mbps of data in a serial TDMA
stream. Actually the traffic model shows an 8:1  range
of capacity among its beams ( less than 100). Carrying
this through to the present case will result in a bit
rate of about 100 Mbps per beam. This must of course
be increased to 150 -200 Mbps to allow for guard bands,
synchonization, etc., (for 50-75% efficiency) putting a
strain on circuit design for small CPS stations. Al-
ternately, multiple downlinks could be used in heavy
traffic spots, but this increases both matrix size and
the complexity of the switch control algorithm, as well
as the number of transmitters and receivers needed in
the spacecraft, and is thus of questionable practi-
cality. A second constraint on terminal design will be
set by the switch configuration rate of 2 u -sec. Since
the CPS system must accommodate a single channel from
one user to another and therefore from one beam to
another, the burst length for a single channel should
ideally also be 2 u-sec. At the cost of some ineffi-
ciency the burst length can be a submultiple of 2 u-
sec., assuming that normally more than one burst is
sent through any switch configuration.
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A "standard" frame length is 1 millisec. or 64 bits
from a standard 64 kbps voice channel. At 100 Mbps of
data this results in a burst length of .64 u-sec., or
about 3 bursts per switch state. This number can be
changed by shortening the reconfiguration time, which
will increase the cost and inefficiency (due to switch-
ing time) of the matrix, or by lengthening the frame,
increasing the delay time and data storage costs in the
ground terminals. A study is required to determine an
optimum set of parameters. A second factor arguing in
favor of a longer frame or a shorter reconfiguration
time is the total number of switch states needed. With
a 1 milisee. frame and a 2 u-sec. reconfiguration time,
only 500 states are theoretically possible and in prac-
tice only 200-300 can be accommodated. It is not clear
that this provides sufficient connecti;►ity, and this,
too, requires further study.
4.4.2 Switch Architecture
The GE report proposes an extension of the 2UX20 switch
architecture to the 100X100 case. While a 20X20 switch
is small enough to make a single stage network optimum,
this cannot be said for a 100X100 configuration. A
basic 100X100 single stage network requires 10,000
crosspoints, the loss of any of which permanently iso-
lates one input from one output. Thus survivability
35
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requires redundancy. A three stage 100X100 non-block-
ing network (such as a Clos network) requires less than
6000 crosspoints. More importantly, an inoperative
crosspoint results only in a loss of the non-blocking
feature of the switch, leaving many alternate paths
between any input and output. In most potential con-
figurations of the switch this will not be noticed.
When blocking occurs, it will be possible to select the
particular beam pair(s) denied service to insure mini-
mum inpact on total throughput. While the control
algorithms to accomplish this are more complicated than
for a single stage matrix, they will be similar to
those used in stored program control telephone switch-
es, in addition, since they will be applied at the
MCS, this will not impact spacecraft cost or complex-
ity.
Thus, with little redundancy in the spacecraft matrix
system performance almost equal to that of a single
stage matrix having 2-3 times the number of crosspoints
can be obtained. This concept deserves further study
if a 100X100 switch finds use in a system design.
Another argument used in favor of single stage networks
over three stage networks is less signal distortion, 	 g
but this is true only when the single stage switch is 	 a
in its normal mode. Since any wrap-around path will
involve 2 additional crosspoints, an amplifier (to
c
equalize the loss vs. a normal path), and associated
t cabling and connectors, the design of sAngle stage and
three stage matrix elements will be much more alike
than might appear at first notice.
4.4.3 IF 'VS. Baseband Switching
The size, weight, and power calculations presented in
the GE report indicate a strong preference for an IF
switch. Only if the cost or reliability advantages of
a baseband (plus modem) design can be shown to be very
large would a baseband switch be an appropriate choice.
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Introduction
A 'Technology development effort was undertaken by a
single contractor, Motorola, to (1) define an opera-
tional system concept for the 1990's that would acom-
modate trunking, CPS and trunking-CPS interconnection
utilizing a Baseband Processor (BP) for all CPS traf-
f ic, (2)  select a design approach and a subset of the
operational system for a 1986 demonstration flight
(wnich would verify the approach) using 1982 technolo-
gy, and (3) to build a Proof-of-Concept (POC ) model of
the BP to ensure that the demonstration Flight's tech-
nology is adequate.	 ,
r'
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The primary requirements are listed below;
a. Traffic Demand-CPS 	 >2.0 Gbps
(Appendix A of SOW)
o. Beamwidth	 0.30
c. Trunking/CPS Interconnect 	 >1.0 Gbps
(Appendix A)
d. Forward Error Correction	 Adaptive, for fades
(FEC)	 up to 10 dB
e. Lifetime/Reliability	 10 years/redundancy
features
f. Burst Rates
	
Trunking-500 ybps,
CPS-TBD
f	 33
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g. Weight & Power
	 350 lbs.,1000 Watts
Design Goals
The selection of oeams, CPS burst rates, FEC codes,
k'	 etc., was left to the contractor to do in an intitial
system study.
An operational traffic model was assumed, using TDMA,
which has a total trunking demand of about 5.2 Gbps
among 18 fixed beams, and a CPS demand of 3.8 Gbps
among 40 (18 fixed and 22 scanned) beams; in addition,
a trunking-to-CPS interconnection with a 1.5 Gbps de-
mand was assumed.
5.2
	 DESIGN APPROACH
The trunking network, not a specific part of this study
except to indicate frequency allocation and intercon-
nect compatibility, consists of three up/down channels
at different carrier frequencies, each of which carries
a 55U Mbps Serial Minimum Shift Keying (SMSK) signal,
and a 23x23 TDMA IF Switch (5 of the 18 trunking sites
require two 550 Mbps channels). It uses polarization
diversity (along with the 3 frequencies) and occupies
1.5 GHz of the available spectrum.
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The CPS frequency allocation allows for two 440 Mbps
frequency channels each occupying about 0.8 (downlink)
or 1.0 (uplink) GHz, using staggered polarization di-
versity. Actually, each CPS uplink beam consists of 4-
11U Mbps channels or 16-27.5 Mbps channels or any con-
sistent FDM combination; each CPS downlink beam con-
sists of 2-220 Mbps channels combined after the HPA's.
The CPS network is served by 6 RF scanning beams each
of which services either 3 or 4 of the 22 scanned
spots, and 5 IF "scanning" beams (which time-share the
fixed spots, using the 1 GHz CPS band). Thus the CPS
frequency re-use factor is about 5. The 23x23 trunking
TDMA subsystem is augmented by 3 extra in /out ports
(thereby creating a 26x26 IF switch) for the intercon-
nect traffic. Therefore the total throughput capacity
of the baseband processor, with the switching limita-
tions, is;
6 RF Scanned Beams
5 IF Beams*
3 Trurking Interconnects*
*serving 18 fixed spots
a 440 Mbps = 2640 Mbps
440 Mbps - 2200 Mbps
550 Mbps - 1650 Mbps
6490 Mbps
(Note that this IF Switch is larger than the Technology
contracts called for, and with wrap-around redundancy
40
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tion	 4,	 the	 larger	 the matrix,	 the more questionable
the choice of a single stage matrix (as proposed by GE
'f
and	 FACC)	 becomes.
Motorola	 has	 tailored	 its	 six	 scanning	 beam MBA	 re-
quirements by assigning each beam roughly equal traffic
from the	 model	 assumed	 (Appendix of	 the Motorola re-
port) .	 In so doing, the 3' areas scanned by eacn beam
overlap	 considerably;	 the	 result	 is	 a compromise	 be-
tween efficient usage of each	 beam ' s capacity and off-
axis	 scanning	 losses.	 The 5	 IF	 switched	 fixed-spot
beams,	 on the other hand,	 possess	 a degree of traffic
demand	 flexibility.	 While	 Motorola	 has	 indicated	 a
particular	 assignment	 whereby	 each	 of	 these	 5	 paths Ji
service 3 or 4 fixed spots to satisfy the traffic mo-
del,	 actually up to the full 440 Mbps could be assign-
ed to one fixed spot, 	 e.g.	 New York;	 in this case,	 the
4	 remainingl	 channels	 would	 service	 the	 17	 remaining
fixed	 spots.	 Similarly,	 for	 the	 Trunking -CPS	 inter-
connect traffic,	 up	 to the full 550 Mbps	 ( and even up
to	 1100	 Mbps	 at	 the	 five	 trunking	 stations	 equipped
with two trunking frequency channels) could be assigned
to	 one	 fixed	 spot.
To the 14 BP paths described above 	 (6 scanned, 5 fixed
and	 3	 :interconnect)	 are	 added	 2	 more	 paths	 for	 FEC
f
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decoding/encoding. The total of 16 paths are each de-
p^. modulated (and decoded if necessary), written into In-
put Memory and then demultiplexed 1:2 to provide 32
subpaths which, on the succeeding frame after recep-
tion, are each transferred at a 275 Mbps rate via a
32x32 iaseband Switch to the proper Output Memory. On
the following frame, the data is output to the 22 down-
link modulators (after encoding if necessary) represen-
ting the two 220 Mbps downlinks for the 11 scanning and
fixed beams, and after 2:1 multiplexing 6 paths are
modulated onto the 3 fixed trunking interconnects
through the 26x26 IF Switch. The four output paths re-
presenting two 220 Mbps channels of encoded data are,
like the input decoding paths, selectable to replace
any 2 of the 11 scanning and fixed beams.
5.3 DISCUSSION AND COPMENTS
5.3.1 FEC Decoding /Encoding
FEC soft (2 bit plus sign) decoders can be inserted
into any two of the eleven CPS uplink beams simulta-
neously, for a "per-station burst"; that is, during the
tine a certain uplink beam is selected for decoding, up
to 16-27.5 Mbps or 4-110 1,bps channels (or combinations
that sum to 440 Mbps) can be decoded for two such
reams. However, the decoded throughput is limited by
42
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:he decoder speed (4-6 Mbps) to provide only a 150 Mbps
throughput. For the 2,100 CPS terminals assumed in the
Motorola traffic model, a$d assuming an uplink power
margin of 5 dB (before FEC is used), the availability
is .995, de-termining the instantaneous demand for
decoding. On the average only [(1-.995)x2100]=11 ter-
minals will experience significant uplink rain degrada-
tion.
Allowing for a peak-to-average ratio of 3, the BP
should be sized to handle 33 uplink channels. Based on
the number of deployed nigh, medium;, and low CPS ter-
minals (152, 276 and 1787 respectively) a peak rain
induced decoder demand might be:
2 High Capacity Stations	 @ 33.48 Mbps = 67.68 Mbps
4 iviedium Capacity Stations a 5.732 Mbps = 22.93 Mbps
27 Low Capacity Stations 	 @ 0.88 Mbps a 23.76 Mbps
114.37 Mbps
Thus the 150 Mbps decoder throughput would suffice for
the traffic model assumed. For a larger CPS network of
10,000 stations*, the decoder throughput is probably
still sufficient. Also since t,ne (up to 40) decoders
can be shared among the 11 fixed and scanning CPS beams
For example, traffic Model 3 of the SS-FUMA RFP.
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within a frame, the BP could handle the peak demand of
3 x .OU5 x 10,000 - 150 stations provided that the de-
coder does not require initialization between bursts.
Similarly the capability to encode any or all of the 22
fixed and scanning 220 Mbps CPS downlinks provides the
downlink margin required.
The Trunking-to-CPS uplinks are not decoded and the
CPS-to-Trunking downlinks are not encoded, since (pre-
sumably) the trunking stations will meet their availa-
bility requirements through larger antennas and/or
station pair (space) diversity.
The coding technique proposed is a combination of a
Rate-1/2 convolutional code with two bit soft decision
decoding and an uplink transmission rate reduction to
1/2 the clear weather rate. This achieves 3.6 dB coding
gain plus 6.0 dB "rate reduction" gain for 9.6 dB
additional uplink margin. This choice does not appear
to be optimum in the sense of gain vs. throughput, but
this is not a significant penalty, since only about one
percent of BP throughput is affected. Thus, as long as
the decoder memory and processing requirements are not
a
significant weight or cost factors, such a code is
i
probably acceptable.
a
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A good feature is the additional ability to pass un-
coded bursts through either of the 11x2 (and 2x11) PEC 	 r
channels, thus providing additional redundant paths for
the CPS traffic.
5.3.2 Satellite Aided Burst Synchronization
The BP possesses a feature which should help reduce Lhe
costs of the CPS terminals. By comparing each uplink
channel's unique-word arrival time and comparing it
i 
with the proper arrival time as stored in the BPS con-
trol memory by MCS command, the BPS generates an early/
late count and inserts it in the appropriate satellite-
to-CPS downlink orderwire (at the start of each burst);
the CPS terminal then retards/advances its transmit
burst-time accordingly. This eliminates the require-
ment for CPS loop-back bursts for steady-state synchro-
nization and most of the accompanying digital circuit-
ry.
In fact, if this satellite-aided burst synchronization
concept could be extenaed to include the trunking net-
work, it would be useful there also. Since the trunk-
r
	
	 ing/CPS Bp interface already exists, this extension
should be considered.
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IFrequency Plan
The CPS portion of the 30/20 GHz occupies approximately
1.0 GKz. This provides 6 scanned plus 5 fixed equiva-
lent 440 Mbps channels or 4.8 Gbps. Thus the CPS fre-
quency-reuse factor is 4.8. This assumes a "baseline"
utilization of 1 bit/Hz. The 1.5 GHz occupied by the
trunking network, coupled with 23 x 23 IF Switch has a
throughput of 23 x 550 = 12.65 Gbps. There results an
effective trunking frequency reuse factor of 8.4.
These are probably reasonable values, considering the
constraints imposed by the BP, IF switch(es), traffic
model, etc.. However, a final operational system con-
figuration might have improved frequency re-use fac-
tors.
A "theoretical" maximum frequency re-use factor. for 200
0.3° beamwidth contiguous CONUS-coverage spots using a
hexagonal tesselation with 3 frequencies and orthogonal
polarization would be 200T3=57. This however can only
be achieved if each beam's bandwidth is tailored to its
traffic demand (a costly FDMA payload design) and sub-
sets of the 2U0 beams with like demand are uniformly
spaced. A practical maximum for traffic models postu-
lated so far for frequency reuse is probably about 20.
The advantage of improving frequency re-use factors,
even though the satellite may be power (and weight)
46
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limited, is that the same total (CPS and trunking)
throughput could be achieved using a fraction of the
2.5 GHz allocated 30/20 GHz spectrum. This would allow
co-locating (or closer spacing) of multiple satellites
in the more desirable orbital locations, and it could
alleviate bandwidth requirements (and cost) of critical
earth station sub-systems.
5.3.4 Memory and Switching Requirements
Uplink channels are written (after multiplexing) into
the BP's 32 Input Memories sequentially, i.e. in the
order received from the station bursts in each of the
16 beams (paths). Each station is scanned only once
per frame resulting in a low preamble overhead, at
which time it transmits in one burst, successive sub-
bursts for each station for which it has data to send.
Each burst therefore represents a demand on the capa-
city of several downlink beams - including a require-
ment that it be placed in each downlink beam at the
proper time, i.e. when the downlink scans the particu-
lar destination station which also occurs once per	 y
frame. This requirement is met in two steps; first the
input memory is read (using random access) and the in-
formation routed to the input of the 32 x 32 switch
which collects common destination subbursts and routes
them to the appropriate Output Memory using sequential
x
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write instructions; then the Output Memory is read
(using random access) to modulate the proper 220 Mbps
(or 550 Mbps for Trunking-CPS Interconnect) CPS down-
link beam at the time it scans the destination Spot.
Each of the 64 Input and Output Memories contains 48000
64-bit words.
Thus, the 32 x 32 :Baseband Switch accomplishes the same
function as a TDMA IF-Switch. When operating near full
capacity, high throughput efficiency places a demand
upon the maximum total number of switching states
(modes) per frame similar to that of the "Greedy Algor-
ithm"; this maximum is 992 modes per frame. A re-
alistic number, while still retaining high throughput
efficiency, may be in the 100 to 200 modes-per-frame
range. Thus, a maximum switching time of 0.5 usec.,
say, would result in a frame efficiency of 95% to 90%
for a 1 millisecond frame. Motorola did not indicate
the maximum switching time of the Baseband Switch; it
is recommended that this analysis be performed; it may
also oe affected by the access time of the RAM imple-
mented.
It is not obvious that a random-access write memory
concept has been investigated. If such an approach is
feasible, it could (a) eliminate half of the memory
r	
storage requirement, (b) enable placing the modulators
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in front of the 32 x 32 switch, thus making it an IF
Switch, and permitting a common technology with the
trunking IF Switch development, and (c) possibly reduce
the maximum number of switch modes per frame.
Weight and Power Prediction
ba
Motorola has estimated that a "full —redundancy" BPU
would weigh 340 lbs. and consume 1371 watts peak power
using 1982 technology versus 217 lbs and 778 watts
using 1987 technology, which meets design goals.
5.3.6 Limited CPS Coverage
Although the specified traffic model included only 40
0.3'	 beam areas for CPS users, and the design goals
were met, there still remains a question as to how to
service CPS users in the non-covered areas (about 85-
90% of CONUS).	 It is believed that most of the con-
cepts developed so far for the BPU are still applic-
able, but a system study is needed to verify this.
5.3.7 POC Design
The proposed POC design is a minimal concept containing
one sample of every element proposed for the final
design;
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NXN Routing Switch
550 Mbps Trunking Channel Processing
27.5, 110, and 220 Mbps CPS Channel Processing
FEC Coding and Decoding
It should thus be capable of demonstrating the func-
tions required of working Baseband Processor, although
it is not clear from the description given that the
full parallel processing capability of the FEC proces-
sing circuits will be implemented. However, this may
not be necessary if the experiment design is properly
organized.
The system test equipment to be used with the POC model
has not been described. It is important that all the
characteristics of real-world signals be simulated to
provide a valid test of the operating circuits. These
would include, inter alias
TDMA Burst Nature of Inputs
Degraded Input Signals (errors, phase jitter,
noise) Fading Characteristics
51
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6.0 MULTIPLE BEAM ANTENNA SYSTEM
6.1
	 GENERAL
The function of the multiple beam antenna system (MBA)
is to provide permanent coverage (i.e., a fixed beam)
to a number of cities or city pairs (18 has been assum-
ed in most of the NASA studies) and scanning beam co-
verage for all other locations. Arguments have been
made as to whether the scanning beam coverage should
include all of CONUS or if a restriction to some lim-
ited number of additional locations beyond the fixed
beam cities would be sufficient. It is Western Union's
opinion that one of the prime attractions of a sat-
ellite system is the service * it can give to locations
outside major metropolitan areas. Such services to
outlying areas, when any facility having capacity lar-
ger than a voice channel is required, tend to be un-
available or scarce and expensive when provided on ter-
restrial systems, whereas the cost of satellite service
is basically independent of location, and constructin
of earth stations in such locations usually easier.
I
Thus .full CONUS coverage by means of scanning beams
(true scanning or contiguous fixed) is deemed essential
for the creation of a viable CPS satellite system.
;i
to designing
	
an	 MBA,	 the
	 beams,
	 fixed	 and	 scanning,
must	 be	 shaped	 and	 directed	 such	 that	 with	 suitable
combinations	 of	 frequency	 reuse,
	
polarization	 reuse/
isolation and pattern isolation sufficient capacity is`	
available	 to serve each	 location.
	 Thus,	 in order	 to
form judgements	 as	 to	 the adequacy of	 any particular
design,	 it is necessary to have estimates of potential
traffic for each beam.
	
Many traffic models have been
generated for the 20/30 GHz program.	 The one chosen as
a	 model	 to	 judge MBA design
	
is	 the	 latest	 available
model from NASA - the one given in the Appendix A to
the SS-FDMA Communications System for CPS Statement of
Work (Traffic Model A).	 This model postulates about 6
Gbps of peak busy hour	 trunking
	
traffic,	 1.6	 Gbps	 of
peak busy hour trunking to CPS	 (and vice versa)
	
traf-
f ie, and 2 . 2 Gbps of peak busy hour CPS traffic, broken
down by city of origin.	 Total peak hour traffic car-
ried on the CPS beams is thus 3 Gbps.	 However, allow-
ing for unequal traffic distribution among the scanning
beams as stated in the model, 	 the total CPS beam capa-
city	 required	 varies	 up	 to	 4.5	 Gbps.
r
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Operational System
The ABA operational concepts, based upon recent NASA
TDINA studies, require up to 18 fixed spot beams for
trunking service and 6 scanning beams (which together
give near CONUS coverage) for CPS service; both fixed
scanning beams would have a nominal beamwidth of about
0.3'. A design goal of 230 Kg (51U lbs.) and 18 m3 was
chosen for the maximum weight and volume respectively
of the MEA subsystem. Within these constraint., study
tradeoffs included: Single, Double (1 East - 1 West or
1 Transmit - 1 Receive) and quadruple (E/T, .4/T, E/R,
WIR) prime reflector configurations; sub-reflector op-
tics; feed shape, size, and clusters; and beam forming
networks using diode or ferrite switches, variable pow-
er dividers (VPD's), and/or phase shifters. Both 1982
and 1587 technology concepts were to be investigated.
Additionally, a fixed ream CPS concept covering CUNUS
in 100 contiguous beams,, was also to be considered. By
implication, the beamwidth of each fixed CPS beam would
have to increase to abou$ 0.45 0 , corresponding to a
loss of about 3 dB in uplink and downlink gain; how-
ever, this might be partially compensated (depending on
the number of prime reflectors) by reduced off-axis
53
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scanning losses and VPD losses as compared to the CPS
scanning beam. Such a contiguous beam configure -tion
would enable FDM CPS operation. In any event, whether
100 fixed contiguous or 6 scanning beams provided the
CPS aetverage, the MBA concept must still support the 18
fixed trunking beams.
The specifications for the MBA performance are listed
below:
a. Antenna Size - Shuttle Compatible
b. Number of Trunking -	 18	 (Specific Cities
beams Listed)
c. Number of CPS beams - 6 Scanning or 100 Fixed
Contiguous
d. Minimum. Transmit Gain - 53 dB
e. Minimum Receive Gain - 56 dB Trunking
53 dB CPS
f. Bandwidth - 500 MHz
g. Polarization - Dual Linear
h. C/I Performance - ?30 dB
i. Pointing Accuracy - <.02° Pitch/Roll
<.4°	 yaw
j. Power/Beam - 52-62 dBW Trunking,
67-75 dBW CPS
It was assumed that the loss in gain due to pointing
errors was not included in items (d) and (e) above.
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Thus, the pointing errors specified in item ( i ) should
be added to the results of the MBA development efforts
as reported for the final ;link budgets; this in turn
depends upon whether or not an earth station is on an
antenna pattern's slope.
6.2.2 Demonstration System
A demonstration MBA System concept (using scanning CPS
beams) was also specified+ suitable for a 1985-7
launch. Allthe specifications given in the preceding
Section (6.1.1) for the operational system are the
same, except that only 10 fixed-beams for Truaking ( a
listed subset of the 18 operational Trunking beams) and
only 2 scanning beams for C$S are required. How-ever
the 2 CPS beams are required to be selectable from 6
operational scanning beati,s to provide any two out of
six sectors of CONUS. This requirement led to the re-
sult that the total weight of the operational and de-
monstration MBA configurations was about the same since
all the feeds for the full six-sector CDNUS coverage
were required in either case for the designs selected.
OF POOR QUALITY
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6 . 3 . 1 TRW
TRW has investigated MBA configurations for the combin-
ed fixed/scanning beams ranging from 1 to 4 reflectors
and utilizing either Variable Power Dividers (VPD's) or
phased array feed approaches. Their recommendation for
the operational system with 18 fixed and scanning beams
is summarized below (pp. 7-9 and 7-13 of the TRW re-
port) assuming either 1982 or 1987 technology is used:
CHARACTERISTIC
1982 TECHNOLOGY
265 VPD's
1987 TECHNOLOGY
320 0 SHIFTERS
No. of Reflectors 4(E/W & T/R) 2	 (E/W)
Fixed Beam Trunking
Minimum Antenna Gain 54 dB 53.5 dB
Scanning Beam CPS
Minimum Antenna Gain 49.2 dB 48.5
C/I Trunking >30 dB >30 dB
C/I CPS >30 dB 20-30 dB
Weight 590 lbs. 454 lbs.
BFN Switching Power Not Given Not Given
56
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The 1987 Technology approach, which has about 0.5 dB
less minimum gain ( off-axis) is lighter and possesses
further advantages such as graceful degradation (from
phase-shifter failures) and possik. 11 ^ ..y of increased
G/T and EIRP using distributed LNA's or solid-state
HPA's depending on future solid-state development. If
the 4 -reflector VPD approach were selected, using 1987,_
F	 technology, the total weight would apparently decrease
4
from 590 to 505 lbs., according to page 4-9 of the TRW
report. Easy to identify measures which would ease the
trunking beam problem, a reassignment of sector bound-
aries, if possible, would improve the scanning beam
margins.
6.3.2 FACC
FACC has recommended the use of a 2 primary reflector,
CONUS coverage MBA system. The transmit reflector at
2U GHz would have a 12 . 5 foot diameter and the receive
reflector al; 30 GHz would have an 8.33 foot diameter.
The recommended optics is a dual-offset Swarzchild sub-
reflector; the feeds have a square aperture and are
~riangulary clustered; and the beam forming network is
a matrix type using a combination of switches and
-a
VPD's. The characteristics are summarized below,
assuming a directivity of 55 . 8 dB (before BFN scanning
losses):
OF POOR QUALITY	 a
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CHARAC'T'ERISTICS
1982 TECHNOLOGY
BFN: SWITCHES & VPD's
No. of Reflectors 2(T/R)
No. of Elements 540
Fixed (Trunking ) Min. Gain 53.7 dB
Scanning (CPS) Min. Gain 52.2 dB
0/I Trunking >30*
0/I CPS >30**
Weight 5U7 lbs.
BFN Switching Power 450 Watts
*Assumes -35 dB first sidelobes, -45 dB sidelobe asymp-
tote, -40 dB cross-pol isolation.
**Assumes -40 dB sidelobe asymptote.
For the 1987 Technology FACC does not have a final de-
sign, but recommends a shaped sublens, dual-offset, MBA
system using 1200 elements. FACC states that the in-
creased weight of the sublens and extra elements may be
somewhat offset by using an active BFN (transmit and
receive amplifiers in each beam).
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.ACC has interpreted the 500 MHz bandwidth requirement
`or 'trunking and CPS service given in the SOW as a max-
Lmum, thus limiting the capability of the MBA to a
single 500 Mbps tunking beam in any spot, and limiting
;PS capability .comparably. This is not in accord with
:he traffic models developed for other parts of the
30/20 GHz program, and would present a significant
Limitation to spacecraft utility. It is not clear,
Eroin the information gi%yen, how difficult it would be
to redesign the trunking/CPS diplexers for wider band-
width, and to avoid significant unusable spectrum in
the cross-over regions. At a minimum, a design provid-
ing, for example, 1 GHz for CPS and 1.5 GHz for trunk-
ing in two bands should be evaluated, although it must
be pointed out that some of the systems studies assumed
interleaved 500 MHz CPS and trunking bands to improve
frequency isolation.	 This would further complicate
diplexer design.
it would be preferable to accomplish trunking/CPS dj,-
plexing by other tnan frequency selective means.means. This
would, among other advantages, remove the requirement
to tailor an antenna design to a specific frequency
plan and service capability, allowing easy reconfigura-
tion of the payload before launch, if not after launch.
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For the 100 contiguous beam CPS MBA design, the results
reported are somewhat incomplete. TWR gives two con-
cepts without recommendation: one using four reflect-
ors (E/W and T/R) each 10 feet in diameter weighing 548
lbs. and having a minimum gain of 47.4 dB. The other
f 
concept uses two reflectors (T/R) each 9 feet in dia-
meter weighing 281 lbs., with a minimum gain of 45.4
dig . The 548 lb. concept, however, requires only 2 fre-
quencies (vs. 5 frequencies for the 281 lb. concept)
with a corresponding increase in frequency re-use.
Also, it appears that the above weights do not include
the 18 fixed trunking beams which require the 13 foot
reflector(s).
FACC has developed concepts for both 55 and 119 fixed-
beam contiguous CRS coverage. Taking the 119 beam con-
cept as the closest to the 100 beam specification, it
utilizes some 629 elements and produces a minimum gain
of 43.1 dB. The reflector size(s) are not given but
presumably are the same as the fixed/scan concept of
12.5 foot (transmit) and 8.33 foot receive. The total
weight is also not given, but judging from the increas-
ed number of feed elements, diplexers and VPD's, it is
probably 125 lbs. heavier than the fixed/scan concept
or about 632 lbs. In this case it is clear that it in-
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Neither proposed demonstration satellite MBA design
provides coverage of a poor propagation area (e.g.,
rain zone E - Gulf Coast and Florida). This is felt to
be a major shortcoming as it will prevent evaluation of
the actual attainable performance in this area and of
the practical effects of these rain outages on service
ludas the 15 fixed trunking beams, however, this plan
iso required 5 frequencies.
6.3.4 Demonstration Satellite Designs
The demonstration MBA designs from each vendor comprise
two reflectors (transmit and receive) and a cut-down
version of the antenna feed systems. The FACC design
is scaled from a two reflector design and consequently
provides baseline performance for all illuminated loca-
tions. The TRW design is modified from one-half of a
four reflector design and provides somewhat degraded
performance to West Coast locations. A systems analy-
sis is needed to determine if this is acceptable. TRW
also provides a design using smaller reflectors (2&3
meter). This would have less than specified perform-
mance to all locations and is probably unacceptable
unless the claimed weight and design simplicity advan-
tages prove to be both realizable and vital to ini,ssion
success.
(duration, time of day, frequency, etc.,). WU recom-
mends that the CPS coverage be extended to fully cover
sectors 5 and 6. It is also recommended that the scan-
ning beams (or at least the East Coast beam) be ;Wade
variable in frequency assignment and polarization.
This could be used, in conjunction with the fixed
beams, to verify computed beam isolation performance.
r,
6.3.5 POC Model Designs
The POC Model designs are reduced versions of the De-
r:
monstration Satellite concepts. This is an acceptable
approach if great care is taken that the design remains
directly scalable to thA full antenna system, i.e.,
i
that extra space made available by omitting portions of
the feed structure is not occupied by the remaining
elements. To insure this, the POC designs should be
n
derived by starting with a design for a complete MBA
and only leaving out elements, not redesigning any-
thing, even if it would make construction easier or
cheaper. This should apply to the entire waveguide
structure, including VPD's switches, circulators, etc.,
as well as the feed lines themselves.
}
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FACC has been able to design a reflector structure with
very small scan losses. This enables them to use a
Transmit/Receive two antenna design which completely
separates the 20 and 30 GHz feed structures. In con-
trast TRW requires four reflectors to accomplish this,
and their 1987 two reflector design is an East/West
configuration with both transmit and receive on both
antennas. The feed structure chosen by FACC is much
less satisfactory since it depends on frequency di-
plexing in the antenna structure which restricts the
usable frequency range and freezes the traffic pattern
into the antenna design. The TRW approach is relative-
ly free of these problems, although it does involve
frequency diplexing in some of the spot beams, which is
also less than optimum. A combination of these ap-
proaches would be desirable.
The feed systems of these antennas are not only much
more complicated than any designs previously flown but
involve many active elements such as VPD's, switches,
and phase shifters. Two important factors must be
analyzed to determine if these concepts are practical
in a spacecraft antenna. The first is the probability
of failure of one or more of these elements (or their
control circuits) over the 10 year life of the satel-
a!
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lite. The second is the effect of each of these pos-
sible failures on antenna performance - whether one
beam or many are effected, whether the pattern change
is small or catastrophic - both in main beam and side-
lobe performance, whether both trunking and CPS beams
or only one are affected, etc. In addition, whenever a
major effect on antenna performance can be caused by
likely failures, a study should be made of possible re-
medial methods, such as redundant elements and bypass
switches, to determine if they are useful, and if they
can be incorporated into the design in a reasonable
manner.
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AVAILABILITY
1.0	 INTRODUCTION
The availability required of a communication system is
difficult to determine. It is based on two parameters 	 i
that are difficult to quantify, especially in advance
of the actual operation of system-the value to the user
of a particular level of availability, and the cost of
achieving it. If only a two point system is being con-
sidered, then it is possible, at least in theory, to
develop curves of revenue vs. availability based on
user needs, and costs vs. availability. These curves
can then be used to find the optimum availability (if
the system is viable at all). As the system becomes
larger and more complex such calculations become much
more difficult, not only because of the number of paths
involved, but because the concept of "availability"
becomes less well defined. Consider for example a net-
work interconnecting ten users. If the network de-
grades so that only nine of the users remain conne-
cted, the network will become less useful, and the rev-
enues derived from it will decrease. If the network is
repairable, this loss of utility consists of the denial
over certain Lime of some real-time traffic and the
65
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ent beforehand how the relative c ysts of achieving
given levels of availability for eatch subsystem inter-
act to determine the cost of the overall system at the
required availability. It is extremely helpful to have
available for each subsystem tradeoff curves of subsys-
tem availability vs "cost", where " cost" must include
all elements impacting overall system performance, such
au power consumption, weight, size, and even develop-
ment time, as well as monetary factors.
For repairable systems, availability ( A) is defined by:
A _ MTBF
(MTBF+MTTR)
where MTBF = mean time to a failure event
MTTR = mean time for a failure to be corrected
(Propagation can be treated by the above formula by
considering the "repair" to be the end of the anomalous
propagat 6d condition.) Thi3 equation describes a pro-
cess in ^Aich the service life of the link under dis-
cussion is characterized by long periods of proper
operation interrupted by short periods of improper
operation. By averaging these intervals over time, the
mean numbers used in the formula can be determined.
(In practice the MTBF of a device is usually determined
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by testing many devices at the same time and averaging
over the number of devices. This does not, however,
affect the concept of time averaging underlying the
formula.) When redundancy is used, it affects the MTBF
number, since a simultaneous element failures must now
occur before a system failure is noticed. Conceptually
this does not change the principles involved.
When considering a non-repairable subsystem, such as a
spacecraft, different concepts apply. Such a ,subsystem
has a finite probability of operating satisfactorily
for the planned service life of the system, dependent
on the reliability of the individual subsystem elements
and the amo ►int of redunrMncy provided. This process
is characterized by a long operation interval followed
by a long period of system reconfiguration, spacecraft
replacement, or similar events, during which system
operation will be degraded or the system will be unus-
able. The mathematical equations that govern this type
of behavior yield a result such as the following (with
many simplifying assumptions):
Fr (10 year misssion life) = exp (-$7600x)
where x is the reciprocal of the mean time to failure.
For example, with a mean time to failure (including all
redundancy of about 95 years the probability of survi-
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rvat of 10 years is 0.9. This means that if 10 space-
crafts were launched, nine of them would last for 10
years ( on average) ,. The problem is that if only one is
launched, there is no way to determine if it was one of
the nine that survived or the tenth one that failed
until the 10 years are up.. To increase the probability
to 99% would require a mean time to failure of 995
years!
Considering the above, the problem of defining system
availability for the 30,/20 GHz system is not a simple
one, and needs considerable study to arrive at meaning-
ful numbers. Ignoring this problem temporarily, a typ-
°,al availability "tree" for the Ka band system is
shown in Table A.1. This particular tree is arbitrary,
ooth as to the elements used in the breakdown and as to
the numbers given. Much more information and analysis
will be required to arrive sst an optimum breakdown.
A number of assumptions have peen made in deriving this
table. To 0egin with, the propagation availability for
each link has been taken as .9999, and it has been as-
sumed that propagation should be cne dominaii!- factor in
overall performance. Similarly the spacecraft is given
the bulk of the unavailability allowance on the hard-
ware side. The spacecraft has been aribitrarily broken
up into four subsystems each of which ends up with an
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UPLINK	 DOWNLINK
.9999	 .9999
SPACECRAFT I	 GROUND STATIONS
.99996	 AND N-S .99999
3US:I'"C.	 RECEIVE AND DOWN
AUrENNA TI'&C 	 CONVERTER
ETC. .99999 11	 .99999
IF S4ITCH AND	 UP COLVVERTER
CONTROL'	 AND PA
.99999	 .99999
Table A.1
TYPICAL AVAILABILITY TREE
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availability requirement of .99999. It does not appear
that these levels of availability have been considered
in the technology investigations.
It must of course be noted that the above discussion is
vastly oversimplified. It ignores such questions as
how to treat paths with different throughputs, whether
all capacity losses are of equal importance, the dif-
ferences between short term outages due to propagation,
long term outages due to ground station malfunction,
and permanent outages due to spacecraft failures, and
more fundamentally what total system availability real-
ly means. This topic requires much more study than can
be given here, and should be thoroughly treated before
system design is frozen so that the proper level of
availability can be designed into each subsystem.
3.0	 RECOMMENDATIONS
For a carrier to offer a satellite system to its cus-
tomers it must be able to assure them of a particular
grade of service to suit their requirements. This is
reflected in the required day-to-day availability of
each service based on propagation considerations and
hardware reliability. For a carrier to find a satel-
lite system profitable, it must be able to use it for a
given period of time.	 This is reflected in the re-
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quired long-term availbility which is based on satel-
lite hardware reliability and the degree of redundancy
provided. At present there is little information on
either the availabilities actually required for differ-
ent services or on the capabilities of the proposed
satellite system to provide them. 	 We recommend the
k
following steps to resolve these problems:
1) A study of proposed user services to determine
the availabilities needed for each - short term
and long term. This should be based on true
customer needs, bearing in mind alternate com-
munication systems available to him and the
time urgency of each service, considering cur-
rent industry	 practices.
2) A study of the percentage reduction in satellite
capacity (possibly by type of reduction - par-
tial to all users, total to some users, etc.,)
tolerable to a carrier.
3) Obtaining from the technology contractors, and
from others for subsystems not part of a tech-
nology contract, hardware reliability and sub-
system availability numbers, parametrically as a
function of size, weight, power, cost etc., to
be used in system analyses.
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SIGNAL IMPAIRMENTS
1.0
	 DISCUSSION
When a communication system is designed, the primary
input specification states that a given bit stream at a
prescribed rate must be sent from a so,irce to a desti-
nation with a certain reliability (error rate). Given
an additional specification of maximum bandwidth oc-
cupancy, a modulation technique can be selected. This
determines the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) needed to
achieve the given error rate, which is used to select
the transmit EIRP and receive G/T of the transmission
link.
In any practical system, the realized performance can
only approach that derived by theoretical analysis.
Each element of the transmission chain will impair the
performance by some (normally small) amount which will
require an increased CNR to reattain the level of per-
formance specified initially. The objective of the
system designer is to minimize the "cost" of achieving
this performance, where cost is taken to include not
only direct monetary components, but also other compo-
nents such as size, power, weight, reliability, etc.
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ihich cannot always be simply converted into money.
'hus for example tradeoffs must be made between the
.ost of improving a practical demodulator and the cost
>f increasing transmit power to compensate for the non-
.deal behavior of the device as given. This process
lust be generalized to consider jointly all the system
.lements which affect performance so that each can be
allocated its "fair share" of the overall allowed im-
>airments, and so that the latter can in fact be deter-
mined. To do this two things must be available. One
is a model of the communication system using which the
effects of changes in various system elements on over-
all performance can be determined. The second is a set
of tradeoff studies showing the "cost" penalties or
benefits of tightening or loosening the specifications
of each system element.	 With this information the
model can be used to determine the lowest cost system
for any level of performance.
Block diagrams of typical models are shown in Figures
3.1 and 8.2 for a "bent-pipe" (SS-TDMA or FDMA) system
and a baseband processor system respectively. Table
3.1 shows the parameters of importance for each of the
system elements. Both the figures and the table are to
some extent arbitrary. For example, a direct RF modu-
lator would combine the functions of modulator and up
converter, and band pass filtering has been assumed to
73
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rbe intrinsic in some elements (e.g. HPA's) and extrin-
4` sic in others (demodulators). The impairment catego-
ries in the table are also generalized. For example
"spurious signal rejection" includes feed-through in
It 
the IF switch, cross-polarization isolation and beam
width in the antenna, sidelobe problems in the antenna
pointing system and skirt rejection in the filters.
In a "bent-pipe" system (Fig. B.1) the signal remains
in modulated form from the transmitting ground station,
through the spacecraft transponder, and then to the
receiving ground station. The impairments accumulate
over this entire link, which must therefore be consid-
ered as a single communication channel. In contrast,
when a baseband processor is used (Fig. B.2), the sig-
nal is demodulated and remodulated in the spacecraft
and impairments affect the up and downlinks separately.
In this case, the same overall error rate can be main-
tained with impairments on each link almost as large as
those allowed for the whole up- and down-link in the
bent-pipe case. Thus significantly larger signal im-
pairments can be allowed at the cost of adding the
extra processing in the spacecraft.
"k
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12.0
	 METROLOGY
The process of arriving at an optimum set of specifica-
tions would go as follows. An overall impairment CNR
penalty would be selected, based on a priori decisons
aoout the state of the art of transmitter and receiver
design, and information about the estimated costs of
providing the extra EIRP or G/T to compensate for it.
A typical value would be 3 dB. This must then be dis-
tributed over the various circuit elements and types of
signal impairments listed in Table B.1. For example,
an allocation of 1/2 dB system impairment to group
delay corresponds to a distortion of about 1 nanosecond
at 512 Mbps with QPSK modulation. This in turn must be
allocated over the circuit elements that can contribute
to this impairment: the modulator, the up- and down-
coverters, the high power amplifiers, the IF/RF swit:!h-
ing systems, and the filters and any band limiting
elements. The share of the total allowance allocated
to each of these elements should depend on the diffi-
culty of achieving it, and should result from a trade-
off study of impairment vs. cost for each element in
the complete transmission link. The tradeoff study
should consider the allocation of the total 3 dB im-
pairment allowance among the various categories, and,
finally, the relative costs of increasing or decreasing
EIRP and G/T vs. changing the system impairment allow-
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7ance. An effective study of this type should use com-
puter models of the system and automated tradeoff ana-
lyses to produce useful results with a reasonable
amount of effort.
3.0	 RECOMMENDATIONS
NASA is contracting for a simulation model which can
perform the types of analysis needed for tradeoff stu-
dies. However, without the availability of tradeoff
information for the system elements, a systematic ana-
lysis is not possible. For each element of the system,
the appropriate NASA subcontractors should develop such
information so that it can be determined, for example,
if it is preferable to specify a higher power HPA or a
lower noise figure LNA, or whether the group delay
specification on some of the filters should be tight-
ened to allow for more phase noise in an up-
converter.
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